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ABSTRACT
The most mature, widespread sorting technology, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), offers high
throughput and sorts predicated on a wide range of phenotypes that can be conveyed through average cellular
fluorescence or light scattering levels. However, FACS cannot detect a wide range of phenotypes easily observable
through microscopy, such as details of cell morphology, sub-cellular localization, and temporal fluorescence
expression with single-cell resolution. Presently, there is no widespread, user-friendly technique to sort cells
following microscopy. Commercial solutions offering this capability are prohibitively expensive to individual labs,
and are most likely to be found only in well-resourced core facilities.
This thesis presents the design, implementation, and testing of three new technologies for simple, inexpensive,
viable, image-predicated cell sorting that can be disseminated to individual labs. For anchorage-dependent cells,
we have implemented two technologies. The first is a method termed polymerization-activated cell sorting, or
PACS, that permits the selective hydrogel-mediated photo-encapsulation of undesired cells in a culture dish and
the retrieval of desired cells using enzyme-mediated release. The second is a method termed radical-activated cell
sorting, or RACS, that permits the light-mediated killing of undesired cells in a culture dish through photo-
patterning of radical toxicity. For non-anchorage-dependent cells, we have developed optofluidic cell sorting, or
optoflucs. In this approach, cells are injected into a microfluidic device where they are allowed to settle into an
array of cell-sized microwells. A laser is then used to optically levitate desired cells out of the array and into a flow
stream for collection.
This thesis demonstrates > 100-fold enrichment of target cell populations and up to 89% output purity following a
single round of image-predicated, viable cell sorting. In addition, this thesis demonstrates examples of sorts
predicated on fluorescence localization, a phenotype that cannot be sorted using FACS. These results, coupled
with the minimal expense and simplicity of these technologies make these techniques appealing for widespread
adoption by individual biology labs.
Thesis Supervisor: Joel Voldman
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1 Introduction
in a cell biology context, heterogeneity refers to a difference between two or more cells with respect to
the measurement of a particular property', such as genetic state, epigenetic state, morphology, gene
expression, or protein expression. Heterogeneity can be an impediment or an opportunity for insight,
depending on perspective. To the former, primary cells isolated from tissue can be out-proliferated by
undesired contaminating cells if the isolation is performed imperfectly2 . Immunologists invest
considerable effort3' 4 to derive clonal populations of secreting cells. Reporter cell lines are often cloned'
prior to utilization to assure that results are not influenced by genetic variation. In contrast,
heterogeneity is sometimes desirable, and even intentionally induced. In genetic screens6, genetic
heterogeneity is induced by a wide variety of methods, including shRNA libraries''8, cDNA libraries9' 10,
and gene traps" to allow differential comparison of genetically controlled phenotypes. Observing re-
emergence of heterogeneity of protein expression from cell populations initially sorted into
homogeneously-expressing pools offers an opportunity to discern the underlying causes of protein
expression heterogeneity" and appreciate the importance of perspectives extending beyond genetic
determinism.
Management of heterogeneity is such a pervasive paradigm of cell biology that it extends beyond
techniques traditionally termed "sorting." Antibiotic selection is routinely used to sort successfully
transformed cells to create reporter cell lines'3, to generate induced pluripotent (iPS) cells14 for cell-
based therapy' 5, and for many other applications requiring purified genetically altered populations.
Image-based computational methods sort cells in silico by algorithmically classifying cells into separate
groups, subsequently allowing comparison between sorted groups to develop methods for drug
discovery'6 and cell fate prediction 1' 18, among others. Our ability to perform insightful, rational
experiments is largely dictated by our ability to effectively manage heterogeneity, and the range of
sorting methods available to us defines our ability to manage heterogeneity. In this thesis, we
implement new image-predicated sorting technologies to vastly increase the types of heterogeneity that
biologists can manage and study in an insightful, rational way.
The breadth of recognizable phenotypes and options for utilization and detection with sorted cells
heavily defines the extent of adoption of a sorting technique. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
has been particularly successful, owing to strengths in both regards. FACS is a mature, widely available
technique that offers high throughput, purity, and enrichment capabilities19 and viable cell sorting,
allowing a full range of post-sort detection options, including those facilitated by large, pure samples,
such as protein and gene expression detection techniques. FACS detects phenotypes transduced
through forward scatter, side scatter, and fluorescence, leveraging fluorescent fusion reporter proteins,
intracellular molecular probes, and fluorescently labeled antibodies, offering a wide range of targets to
study.
Sorting approaches aside from FACS tend to be considerably more application-specific; examples include
tailored methodologies aimed at sorting based on deformability20, motility21 , electrical properties22 and
surface marker expression23, among others. As a result of this typical application-specificity, FACS-
sortable phenotypes largely define the set of phenotypes that can be sorted with a comparatively low
effort barrier to the widespread biological community. Despite its strengths, however, FACS has
significant limitations. Sorting is performed at a single time point, averages recorded signals across the
whole cell, and analyzes cells in suspension. These characteristics preclude sorting based on temporal
dynamics and sub-cellular localization. Sorting in suspension loses most information about cell
morphology and all information about the relative positions of cells in culture prior to sorting. Despite
these shortcomings, FACS is arguably the most general and adaptable sorting technique.
By simply observing cells through the ubiquitous bench-top microscope, we see a wealth of phenotypes
unrecognizable by FACS. Cell structure24, shape and motility 2S, and cell-cell interactions26 are all simple
to observe and quantify through a conventional microscope. Fluorescence microscopy allows us to
quantify spatiotemporal dynamics27 of protein expression using reporter proteins, assess protein-
protein interactions with techniques such as FRET , visualize sub-cellular components with high
resolution with confocal techniques, and use a seemingly endless number of commercially developed
probes to monitor and quantify complex molecular biochemical processes, all while preserving
localization information within cells and the relative positions of cells.
An ability to sort cells following microscopy would enable new types of studies spanning many
application areas and offer a high degree of generality. Chan et al. used complex, image-based, live-cell
phenotyping over multiple days to successfully distinguish iPS cells from partially reprogrammed cells;
sorting based on such phenotyping could accelerate production of functional iPS cells28 . Cohen et al.
demonstrated the feasibility of predicting neural progenitor cell fates by monitoring morphological
parameters and motion 7; sorting predicated on this information would quicken the purification of
desired cells for further experiments.
Engineering of fluorescence fusion reporter cell lines would be facilitated by image-predicated cell
sorting. Following transformation, some transformed cells often express mis-localized fusion reporter
proteins or carry other undesirable traits such as altered motility, proliferation, morphology, or other
properties distinguishable through imaging. Selection of useful clones for subsequent studies is often
performed through dilution cloning, which requires plating, maintaining, and screening a large number
of wells in the dilution plate, even if the majority of wells yield clones that express mis-localized proteins
or other undesirable traits. Microscopy-based screening prior to dilution cloning would ensure that
efforts are only applied to promising clones, increasing clone yield and allowing for tighter stringency in
clone selection.
For labs lacking access to central robotic genetic screening facilities, a pooled, barcoded genetic screen 7
is often the most practical approach to conducting a large genetic screen. In these screens, cells are
genetically perturbed through gain-of-function or loss-of-function approaches that incorporate a form of
barcode into each perturbed cell. Cells are then screened and sorted for the target phenotype.
Following sorting, cells are lysed, and the incidence of barcodes in the sorted population is compared
with incidence in the initial pool; enriched barcodes signify genetic conditions that led to the selected
phenotype. Because of the required sorting step, only phenotypes that are FACS-sortable 29 or that
confer a change in proliferation7 can be sorted. Image-predicated sorting would extend the range of
phenotypes to any that could be recognized via microscopy. For instance, a screen for genes affecting
NF-AT4 translocation could be conducted by perturbing a population of NF-AT4 fluorescence fusion
reporter cells30 with a bar-coded shRNA pool, inducing translocation, and sorting out cells that fail to
shuttle fluorescence from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, afterwards extracting their barcodes to
determine the genes that affected NF-AT4 translocation.
Image-predicated cell sorting would allow us access to phenotypes difficult or impossible to detect in
any other way. The ubiquitous use of microscopy throughout biology makes such an approach to
phenotype recognition intuitive to users and provides a common platform already owned by most labs -
the physical microscope - to retrofit with sorting functionality. Provided that the technique is simple to
use, inexpensive, and yields sorted outputs with sufficient purity and throughput, image-predicated cell
sorting could become a commonplace method for routine use within individual labs.
In the remainder of this introduction, we discuss current technologies that offer image-predicated cell
sorting, why we seek new methods, and candidate physical approaches to image-predicated sorting.
We divide our discussion between technologies for sorting anchorage-dependent cells and non-
anchorage-dependent cells due to the fundamentally different physical sorting approaches that must be
used for sorting these two classes of cells. We delineate proposals for three techniques to enable
inexpensive, intuitive, functional sorting with a clear path to dissemination. We conclude by discussing
the organization of the thesis.
1.01 Image-predicated Sorting of Non-anchorage-dependent Cells
1.01.A Prior Work
Image-predicated sorting of non-anchorage-dependent cells presents an immobilization challenge.
Temporal observation of non-adherent cells effectively necessitates their immobilization, as minute
culture media disturbances effect movement of non-adherent cells. This immobilization is especially
necessary when temporally imaging cells across multiple microscope fields. Therefore, a scalable
approach to non-adherent cell imaging must offer a scheme for scalable cell immobilization. Sorting
functionality further requires that the applied immobilization be reversible in an addressable manner.
Prior to this thesis, a number of potential paths to image-predicated sorting of non-adherent cells
existed that utilized different cell manipulation approaches. Some leveraged optical forces. Optical
tweezers" allow multi-dimensional trapping of cells by focusing a laser beam onto a cell. Depending on
the beam shape, traps can be stable in three-dimensions, or in two-dimensions, trapping the cell
laterally while propelling the cell in the axially in the direction of beam propagation.
Buican et al. demonstrated the latter, using lasers to propel cells through a microfluidic device as well as
displace cells during sorting decisions32 . Buican demonstrated the use of optical scattering forces for cell
propulsion and deflection, and did so in a device that could be imaged by a microscope. While the level
of functionality was basic, it was unique, and Buican offered auspicious insight, making a critical
observation about the potential of linking imaging and sorting:
"...many light scattering and fluorescence parameters could be measured simultaneously... ...Moreover,
such optical measurements need not be restricted to one small region inside the device. Indeed, compact
charge-coupled (CCD) imaging devices could be used to measure simultaneously the position, optical
properties, and even morphologicalfeatures of several cells."
Single three-dimensional optical traps lack wide-field cell immobilization capability. Optical tweezer
arrays, however, allow simultaneous manipulation of multiple cells and particles33 by offering multiple
addressable traps within the manipulation field. However, stable three-dimensional traps require high
beam divergence, or numerical aperture (NA). High-NA lenses have short working distances and small
fields (~2500 pm 2), which are not useful for arrays of mammalian cells.
Optoelectronic tweezers (OETs)34 address this field size limitation. OET devices consist of two layers of
ITO-coated glass sandwiching a fluid layer. The bottom layer of ITO-coated glass is electrically
connected to the fluid through a photoconductive layer. Patterning low-NA light onto the
photoconductive layer can create "virtual electrodes," allowing reconfigurable dielectrophoresis (DEP)-
mediated manipulation of particles in the fluid. Demonstrated (~1 mm2) field sizes dwarf optical
tweezer fields, but are still not large enough for parallel manipulation and immobilization of large
numbers of mammalian cells. Large area displays have been used to actuate larger fields, but decrease
manipulation resolution3 s
OETs also demonstrate incompatibility with physiological buffers. The modest photoconductivity of the
illuminated photoconductive layer and the high conductivity of physiological buffer solutions limit DEP
forces. Recent work has replaced the photoconductive layer with a pixellated array of phototransistors
that offer high conductivity in their ON state 36. This approach is more complex than original OETs and
requires more involved fabrication processing, but offers respectable performance.
Other approaches eschew optical manipulation. Scalable, addressable DEP trap arrays have been
demonstrated specifically for image-predicated cell sorting37. In this approach, grids of electrodes use
DEP to trap cells within a microfluidic flow chamber and hold them against a buffer flow. Desired cells
can be released for downstream collection by turning their traps OFF. Although scalable in principle, the
interconnects, wire connections, and overhead circuitry for device control become complex when
scaled.
Yamamura et al. used a passive immobilization approach38. Yamaura deposited cells into large arrays of
cell-sized microwells, imaged the cells, and subsequently retrieved desired cells using a micropipette
and micromanipulator based on single-cell temporal fluorescence. This retrieval approach is time-
consuming and cumbersome, but the immobilization approach is simple and scalable.
Collectively, the above work offers three confinement methods: optical, dielectrophoretic, and
hydrodynamic. Optical, DEP-based, and OET-based approaches are active approaches, and all scale with
significant complexity, while the hydrodynamic trapping approach is simple, passive, and trivial to scale.
Microwell sizes and cell seeding concentrations can be optimized to offer near-single cell loading across
an array39. Microwell arrays therefore enable wide-field, ~single-cell trapping of large cell populations
with far less complexity than active confinement approaches.
When considering a complete solution for confinement and sorting, none of the described techniques
offer full sorting functionality as we had envisioned it without some form of significant drawback. In
light of this, we considered how to combine some of the appealing aspects of these technologies into a
technique that offered simple operation, scalability with minimal complexity, and compatibility with
widespread microscopy systems.
1.O1.B A Proposed Solution - Optoflucs
We were especially impressed by the simple immobilization approach used by Yamamura. The
drawback of the approach is the micropipette/micromanipulator retrieval method, which is slow and
cumbersome. Any approach that could viably displace a cell from its microwell and allow its retrieval
without perturbing other cells would suffice. Ozkan et al. used a focused laser to vertically displace cells
between two vertically connected flow channels40. These results, along with those of Buican, suggested
that a focused, low-NA laser beam could be used to levitate a cell from its well.
If a cell could be levitated from a microwell in a microfluidic flow chamber and released into a collection
buffer flow stream without disturbing neighboring cells, sorting could be accomplished - this is the
essence of optofluidic cell sorting41 , or "optoflucs," and is illustrated in Figure 1-1. The approach
leverages simple, passive trapping for cell confinement and restricts active efforts to the release of
desired cells. The result is an architecture that is highly scalable with much lower complexity than
existing approaches. Furthermore, since the beam is low-NA, expensive, high-NA objectives and their
short working distances can be avoided, reducing cost and allowing flexibility in microfluidic system
design. Chapter 2 describes the design, implementation, and characterization of optoflucs.
Figure 1-1: Optoflucs operation. (A) A mixed population of cells is introduced into the device, where some cells
settle into microwells. (B) A clearing buffer sweeps away un-trapped cells. (C) After identifying cells of interest
using microscopy, a laser is used to levitate cells of interest into a flow stream. (D) The flow stream sweeps away
released cells for downstream collection and analysis.
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1.02 Image-predicated Sorting of Anchorage-dependent Cells
1.02.A Prior Work
Sorting of anchorage-dependent cell types presents different challenges. Because anchorage-
dependent cells are physically attached to their substrates, small disturbances of the culture medium
will not change the locations of cells within the dish. Physical immobilization, a requirement of scalable
non-anchorage-dependent cell sorting architectures, is not necessary for scalable sorting of anchorage-
dependent cells. By extension, cells across large areas of the culture substrate can be registered
through microscope stage coordinates and iteratively imaged. However, non-adherent cells can and do
move - confinement-free registration is only quasi-static. The cell type-dependent level of motility and
the plating density dictate how often the coordinates of particular cells must be refreshed to
unambiguously register them and together impose a limit on the population size and substrate area that
can be reliably registered. The end result is that while a confinement-free substrate is itself simple,
complexity is moved to bookkeeping efforts in the form of the imaging system and potential algorithms
needed for tracking cell locations.
Provided that the image-based assay can specify stage coordinates of cells of interest, we are left with
the task of retrieving the cells of interest while leaving undesired cells behind. Prior to this thesis, a few
methods had been developed to this end. Laser capture microdissection (LCM) was originally developed
to allow microscopy-predicated isolation of cells from complex fixed tissue samples42. In LCM, a tissue
section is mounted onto a slide and a clear thermoplastic film is placed over the tissue sample. A laser
pulse is then focused onto the film above the target cells, which fuses the film to the cells. After
removing the film, desired cells remain stuck to the film and can be analyzed separately from the
original tissue sample using PCR. Although powerful and ubiquitous in histology, LCM was developed for
fixed cells and requires use of a laser not typically found in biology labs.
Zeiss developed an LCM-like technology to function with live cells, dubbed PALM, which exploits a
phenomenon called laser catapulting43. Cells are first cultured on proprietary films in culture dishes.
After using microscopy to identify a target cell, the system uses a laser to trace a path around the cell,
cutting a section from the film where the cell resides. Next, a laser delivers a high-energy pulse to the
targeted film section, catapulting it and its cells into a collection vessel for immediate analysis or further
culture. This platform is available as an add-on to Zeiss microscopes and thus integrates into familiar
imaging platforms. Price is a major drawback - such systems cost well over ~100k USD, and are thus
unlikely to be purchased outside of well-resourced core facilities and be a viable widespread solution for
routine, image-predicated cell sorting. Anecdotally, from conversations with those familiar with PALM,
sorted cell viability appears to be variable, and the system lacks reliability and user-friendliness.
Cyntellect has developed the LEAP system, which combines a custom high-throughput imaging platform
with a laser to specifically irradiate and kill undesired cells predicated on images44 . Although
straightforward in operation, this platform is even more expensive than the PALM system, making its
widespread adoption even less likely. It also appears from discussions with those familiar with the
system that operation is not necessarily turnkey, requiring significant optimization for a given cell type
or application. Furthermore, the imaging technique used offers a maximum magnification of 20x
(obtained from LEAP user's manual).
Still another commercial platform, ClonePix by Genetix, offers a robotic colony picking system. The user
cultures colonies of cells in semi-solid media and can select desired colonies in an image-predicated
manner. The robotics then automatically isolate the desired colonies out of the semi-solid media. Like
LEAP and PALM, ClonePix is similarly expensive, and the requirement to grow cells in semi-solid media
could be constraining for the study of some cell types or phenotypes. Similar to the LEAP platform, the
ClonePix system also offers modest imaging capabilities.
Some academic-based development of an image-predicated cell sorting technique has been conducted
as well. Allbritton et al. have developed a method that involves culturing adherent cells on arrays of
microfabricated pallets45 . After imaging the pallet array and determining which pallets contain desired
cells, a laser is focused onto these pallets, releasing them, and allowing their cells to be isolated and
cultured further. This approach is most similar to PALM, and is likely much less expensive in its current
implementation. However, cells must be grown on individual islands as opposed to on a monolithic
substrate, the substrate is non-trivial to fabricate, and the technique requires use of a laser not typically
found in biology labs.
The landscape of options for performing image-predicated sorting of anchorage-dependent cells is
dominated by expensive commercial techniques. Furthermore, the techniques that offered the
capability to use high-end microscopy (PALM, and possibly the approach of Allbritton) did not offer
impressive ease-of-use. We envisioned a technique that was inexpensive, simple to use, and could be
realistically implemented by non-engineers in biology labs to offer image-predicated sorting as a
routine, widespread technique. None of these available options met these criteria, so we considered
other approaches to sorting.
1.02.B Proposed Solutions - PACS and RACS
We carefully considered our design priorities. As a primary drawback of the commercial systems is cost,
our technique needed to be affordable at the individual lab level. Additionally, our technique needed to
be easily implementable and simple to use by end users - biologists, not engineers - using equipment
they either already owned or could easily acquire at minimal cost. If both of these requirements were
not met, our system would offer little advantage over existing commercial options.
We first considered whether the approach of optoflucs (which we had developed at this point) could be
extended to adherent cell types, aiming to culture cells on well floors for imaging and trypsinize all cells
prior to laser-based selection. However, non-specific interactions between the cell and the well were
sufficient to prohibit optical cell release from a well. Surfaces needed to be blocked with bovine serum
albumin (BSA) to minimize cell-well interactions, which was not an option for anchorage-dependent
cells. We found optical release of trypsinized adherent cells from microwells impractical, even if flow
was used to loosen trypsinized cells within their microwells.
We considered using a massively parallel addressable array of individual cell culture chambers similar to
those designed by the Quake lab 46. Such an approach would use a microfluidic valve system to
individually address a large array of culture chambers that could each incorporate single cells. After
screening cells, trypsin could be directed into chambers containing desired cells, allowing for their
release and collection. Both on- and off-chip complexity is tremendous in this approach. Second, such
an approach offers an isolated culture environment that more resembles a multi-well plate with
automated fluid handling than traditional dish-based culture. We sought a simple system that offered
an environment closer to traditional dish-based cell culture.
Optoflucs emphasized the elegance of light-mediated sorting. Optical actuation requires only a clear
path to the system and allows dynamic re-configurability. Light offers energy to carry information
regarding which cells to sort and the energy with which to carry out the sort. Optically-mediated
techniques thus represent a simple avenue to direct both information about cell selection as well as
energy to facilitate the selection.
The LEAP approach uses optical energy to directly actuate the sorting process by destroying undesired
cells. The PALM system and the pallet-based system use optical energy more indirectly to move a
surface that moves the cells, and more generally represent photomechanical approaches to harnessing
light. We found the use of specially-engineered substrates unappealing, as well as deviations from a
monolithic culture substrate.
Having ruled out direct optical actuation for cell sorting as with optoflucs, we focused on indirect optical
actuation methods. We were intrigued by the use of light in creating photopolymerizable hydrogels for
cell encapsulation in the tissue engineering field47. In these systems, cells are suspended in a
prepolymer solution consisting of culture media, a macromer, and a photoinitiator. Upon exposure to
light at the absorption wavelength of the photoinitiator, the photoinitiator radicalizes and induces free
radical polymerization of the macromer, forming a hydrogel that encapsulates the cells within the
exposed volume of prepolymer. By patterning the light using photomasking techniques familiar from
photolithography, predesigned hydrogel shapes could be patterned to encapsulate cells for further
study. The encapsulated cells remain viable provided that the correct polymerization conditions are
used 48'49.
In these approaches, the cells of value are the encapsulated cells, while the un-encapsulated cells left
residing in unexposed prepolymer are discarded. As encapsulated cells in tissue engineering
applications were viable, we expected the un-encapsulated cells to be viable as well. We considered the
inverse - encapsulating undesired cells while retrieving the un-encapsulated cells to effect sorting. We
proposed plating adherent cells in a culture dish, locating cells of interest, replacing culture media with
prepolymer solution, and patterning light so that undesired cells would be blanketed by a hydrogel.
Labs performing fluorescence microscopy likely have a broadband source that emits energy into the UV
spectrum. A high-magnification objective could directly focus UV light to the prepolymer around an
undesired cell to encapsulate it, allowing serial encapsulation of undesired cells in hydrogel posts. We
could also use mask-based photolithography. Given a list of coordinates of desired cells in the culture
dish, we could generate a transparency mask with an office printer to mask desired cells during
exposure. We could expose the dish through the mask, crosslinking a hydrogel blanket over all cells
except those shielded by the mask, allowing selective enzymatic release of un-blanketed cells. We
illustrate this sorting process in Figure 1-2-A-B,F-1. We termed this approach polymerization-activated
cell sorting, or PACS.
We also considered the prospects of not using the macromer, and instead killing undesired cells directly
with the activated photoinitiator radical. Provided that masked cells could tolerate the unexposed
photoinitiator at concentrations necessary to ensure death of exposed cells, we could photopattern the
toxic effect of the photoinitiator. Such an approach would be even simpler than PACS, and not limited
to the possible limits of hydrogel photopatterning resolution. We termed this technique radical-
activated cell sorting, or RACS, and illustrate the RACS concept in Figure 1-2-A-E.
There are numerous appealing aspects of these approaches. First, they utilize equipment already found
in biology labs that routinely perform fluorescence microscopy - a fluorescence light source. Position-
encoded stages are increasingly common in labs that perform intensive amounts of fluorescence
microscopy. Second, the required reagents, the macromer (20 USD/sort) and photoinitiator (effectively
free), would be commercially available, relatively inexpensive, and far cheaper than the cost of a
commercial system described above. Third, the method would be simple, and only require inspection of
a dish and some pipetting and mask alignment steps. We believed that PACS and RACS could deliver the
simplicity, transferability, performance, and low cost for which we were looking. Chapter 3 describes
development of the mask exposure system common to both approaches. Chapter 4 describes
development of RACS, and Chapter 5 describes development of PACS.
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of PACS and RACS processes. Both technologies utilize the same cell targeting and masking
approach.
1.03 Thesis Scope and Organization
Chapter 1 introduced the context of and need for image-predicated cell sorting. Second, it described
the rationale behind our most fundamental design choices for our new technologies: optoflucs, PACS,
and RACS.
Chapter 2 describes the design, implementation, and testing of optoflucs, and includes a primer for
understanding the physics and modeling of optical forces. Chapter 2 additionally discusses relevant cell
health concerns for optical cell manipulation.
Chapter 3 discusses topics of common importance to both RACS and PACS. First, the chapter discusses
the background of photopatternable hydrogels and radical toxicity as they pertain to the two
technologies. Next, we describe the design, implementation, and characterization of the in-lab
photolithography system for photopatterning. Last, we derive, implement, and draw insight from a
probabilistic model of the theoretical performance capabilities of RACS and PACS.
Chapter 4 describes the design, implementation, and testing of RACS.
Chapter 5 describes the design, implementation, and testing of PACS.
Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of the thesis, draws some general perspectives on the
development of image-predicated sorting techniques, and proposes new ideas for improvements to
PACS and proposes a new simplified method for sorting of non-adherent cells that synthesizes different
aspects of the work in this thesis.
It should be noted that while presented sequentially, PACS and RACS were actually developed in
parallel, as it was unclear which approach would prove most advantageous. Without this observation,
the development of these two technologies might seem slightly redundant.
Chapter 2 Optofluidic Cell Sorting (Optoflucs)
Optoflucs appeared to offer an elegant combination of passive cell trapping and straightforward active
cell release using optofluidics. Here we first describe the underlying physics of optical manipulation and
consider specifics as they relate to the design of the optoflucs system. We then discuss design
considerations with respect to cell health in the context of optical manipulation. Subsequently, we
describe the design, fabrication, testing, and characterization of the platform, which succeeded in
offering straightforward, viable, image-predicated cell sorting41.
2.01 Physics of Optical Cell Manipulation
Optical cell removal in optoflucs utilizes radiation pressure. The physical basis of radiation pressure is
simple - if the trajectory of a photon is changed by its collision with an object, momentum conservation
states that the object must have exerted a force upon the photon. By extension, if the object were
unanchored in free space, the object would move. We assess here whether a stream of photons of
relevant power can realistically impart significant forces to a cell. Although experimental data already
confirm that this is the case"'32 , understanding optical force modeling lends better understanding of
the phenomenon and additional design insight.
First, we define a "significant" force for manipulation of non-adherent cells. Consider the net
gravitational force of a cell suspended in an aqueous medium. The net force on the cell due to gravity
and buoyancy is
F =47fr 3
Fnet g 1 ( Ppned - pmur), Eq. 2-13
where r is cell radius, pce1 is the cell density, and pmedium is the media density. Evaluating with pce= 1 0 7 1
kg/m' s, Pmedium=1000 kg/m' s (assuming a density of water), and r=7.5 pm, the net gravitational force
on the cell is ~ 1pN.
Consider that the Stokes drag force,
Fa = 6ffurv, Eq. 2-2
evaluated with p, viscosity, as 1 mPa-s s2, r as 7.5 pm, and v, velocity, as 10 pm/s, gives 1.4 pN.
Therefore, pN-scale or larger forces are significant when manipulating typical unattached cells.
Next, we roughly approximate optical force magnitudes. Consider the case of a photon colliding normal
to a perfectly reflecting mirror. Conservation of momentum dictates that
tl
p(t)- p(to)= JFdt, Eq. 2-3
to
where p is the momentum vector of the photon, and F is the force vector exerted by the mirror onto the
photon. The average force exerted on the photon from to to t, can be written as
(F) ti= 1 JFdt, Eq. 2-4
t 1 - 0 to
where brackets indicate time averaging. If the photon is incident in the x direction and collision and
reflection is completed over the interval, combining and rearranging Eq. 2-3 and Eq. 2-4, and noting that
photon momentum is h/A, we see that
1 (-h- h 1 (-2h.(F) -= - = -x , Eq. 2-5
where A is the wavelength, and h is Plank's constant. Eq. 2-5 therefore expresses the average force
exerted by the mirror on a single incident photon. By extension, we can determine the average force
exerted by the mirror on a stream of photons that carry a total energy E over a time interval. The
number of photons, n, required to carry an energy E is
n= . Eq. 2-6
hc
Multiplying both sides of Eq. 2-5 by n gives
-2E -2P
n (F) =i -t _Ct 2-o = - X, Eq. 2-7
where P is the average power of the photon stream over the interval, yielding the average force exerted
by the mirror onto the photon stream. For P=1W, a relevant laser power, the force is 6.67 nN - a large
force in the context of manipulation of unattached cells.
A cell, however, does not reflect all incident photons - most photons are transmitted through the cell.
To crudely approximate the size of forces exerted on a cell, consider a plane wave incident normal to a
discontinuity in refractive index, where n1=1.33 51(water) represents culture media, and n2=1.41 s3 the
refractive index of the nucleus. In this case, the Fresnel reflection coefficient54, R, is
R = =8.52e - 4. Eq. 2-8(n, +n2)2
As force magnitude scales linearly with reflected power, multiplying 6.67 nN by 8.52e-4 gives ~ 6 pN.
This grossly oversimplified optical model of a cell as an infinite, homogenous slab of optical material is
far from reality, but predicts that practical optical powers (1 W) incident upon objects with the
reflectivity of the nucleus could exert relevantly large forces.
A more complete optical force model would account for cell size and shape, beam profile, and possibly
the wave nature of light. This last point is obvious in two regimes, r>>A, and r<<A. The r<<A case is
irrelevant for mammalian cell manipulation. Ashkin modeled the former case, known as the ray-optics
regime 55. Here, an incident beam can be modeled as a superposition of independent infinitesimal rays.
The paths of each ray can be individually traced, a momentum balance for photons travelling along each
ray can be performed, and the force exerted on a cell can be calculated by adding the contributions of
photons travelling along all rays. This notion is illustrated in Figure 2-1.
z
Figure 2-1: Optical force modeling. The left panel shows a ray trace of a ray through a refracting circle
and defines relevant modeling variables. The right panel shows the analogy to the related spherical
problem and defines its relevant variables. From ss
in the context of optoflucs, we seek to maximize the force exerted by a beam in the Z direction as shown
in Figure 2-1. In the left ray trace depicting the trajectory of a ray reflected and refracted by a circle, the
force in the Z direction, Fz, exerted by the ray can be written as
Fz = Fs cos(#) - FGsin(#). Eq. 2-9
Ashkin determined that the forces Fs and FG exerted by a single ray are
s P IT2 [cos(26 - 2r) + R cos(26)]
c 1+ R2 + 2R cos(2r)
Eq. 2-10
and
BEAM AXIS RAY
n5P Rsin(20-T 2 [sin(29 - 2r) + R sin(20)]FG =2 (})-, Eq. 2-11G c 1+ R2 + 2R cos(2r)
where nj is the refractive index of the medium, P is the ray power, c is the speed of light in free space, R
and T are the Fresnel reflection and refraction coefficients, respectively, for the ray, and 6 and r are the
incidence and refraction angles of the ray with the particle. These results are easily adapted to the case
of a ray incident upon a sphere, as shown in Figure 2-1, allowing the total force Fz to be calculated by
summing the contribution of all incident rays.
As expected, after summing all ray contributions, some photon momentum is reflected by the cell,
exerting an axial force in the direction of beam propagation; this force is called the scattering force.
Unintuitive, however, is the fact that as the cell propagates axially due to the scattering force, a second
force, called the gradient force, acts in opposition to the scattering force, attempting to restore the cell
to the laser focus. If the gradient force is large enough to match the scattering force, stable axial
trapping occurs; otherwise, the cell will continue to propagate axially.
We implemented this optical force model and examined its implications for optoflucs and additional
unintuitive findings in the preceding Masters thesis41. The model demonstrates that stable axial optical
trapping can occur only after NA exceeds a threshold value, and that total axial force in the beam
propagation direction is maximized by minimizing NA. In practice, however, we will need to focus the
power we obtain from an inexpensive, semiconductor diode laser (100s of mW) to the cell, so this
constraint will not allow us to use an NA approaching 0 - we refer the reader to Gaussian beam theory
for additional insight here54. The manner of that focusing, however, is critical. Overly focusing the beam
will increase the relative contribution of the gradient force, counteracting the scattering force. Over-
focusing also increases optical intensity, which can cause cell damage, as will be discussed in §2.02. It
might conceivably be the case that focusing the beam to a size slightly larger than the cell, thereby
sacrificing power incident upon the cell to achieve lower NA, might generate a larger net force in the
direction of beam propagation. We did not assess these possibilities in modeling, and decided to
instead simply pick a focused beam size close to the cell size and test performance; cells can vary
significantly in size, likely making the insights of such a precise theoretical treatment carry little practical
value.
These insights offer guidance in designing the optical subsystem of optoflucs. Low-NA lenses offer long
working distances, reducing constraints on device packaging and clearances to accommodate short
working distances. Optical force modeling is a rich problem. Relevant optical force research continues56'
57; r>>A is somewhat optimistic when manipulating mammalian cells and belies some subtleties.
However, in the context of optoflucs, basic intuition about beam design and past experimental
successes in optical propulsion of cells 40,58 offer enough insight to design intelligently.
2.02 Cell Health
Potential for cell damage is a concern when using any cell manipulation technique, and optical cell
manipulation is no exception. A considerable amount of effort has been made to determine damage
thresholds for optical manipulation in the context of determining a functionally sound parameter space
for cell manipulation. These studies have assessed the impact of optical manipulation on the
clonability59, motility6", DNA damage1, 62, and viability61 of exposed cells in the context of optical
tweezer applications. We present optical parameters that triggered the onset of damage in Table 2-1.
The Wang reference is an operating point that induced no damage and suggests that that peak intensity
is less important than energy density or the total energy of exposure in inducing cell damage.
Reference Cell Type A Power Exposure Spot Power Energy Energy Damage
[nm] [W] Time [s] Size Density Density [j] Type
[pm] [W/cm 2] [j/cm2]
Liang5 CHO 990 0.176 180 0.7 4.6e+7 8.2e+9 31.7 Clonability
Liu" Human Sperm 1064 0.300 120 0.75 6.8e+7 8.le+9 36.0 Viability
Mohanty NC 37 1064 0.120 30 0.75 2.7e+7 8.1e+8 3.6 DNA damage
Lymphoblast
Wang HeLa 1070 13.2 0.004 4.9 7.0e+7 2.8e+5 0.053 None
Table 2-1: Onset of cell damage from multiple studies of optical cell damage, adapted from.
A more fundamental question is that of what physical pathway leads to cell damage following trapping.
While much is known, much is left for discovery. Optical manipulation approaches use wavelengths in
the near-infrared (NIR) because of a fortuitous window of minimal absorption for both water and
biological material in the NIR 4. Heating from optical tweezers is generally influenced by trapping
medium absorption, and typical temperature rises in water have been reported between ~1-10 K/100
mW optical power, falling to the lower end in cell manipulation contexts6 5' 66. Liu et al. reported that
trapping live and dead sperm cells with an ~ 1 pm spot size with 100-400 mW of continuous wave (cw)
power at 1064 nm led to 0.75*C-0.93*C per 100 mW temperature rise.
As a result, it seems unlikely that photothermal effects are responsible for cell damage in cw systems
over typical manipulation powers causing damage listed in Table 2-1 . Furthermore, Liu clearly
demonstrated that pH shifts and DNA denaturing did not occur under cw conditions. Liang et al. showed
that cell damage effects can vary strongly with wavelength; Liang conducted exposures of CHO nuclei
with wavelengths ranging from 700 nm to 1064 nm and found that clonability ranged from ~80% at 950-
990 nm to ~0-20% at 740-760 nm, 900 nm, and 1064 nm. However, there are no known nuclear
chromophores that absorb in the 700-1060 nm spectrum5 9, leading Liang to suggest two-photon
absorption processes as an entryway into a damage pathway. This is supported by Konig et al., who
detected blue autofluorescence when trapping sperm cells with a cw optical trap with a 760 nm
wavelength67 and proposed that this was due to "reduced pyridine coenzymes (NAD(P)H)..." and
proposed that observed reductions in cloning efficiencies following trapping might be due to "...UVA-
like, two-photon-induced perturbations of the cellular redox state (that is, oxidative stress)." However
Neuman demonstrated a linear relationship of E. coli sensitivity and incident power on a double-log plot,
suggesting a single-photon damage pathway60. Neuman also demonstrated similar response sensitivity
peaks to those demonstrated by Liang in CHO studies, and argued that there might be a common
intracellular chromophore responsible for absorption, but conceded that the "dearth of spectral data for
biological molecules in the near-infrared region" precluded a stronger conclusion.
Building on the oxidative stress proposition by Konig, Mohanty et al. studied the generation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) following illumination by cw lasers more quantitatively with a ROS detection
probe6 . Mohanty reported significant generation of intracellular ROS (suggested to be hydroxyl
radicals) following trapping at 200 mW for durations longer than 10 min. Furthermore, Neuman et al.
showed a dramatic drop in trap-mediated damage to E. coli in anaerobic conditions, clearly showing the
involvement of oxygen in the damage pathway and building a case for ROS-mediated cell damage, which
could also explain the DNA damage reported by Mohanty6 2.
Clearly, the exact pathways of light-mediated damage for cw systems in the NIR have not been
definitively established. A ROS-involving pathway would offer an appealing explanation due to the wide
potential ROS has for inducing cell damage, and experiments have clearly shown both the accumulation
of intracellular ROS as well as the dramatic impact that oxygen can play in trapping-induced toxicity. A
ROS-generating pathway is less clear, and future insight into this area may offer new approaches for
reducing or eliminating trapping-induced damage.
Despite these uncertainties about damage pathways, the results of Table 2-1 present optimistic
implications about how optoflucs would impact cell health. Buican reported cell propulsion using a 100
mW beam. Assuming a beam spot diameter of 10 pm for optoflucs, focusing 100 mW would yield an
intensity of ~ 1.25e+5 W/cm 2, more than two orders of magnitude lower than any of the power
densities at the damage thresholds. If actuation lasted up to 30 s, the energy density would be ~ 3.8e+6
J/cm 2, two orders of magnitude lower than reported damage thresholds. The weak focusing necessary
for optical levitation has a fortuitous side benefit - lower intensities and energy densities, and less
chance of cell damage. Lastly but importantly, the work of Liang suggests use of a wavelength in the
950-990 nm range.
2.03 Previous Work with Optofluidic Cell Sorting
The preceding Masters thesis implemented an optoflucs proof of concept. The thesis demonstrated
successful loading of cells into a small grid of microwells in a flow chamber floor. After imaging the cells,
a visible laser was used to levitate desired cells from their wells and release them into the flow stream,
while leaving neighboring cells behind (Figure 2-2).
The Masters thesis demonstrated the core functionality of optoflucs, but the microfluidic device used
did not permit pure retrieval of released cells. Integration and scale-up remained unimplemented as
well. Optical manipulation was performed with free-standing optics, while fluorescence imaging was
performed on a separate microscope. Sorts were effectively constrained to populations within a single
imaged field, as microscope control and automated cell bookkeeping were not implemented. To create
a useful technology, we needed to address all of these points, and quantitatively characterize relevant
performance parameters such as output purity, throughput, and recoverability in a fully integrated
system.
(G) (H)(F)(E)
Figure 2-2: Selective cell removal from microwells. E and F illustrate part of a microwell array loaded with a mixture of
red-fluorescent and green-fluorescent cells. G and H illustrate the same part of the array after using a visible laser to
41levitate the red-f luorescent cells into a flow stream for removal. Adapted from Masters thesis
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2.04 System Design, Fabrication, and Synthesis
2.04.A Microfluidic Device Fabrication
Because it is difficult to completely remove all cells from a cell-loaded microwell array, we fabricated the
optoflucs device using a traditional SU-8/PDMS replica molding process. This process permits
fabrication of inexpensive, single-use devices. We used a two-layer SU-8 process; the first layer defined
flow channels, while the second layer defined an array of ~10,000 wells. We fabricated wafers with
different second-layer thicknesses to compare performance with different well depths. Importantly, we
silanized completed SU-8 masters for 24 h to ensure that the fine post features defining the microwell
array would release easily from cured, molded PDMS. We then poured a 2-mm-thick PDMS layer over
the SU-8 master, cured the PDMS, and carefully peeled the PDMS from the master, yielding molded
devices that could be bonded to glass to form flow channels. Prior to bonding, however, we performed
additional packaging steps described in §2.04.B. Details of the fabrication process are explained in the
chapter appendix, §2.09.A and 2.09.B.
2.04.B Device Packaging
Packaging an optoflucs device involves tubing interfacing before PDMS-glass plasma bonding. We first
drilled holes into the glass with diamond-tipped drill bits (Tripple Ripple, CR Laurence, CA) to make
fluidic connections to the flow channels. We then inserted short sections of PEEK tubing (1532,
Upchurch Scientific, WA) into the holes (Figure 2-3) and bonded the tubing to the glass using epoxy
(Scotch Weld, 2216, 3M, MN). Before using the epoxy, we heat-shaped the tubing to form 900 turns
relative to the glass plane for microscope clearance purposes.
We sealed one hole with a thin square of PDMS attached via plasma bonding. The channel sealed by the
PDMS square is the output channel for sorted cells. The PDMS cap acts as a one-time valve - when the
PDMS square is punctured by a needle, flow can occur out of the capped output channel. This design
enables collection of pure sorted samples for reasons described in §2.04.C. To collect outflow once the
PDMS cap is pierced, we attached a cylindrical section of a micro-centrifuge tube around the capped
outlet using PDMS as an epoxy. PDMS has low autofluorescence, facilitating on-chip imaging of cells at
the edges of the reservoir. After bonding the PEEK tubing, PDMS square, and reservoir to the glass slide,
we plasma-bonded the PDMS device to the glass, sealing flow chambers and producing a packaged
device.
We found it critical to then place the bonded device in a 650 C convection oven for 12 h. We later would
adsorb bovine serum albumin (BSA) to the inside of the device to decrease non-specific cell adhesion.
This treatment was far more effective if preceded by this post-bond bake. Lee et al. suggested that
fibronectin adsorbs more efficiently to hydrophobic surfaces6 9 than hydrophilic ones (the same may be
true for BSA); heat treatment accelerates PDMS hydrophobicity recovery.
Figure 2-3: Packaging process and packaged device. Interfacing holes are drilled through glass to connect PEEK tubing to
the flow channels. A PDMS cap seals the output channel, which interfaces with a collection reservoir. The nuts in the
photograph are used to interface with support fluidics.
2.04.C Device Layout Design, Supporting Fluidics, and General Operation
The device layout uses two separate fluid input paths and two separate output paths. In practice, once
a cell suspension flows through tubing and a flow channel, some cells stick nonspecifically to surfaces
and can be inadvertently released later under flow. Multiple paths allow one input-output pair to be
used with high-concentration suspensions of input, unsorted cells, and the other input-output pair to be
used during cell release (Figure 2-4-A). This approach ensures that unsorted cells from tubing and other
flow paths do not contaminate the output during the cell release and recapture phase.
This system uses a syringe pump at the inputs for precise flow control during cell loading and release.
Additionally, it uses a sample loop to allow fast introduction of concentrated cell samples. Each syringe
pump interfaces with downstream tubing through a 4-way valve, which allows syringes to be changed in
an ideally bubble-free manner, in addition to permitting easy switching between syringes.
Following step by step operation is the simplest way to appreciate the design choices illustrated in
Figure 2-4. Table 2-2 details the operational protocol and explains the impact of critical design decisions
where appropriate and can also be used as a detailed operational protocol.
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Figure 2-4: Device layout and fluid handling. (A) Device layout depicting device footprint and purpose of channels. (B)
Cross-section of outlet channel interface with collection reservoir. (C) Support fluidics.
Step Description
1- Device We attached 80% ethanol-loaded and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-loaded
filling syringes to the 4-way valves for both input channels and opened the waste output
channel valve. We then flowed ethanol through the device, facilitating chamber
filling. Importantly, the output path to the output reservoir does not fill because it
is capped.
2 - Microwell Microwells contained trapped air bubbles after initial chamber filling. We closed
outgassing the waste output valve and pushed on both input syringes, outgassing the wells
through the PDMS, filling the microwells.
3 - Ethanol We selected the PBS syringes with the 4-way valves, opened the waste output
removal valve, and flowed PBS through the device, purging ethanol from tubing and the
device.
4- BSA We introduced 7.5 % w/v BSA (BSA fraction V, 15260, Invitrogen, CA) through
coating syringes through the 4-way valves and allowed adsorption for 1 h. All ethanol must
be removed from the device in the prior step - BSA quickly precipitates or gels upon
contact with ethanol, clogging tubing or the device. BSA adsorption serves to lower
non-specific cell sticking within the device, and is critical to ensure efficient optical
release of cells from microwells.
5 - BSA We purged the system with PBS-filled syringes via the 4-way valves to remove the
removal BSA solution from the tubing and device.
6 - Media We attached culture media-loaded syringes to the 4-way valves and placed a
filling and media-loaded syringe in each syringe pump. We set the input flow rate to the cell
flow input stream to 100 gL/min and the flushing input to 30 gL/min and waited until
stabilization media was flowing stably through both inputs.
7 - Cell We then injected cells into the sample injection loop at concentrations of 1-10x10 6
introduction cells/mL. Quickly after injection, we switched the sample loop into the injection
flow stream, introducing the cells into the device through the cell loading input. It
was critical to introduce cells quickly after injection into the sample loop before
cells settled in the tubing. Settling would cause non-uniform seeding of cells in the
device. The media in the flushing input generates a cell-free sheath flow that keeps
unsorted cells from sticking to edges of the device and from contaminating the
reservoir output channel entrance.
8 - Well After cells travelled into the device, we stopped flow for ~ 5 min., allowing cells to
loading settle into the microwell array.
9 - Purging of We reinstated flow of media through both inputs at 40 pL/min, removing cells that
untrapped were not well-trapped. We then turned off flow from the cell input path, closed the
cells waste output valve, and pumped media from the flushing input back through the
cell loading input. This step removes cells that have settled close to the input
region, ensuring that these cells cannot later contaminate the sorted output.
10 - Image- We performed the imaging of trapped cells and introduced any necessary reagents
based assay through the flushing input.
11 - Sorting We closed the waste output valve and pierced the PDMS membrane capping the
reservoir output, thereby directing all future flow to the output reservoir. We then
reinstated 5 pL/min media flow into the flushing input and used the laser to release
cells into the flow stream and into the output reservoir. After sorting was
completed, we pipetted cells out of the reservoir and into a separate culture vessel.
Table 2-2: Complete operational protocol for loading an optoflucs device and performing sorting.
As demonstrated, single-use valve functionality of the PDMS square, use of pairs of inputs and outputs,
and a careful loading protocol prevents the introduction of unsorted cells into the sorted cell output.
This approach here exchanges the complexity of on-chip valves for additional packaging and operational
complexity. This tradeoff was logical for prototyping, but might be good to revisit in future designs to
increase user friendliness and decrease packaging complexity.
2.04.D Optical System Synthesis and Incorporation
The optical subsystem included a computer-controllable laser and setup that focused the laser to a point
in the microscope specimen plane. The laser was a 980 nm fiber-coupled semiconductor diode laser
(3CN00283AL, Avanex, Fremont, CA). We used a laser diode / thermoelectric cooler (LD/TEC) controller
(LDTC 2/2, Wavelength Electronics, Bozeman, MT) to control the laser diode. We used a dual A/D D/A
converter with a USB interface (USB-1408 FS, Measurement Computing, Norton, MA) to interface with
the LD/TEC controller, and the MatLab Data Acquisition Toolbox (Math-Works, Natick, MA) allowed
interfacing with the A/D D/A converter. As the LD/TEC controller both set diode'operating parameters
and reported relevant diode measurements, this system allowed complete laser diode control and
monitoring through MatLab. We show the integrated laser control system in Figure 2-5.
Figure 2-5: The laser control box, denoting key system components.
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We spliced the output fiber with an FC/APC-terminated fiber (Fiber Instrument Sales, Oriskany, NY) to
easily interface with an FC/APC socket (Thorlabs) that connected with the focusing optomechanics, as
shown in Figure 2-6-A. An X-Y mount positioned the connector socket in the optical axis of a simple
cage-mount assembly that positioned two lens holders relative to one another (Figure 2-6-B). The lens
holders held identical aspheric lenses (C280TM-B, Thorlabs, NJ). The lens closest to the fiber collimated
the beam, while the other lens focused the beam. The lateral and axial freedom of the optomechanics
gave sufficient freedom to focus a spot of sufficient quality for optoflucs.
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Figure 2-6: Focusing apparatus. (A) The FC/APc-terminated fiber couples into the connector which is held by an X-Y
mount. (B) A pair of two aspheric lenses collimates then focuses the laser light.
We integrated the laser into an upright microscope (Zeiss AxioPlan 2) because the inverted microscope
was under heavy routine use. We attached the focusing apparatus to an X-Y-Z mount on a baseplate
with switchable magnets. This mounting allowed us to quickly and accurately incorporate the laser into
the microscope and accurately focus the beam into the specimen plane. Figure 2-7 illustrates this
incorporation platform.
We added safeguards to protect the microscope and expensive LaVision CCD camera from laser damage.
First, we mounted a mirror switcher onto the output light path that switched output light to an
inexpensive Bullet CCD (Freeman Lab) when the laser was ON. The Bullet CCD sent a live video feed to a
small television (Freeman Lab). When recording videos, we replaced the Bullet CCD with an inexpensive
FireWire CCD (Fire-i 400, Unibrain, San Ramon, CA), which could record video through a 1394 interface.
We used a filter cube with 3-mm-thick KG5 (IR-blocking) filter glass (Chroma Technology Corp., VT) in
the fluorescence excitation and emission paths and two sliders in the fluorescence excitation path with
2-mm-thick KG5 glass. We occasionally used an additional slider in the output light path with KG5 glass
to effectively block out all IR power. We shuttered the eyepieces and never used them for imaging
when the laser was incorporated. Finally, we dedicated a specific 20x lens to imaging while the beam
was activated. The safeguards are also depicted in Figure 2-7.
After protecting the microscope and LaVision camera, we mounted a device onto the microscope and
used the X-Y-Z mount to focus the laser onto the bottom plane of the microwells, using the bullet CCD to
image the laser spot. We ensured that the beam was parallel to the optical axis of the microscope
(pointed straight up through the microwells) by using the X-Y-Z mount to move the focusing assembly
axially, verifying that no lateral beam motion occurred.
2.04.E Software Control
Scanning a 10,000-site array, registering individual traps, and returning to specific traps for cell removal
is impractical without automation. We wrote software in MatLab, shown in Figure 2-8, that integrated
microscope, stage, laser, and camera control. The user first moves the stage to reference locations
within the device, allowing the software to calculate stage locations of all wells in the array. The
software then records multi-wavelength images of the array. The software then allows the user to
select which cells to retrieve and stores this list of array locations.
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Figure 2-8: Screenshot of the optoflucs GUI. Multi-wavelength scanning of the array, laser control, image
annotation, and array bookkeeping were integrated into a common interface.
After selecting traps containing desired cells, we performed a final calibration step that compensated for
field center differences between the imaging objective and the objective we used during laser removal.
We then used the software to specify the laser power and automatically returned to all locations
containing cells, performing all imaging with the bullet CCD. We then attempted to remove the cells and
recorded whether the cell removal was successful with the software.
-
2.05 Characterization Experiments
2.05.A Cell Removal from Microwells and Hydrodynamic Trapping Stability
We first tested the ability of the integrated IR laser system to levitate target cells out of wells. In the
Masters thesis, we used a visible-wavelength laser; we needed to confirm levitation functionality of the
fully integrated 980 nm laser. We trapped BA/F3 cells in the microwells and attempted to remove cells
with the laser.
Figure 2-9 illustrates typical release behavior. Figure 2-9-A shows the progression of cell release. First,
the lateral optical gradient force pulls the cell into the lateral beam focus. The cell then begins to
levitate axially due to the scattering force. After exiting the well, the Stokes drag force overcomes the
lateral gradient force, releasing the cell into the flow stream. The optical force is remarkably well-
confined; Figure 2-9-B depicts removal of a single cell from a doubly-loaded well.
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Figure 2-9: Optical removal of BA/F3 cells. (A) Progression of qualitative phases of
cell release of a single cell. (B) Precision of actuation - a single cell can be removed
from a doubly-loaded well.
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Beam waist size was ~ 9 prm in the plane of the cell. Using power levels of ~100-150 mW, cell levitation
and removal took 3 to 30 s. This variability comes from a number of factors. Larger cells generally took
longer to remove, likely from higher cell weight and additional Stokes drag effects from the well
sidewall. On the other hand, aspheric cells, such as those undergoing mitosis, were fast to remove
because their asymmetry compromised their trapping stability when slightly levitated. Other cells took
longer to remove or could not be removed regardless of size or shape - it is possible that they were non-
specifically stuck to the microwell. Most cells could be levitated and released in ~15-20s.
As might be expected, the success rate in removing cells from microwells also depended on well
dimensions. In general, removal success was more likely for shallow, wide wells versus narrow, deep
wells. We performed release experiments using 4 different well dimensions as shown in Table 2-3.
Though not explicitly recorded, we were routinely performing experiments with BA/F3 cells and
performing BSA surface treatments as described in §2.04.C by this point; these experiments almost
certainly were performed with these experimental parameters. Following cell loading, we performed
array imaging and cell selection annotation, so cell release typically began ~ 1-1.5 h following array
loading.
Dimensions (Width x Depth) [pm] # Attempted Removals Removal Success Rate [%]
25 x29 29 52
30 x 35 32 100
30x43 106 46
25 x43 60 25
Table 2-3: Success rates of cell removal from microwells. Both width and depth appear to be important for cell release
efficiency. We declared a cell un-removable if it could not be released in 30 s.
These data argue for using wide, shallow wells to maximize cell release efficiency. However, the stable
trapping of cells also depends on well dimensions - cells in deep, narrow wells are more
hydrodynamically shielded than cells in shallow, wide wells. We also observed that trapping stability
varied inversely with flow rate. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between trap stability and cell release
efficiency, constrained by well geometry. Observations supported this notion qualitatively, but we did
not perform a systematic characterization quantifying this tradeoff and its variation with flow rate.
Based on the release performance of the 30-pm-wide, 35-pm-deep wells and their excellent trapping
stability with a release flow rate of 5 pL/min., we used these dimensions for sorting experiments.
We then determined the minimum useable flow rate during cell release. While trapping stability
increased with slower flow rates, released cells needed to traverse the length of the microwell array
without being recaptured. Brianna Petrone (UROP) performed experiments to determine this minimum
flow rate. After optically releasing a cell from microwell at a given flow rate, Brianna tracked the cell
along the length of the flow chamber to determine whether or not the cell would be recaptured within
the array. At a flow rate of 10 iL/min, 6/6 of the tracked cells traversed the microwell array without
being recaptured. At 5 pL/min, 6/6 cells successfully traversed the array, but one cell was momentarily
recaptured in a microwell for 5 s before being released again. At 2.5 pL/min, 6/6 cells successfully
traversed the array, but 4 cells were re-trapped or stuck (sometimes multiple times) before being
released.
It appeared that 2.5 pL/min was the minimum flow rate constrained by the microwell array. However,
when directing output flow to the output reservoir, flow became very unstable for flow rates < 4
pL/min, possibly due to reclosing of the punctured PDMS layer. Therefore, the valve scheme rather than
cell recapture limited our minimum flow rate in the device.
2.05.B Performance Characterization
To quantify sorting performance, we trapped skewed mixtures of orange-fluorescent and green-
fluorescent BA/F3 cells stained using CellTracker (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) as described in
§2.09.C. We then released and collected cells of the minority color in the output reservoir. We first
demonstrated that the system could automatically image the 10,000-site array, perform cell selection
and bookkeeping, and return to specified locations to facilitate release of minority-colored cells, as
shown in Figure 2-10.
(A) Whole-chip Fluorescence Scan
Figure 2-10: The functional, integrated sorting system. (A) Automated multi-wavelength imaging and registration of the
loaded ~10,000-site array. (B) Selective removal of the minority-color population.
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We next performed three independent experiments to quantitatively characterize sorting performance.
We trapped a skewed color ratio of BA/F3 cells, sorted the cells into the output reservoir where we
imaged and counted them, and, in two cases, transferred cells from the output reservoir to a well of a
96-well plate to fully replicate a sorting and retrieval operation. We indicate the results in Table 2-4.
Before Sorting Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Cell Concentration 2.2e6 mL-1 3.0e6 3.0e6
Loading Efficiency 32 % 20 32
# Total Cells 3337 cells 2079 3294
Target Cell Purity 5 % 5 6
Target Cell Ratio 1/19.0 1/19.2 1/14.7
During/After Sorting
# Removals Attempted 119 92 156
% Removed 66 % 97 82
Target Cell Purity 81 % 89 84
Target Cell Ratio 4.1/1 8.1/1 5.4/1
% Cells Lost 21% 18 28
# Cells In Output 62 target : 15 unwanted 73 : 9 92 : 17
Enrichment 78.4 155.4 79.4
Table 2-4 quantifies various aspects of device operation. Cell concentration is the concentration of the cell suspension prior
to injection. Loading efficiency is the percentage of trap sites containing at least one cell following device loading. Total cell
number refers to the total number of cells residing in microwells after loading. Target cell purity is the percentage of target
cells comprising the total cell population. Target cell ratio is the ratio of target cells to unwanted cells. Number of removals
attempted refers to the number of target cells that we attempted to remove. Percent removed refers to the percentage of
target cells successfully removed in all attempted optical removals. Percent of cells lost is the percentage of target cells
unaccounted for between release from the array and arrival at the output reservoir. Number of cells in output states the
number of target and unwanted cells which arrived at the output reservoir. Enrichment is the target cell ratio after sorting
divided by the target cell ratio before sorting. We intentionally did not remove a fraction of target cells from the array in
each experiment in order to have reference particles for unperturbed target cells to more easily determine reasonable
fluorescence exposures for reservoir analysis images.
These results show that after a single round of sorting, >100-fold enrichment and 89% purity of a target
cell population was possible. Loading efficiencies should be easily increased by optimizing the cell
seeding density and cell loading protocol3 9. The small number of contaminating cells in the output was
likely due to the inadvertent release of unstably trapped cells from the microwell array. The two
attempts to move cells from the collection reservoir to a 96-well plate well resulted in 74% and 26%
transfer efficiency. The current design was not optimized for easy transfer of cells out of the reservoir,
but improvements should be trivial.
2.05.C Sorting of an Image-predicated Phenotype
Underscoring the limitations of FACS, we demonstrated sorting of a mixture of cells based on
fluorescence localization. We trapped a mixture of MCF7 cells double-stained with CellTracker Orange
and CellTracker Green with transfected MCF7 cells that expressed an mCherry-tagged protein that was
nuclear-localized (see §2.09.C). On the orange-emission channel, the two populations were spectrally
indistinguishable (Figure 2-11), and required visualization of localization predicate the sort. We used
optoflucs to remove cells exhibiting nuclear fluorescence while leaving cells expressing diffuse
fluorescence behind. We used the green double-staining of one population to verify that sorting was
correct. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11: Fluorescence-localization-predicated cell sorting. We used optoflucs to remove cells exhibiting nuclear-
localized fluorescence while leaving cells exhibiting diffuse fluorescence behind. Double-staining of the diffuse
fluorescence population confirmed correct sorting.
2.05.D Cell Health Experiments
We performed experiments to directly demonstrate that laser-based sorting was not toxic to cells. We
first loaded a device that had not been blocked with BSA, which greatly increased non-specific adhesion
of cells microwell floors. After trapping, we irradiated 37 cells at 150 mW for 30 s, the maximum power
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and duration used to release cells. After exposure, we injected Trypan Blue into the device and
quantified Trypan Blue exclusion for the exposed cells in the device, for 195 unexposed cells within the
device, and for 512 cells exposed to Trypan Blue in a standard culture dish. 97% of irradiated cells and
un-irradiated cells excluded the dye, whereas 98% of cells in standard culture excluded the dye.
Therefore, we concluded that neither injection into the device nor the maximum optical exposure killed
cells.
Although the Trypan Blue exclusion test suggested the viability of exposed cells, we did not observe
proliferation of sorted cells after transfer to 96-well plate wells. We suspect that this was due either to
probable contamination of the cell sample, or to the low density of sorted cells. Using conditioned
media or better-ensuring sterility of the entire sorting process might address this challenge.
2.06 Modeling the Sorting Process
The fact that sorted cell output purities were less than 100% implies that some inadvertent cell release
still occurred even at the low flow rates of ~ 5 pL/min used during characterization assays. Some simple
modeling of this stochastic cell release process and how it affects output purity and enrichment of the
target phenotype allows us to appreciate the impact of non-idealities in the devices and how to address
them in the future. Here we derive a simple model that captures the impact of a few key parameters.
First, assume that the rate of unintentional cell loss from the trap array is proportional to the number of
trapped cells. This implies that the number of trapped cells, C, decays exponentially in time:
C = Coe kt. Eq. 2-12
Knowledge of the trapped cell number at t=0, Co, and at a time T allows determination of k:
Coln( )
k CT Eq. 2-13
T
We can use the characterization data to approximate k. The characterization release experiments were
~ 1 h in duration. We can estimate the number of cells in the array after sorting, CT, as the original
number of background cells, less the number of background cells found in the sorted output reservoir,
compensated by the measured loss rate between cell removal and arrival in the reservoir (% cells lost in
Table 2-4). The average estimated value for k over the three characterization experiments is ~1.78e-6 s-
, or a time constant of ~ 156 h. This large time constant implies that most cells are very stably trapped
- we see inadvertent release only because of the high number of trapped cells, increasing the likelihood
of observing the "rare" event of inadvertent cell release.
Simple modeling of the sorting process lends additional insight. Consider the rate of cell loss from the
array at t=0. Provided that the total number of cells inadvertently released over sorting is small, as is
the case in the characterization data, this rate will remain roughly constant for the duration of sorting.
Therefore this release rate is simply the derivative of Eq. 2-12, evaluated at t=O:
dC -- kCO Eq. 2-14
dt t=o
Assuming conservation of cells, the rate of cell accumulation in the release reservoir as a consequence
of random release is the opposite of Eq. 2-14. The two trapped populations, the minority, desired cells,
and majority, undesired cells, can be modeled as independent trapped populations per Eq. 2-12. The
total number of accumulated undesired cells in the reservoir after a sorting period T is therefore
UR = kUOT, Eq. 2-15
where Uo is the number of initially trapped undesired cells, and UR is the number of undesired cells that
are released into the reservoir. Now consider the rate of accumulation of desired cells. The rate of
accumulation due to intentional release is 1/r,, where r, is the mean time between successful cell
releases. Adding this rate to the rate of unintentional release, and integrating this total rate over the
sorting period T, we see that
T
DR = kDT±-, E q. 2-16
where Do is the number of initially trapped desired cells, and DR is the number of desired cells that are
released into the reservoir. Therefore, after sorting, the ratio of desired to undesired cells is
DR = 0 + ra, Eq. 2-17
UR U0 UoT,
where rtap is the trap time constant, 1/k. Dividing Eq. 2-17 by the initial ratio, Do/UO, gives the
enrichment, E,:
E =1+ rap Eq. 2-18
Doi-,
If the desired cells represent a fraction y of the total number of cells P, we can rewrite Eq. 2-18 in terms
of the total number of cells as
E =1+ r ap Eq. 2-19
r,ryP
This simple model allows quick determination of whether a given enrichment will be possible given a
total number of loaded cells, the incidence of the target phenotype, the stability of the traps, and the
mean time between successful cell releases, or indicates how much these parameters must be improved
to achieve a given enrichment.
2.07 Discussion
Our studies demonstrated that optoflucs was not only feasible but immediately useful for enabling sorts
while remaining true to its originally conceived operational simplicity - a simple microfluidic device with
passively loaded traps and straightforward cell release. This simplicity was fundamental to its successful
scaling - no marginal increase of physical support equipment was needed to scale a small microwell
array to a 10,000-site array, and we easily handled additional bookkeeping complexity with software.
Performance scaling was equally impressive, and our results indicate potential for additional
performance gains in future generations. Some unexpected results also surfaced when scaling. When
initially working with trap arrays confined to a single microscope field in the Masters work, it appeared
that trapped cell stability was great enough to trap all undesired cells at flow rates used for release for
the relatively short (~ 10 min.) periods that we released cells into flow. However, after scaling to
10,000-site trap arrays with trapped populations of ~3000 cells, it was clear that trap stability was not
absolute, and that microwell geometry and release flow rate played an important role in ensuring stable
trapping.
Inadvertent cell release of trapped cells was obvious at high flow rates (i.e. 100 pL/min) and was still
present even at the much lower flow rate of ~ 5 pL/min. as evidenced by the fact that we did not
achieve 100% purity of our sorted populations. Ideally we would have used even lower flow rates, but
as discussed earlier, the preliminary valve system we used for prototyping prohibited use of lower flow
rates. Nonetheless, we still demonstrated target cell enrichments of up to 155-fold, and purities of up
to 89% after a single round of sorting. Furthermore, we demonstrated that sub-cellular image-
predicated cell sorting was feasible in the device.
In addition to the positive operational and performance scalability, we also emphasize the transferability
and low cost of the technique. The total cost of the optical subsystem was under ~5000 USD, an amount
far cheaper than the extremely expensive commercially available options that would also likely be
difficult to adapt to non-adherent cell sorting. Furthermore, the optical system integrates
straightforwardly into an upright microscope; integration into a typical inverted microscope would likely
be even simpler. Devices, fabricated from glass and PDMS, are inexpensive and disposable.
While optoflucs offers immediate, useful functionality in its current incarnation, two key areas offer
potential for significant improvement in future implementations. The first area is objective technical
performance. First, we recall Eq. 2-19:
E =1+ trap Eq. 2-20
We can rewrite Eq. 2-19 solving for P:
P = ""r p Eq. 2-21
(E - 1)1ry
Both metrics, enrichment E, and the total number of cells screened, P, increase linearly with respect to
the ratio of rap / r,. First, consider the potential for decreasing r,. This time depends on the amount of
cumulative time spent generally interacting with software between cell removals, scanning to wells,
making final fine laser alignments, and levitating cells from wells, which typically took ~ 5 s, 3 s, 4 s, and
15 s, respectively, for a total of ~ 27s. Critically, r, also takes into account the release efficiency, which is
generally ~80%. This yields a r, of ~ 34 s. Completely removing all interaction between the user and the
software and improving surface passivation to achieve 100% release efficiency would therefore reduce
r, to ~ 22 s, for an approximately 1.5-fold improvement in the rtrap/ Er ratio. Using higher power levels
could help lower release times, but at the potential expense of cell health.
On the other hand, consider potential for improvement for increasing trap stability, which varies directly
with flow. It is far from straightforward to quantitatively model exactly how flow rate and microwell
geometry will impact rtrop. The fluid dynamics problem for such a model is extremely complex, as
movement of the cell within the well represents a moving boundary in the fluid dynamics problem.
Furthermore, the cell is deformable, and there is variation in both size and shape from cell to cell.
Finally, the traps themselves are quite stable, with release timescales of ~ 156 h, so modeling this
extremely stable system with a low-level fluid dynamics model and expecting to capture the rare
phenomenon of cell release appears especially difficult, although some numerical techniques might
possibly exist to address this type of problem.
Extended quantitative empirical characterization of the impact of trap geometry and flow rate on trap
stability appears to be the most straightforward approach for determining whether trap stability can be
further increased. Such experiments would additionally need to consider the possibility of cell recapture
by the microwell array following release, as well as ensure that trap geometries still allow high optical
release efficiencies. Indeed, at flow rates of 2.5 ptL/min, cell recapture appeared to be an increasingly
relevant concern. Recapture could be reduced by designing the device such that release flow is
perpendicular to the major axis of the trap array, reducing the number of traps that a released cell
would need to traverse (Figure 2-12-A). Alternatively, or possibly in addition to using perpendicular flow
release, the flow path could be slightly angled relative to the array, further reducing the number of wells
traversed after release (Figure 2-12-B). Finally, the release of a cell could be followed by a quick lateral
dragging of the released cell using the lateral optical gradient force, releasing the cell between rows of
wells (Figure 2-12-C).
(a) (b) (c) -.
Figure 2-12: Potential improvements to optoflucs. These approaches would reduce the likelihood of cell recapture when
cells are released at low flow rates. The red arrow indicates flow direction.
Variations in well depth across an array could be a factor in trap instability. We measured absolute
variations in post height on SU-8 masters of 4-10 pm across post arrays of single devices. If some wells
are shallower than others, cells will be less stably trapped in these wells. In the future, thoroughly and
carefully characterizing variance in well depth would be advisable, as well as spending effort to minimize
variation.
The second topic to address with improvements is the general architecture and support fluidics
overhead. Characterization sort experiments required ~ 12 h to conduct, largely owing to the
complexity of the support fluidics, multiple syringe pumps, and numerous required syringes. To ensure
clog-free, reliable operation, the entire fluidics assembly needed to be deconstructed for cleaning and
rebuilt for each experiment. Finally, due to the support fluidics complexity and the difficulty of
assembling it in a tissue culture hood, ensuring total system sterility was all but impossible.
Additionally, device packaging was time consuming, requiring tedious glass drilling, delicate mounting of
tubing with epoxy, and careful attachment of the collection reservoir to the device. Unfortunately, this
is a large amount of effort invested in a single-use device; packaging five devices required the better
part of a day's effort. Future designs might consider moving the architecture to an inverted microscope,
allowing greater freedom to engineer the top layer with materials other than glass such as PDMS, which
would also enable straightforward incorporation of on-chip valves, which offer a further avenue for
reducing the complexity of the off-chip fluidic network. A set of reservoirs containing all fluids to be
used during an experiment could be mounted to the top of the device and loaded in one step in a tissue
culture hood. Fluids could be introduced to the device by using a single syringe pump to pull the fluids
through the device. Reservoir selection could be set by on-chip valves. During release, on-chip valves
could be driven as a peristaltic pump to push sorted cells into a collection reservoir. Alternatively, all on-
chip flows could be gravity-driven, removing the complexity of all pumps, on or off-chip.
........ ......... ...................
2.08 Conclusion
Optoflucs is a powerful, viable solution for image-based sorting of non-adherent cells. The system offers
performance that is immediately useful for image-predicated sorting in its current incarnation and
presents opportunities for future refinement that can be tailored to specific applications. Optoflucs
represents a significant step beyond other developed techniques for image-predicated sorting with
respect to scalability - optoflucs utilizes operational overhead that is independent of array size.
Furthermore, design and fabrication of optoflucs microfluidics devices is simple and straightforward,
using simple, rapidly-produced photomask designs and the highly familiar fabrication process of SU-
8/PDMS replica molding. For these reasons, we anticipate adoption of devices based on the principles
of optoflucs beyond our own lab.
2.09 Appendix
2.09.A Fabrication Process
Step Description
1-Dehydration bake Hot plate; 30 min. @ 200'C
2-Spincoat SU-8 SU-8 Spinner; SU-8 2050; 10s @ 500 rpm; ramp to 30s @1600 rpm
3-Prebake Hot plate; 4 min. @ 65*C; ramp to 95*C; 40 min. @ 95*C
4-Photo EVI; Mask 1-30 s @ 30 jim separation; Fine-line Imaging mask
5-Postbake Hot plate; 1 min. @ 65*C; ramp to 95*C; 10 min. @ 95*C
6-Spincoat SU-8 SU-8 Spinner; SU-8 2050 (wafer 1), SU-8 2035 (wafer 2-4); 10s @ 500 rpm; ramp to 30s @3050
rpm (wafer 1), 2750 rpm (wafer 2), 3500 rpm (wafer 3), 3500 rpm (wafer 4)
7-Prebake Hot plate; 3 min. @ 65*C; ramp to 95*C; 15 min. @ 950C
8-Photo EV1; Mask 2-23 s @ 30 im separation; Fine-line Imaging mask
9-Postbake Hot plate; 1 min. @ 65*C; ramp to 95'C; 10 min. @ 95'C
10-Develop Solvent hood; PM acetate; visual stop
11-Anneal Hot plate; 2 min. @ 65*C; ramp to 150*C; 30 min. @ 150*C; ramp to 65*C
12-Silanization Dessicator (Voldman Lab Chemical Hood); 7 drops of (tridecafluoro-1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)-1-
tricholorosilane (T2492-KG, United Chemical Technologies, PA) in dessicator w/ wafer; 24h
13-PDMS deposition PDMS Room (Voldman Lab); 10:1 base:curing agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, MI); stir
vigorously; pour 2-mm-thick layer on wafer, coating evenly; sit flat 30 min.
14-PDMS Cure PDMS Room (Voldman Lab); 2 h @ 65*C in convection oven
Table 2-5: Optoflucs device fabrication process, completed in MTL TRL and Voldman Lab. It is possible that in steps 3, 5, 7,
and 9, wafers were ramped down to 65'C before removal from the hotplate. Spin times in step 6 are assumed and almost
certainly accurate.
2.09.B SU-8 Thickness Metrology
We used white light interferometry to measure the thickness of fabricated SU-8 layers. Each wafer
contained 4 devices. We measured the thickness of both SU-8 layers at the four corners of the region
patterning the microwell array for each device, as well as the thickness of the second layer in the center
of each device. Mean first layer thickness ranged from 99-pm-thick to 105-pm-thick across the wafers.
Mean second layer thicknesses were 43 pm, 35 pm, 29 pm, and 30 pm for wafers 1-4, respectively.
These were averages of post heights sampled from post array centers across the wafer, across all
devices. Post heights varied over a range of 4 pm to 10 pm over single devices. Part of this variability
may be due to the qualitative nature of white light interferometry (i.e. consistent user recognition of
fringes), but such wide variability could potentially impact device performance, and deserves attention
to in future fabrication efforts.
2.09.C Cell Types, Culture, and Labeling
External or Unique Cell Types/Sources
BA/F3 wildtype cells MCF7 wildtype cells
WeHi-3B wildtype cells MCF7 nuclear-localized fusion reporter cells*
Lindquist Lab Lahav Lab
Whitehead Institute, Cambridge, MA Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
Table 2-6: Cell lines for optoflucs experiments and sources.
*The reporter line was engineered by Alex Loewer (Lahav Lab) and was transfected with a construct
expressing the red fluorescent protein mCherry fused to the mouse ornithine decarboxylase PEST
sequence and three copies of the SV40 large T-antigene nuclear localization sequence (NLS) under the
control of the p21 promoter. Selection with blasticidin established a stable, clonal cell line. This line
was also transfected with an MT-p53-Venus construct conferring G418 resistance.
Media Formulations
BA/F3 cell media formulation WeHi-3B cell media formulation
Lindquist Lab Lindquist Lab
Whitehead Institute, Cambridge, MA Whitehead Institute, Cambridge, MA
-RPMI 1640 -IMDM (12440, Gibco)
-10% v/v FBS (SH30088.03, Hyclone) -10% v/v FBS
-10% v/v WeHi-3B conditioned medium -1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin
-2% v/v L-glutamine (25030, Gibco) -25 pM 2-mercaptoethanol (21985, Gibco)
-1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin (15140, Gibco)
MCF7 cell media formulation WeHi-3B conditioned media preparation
Lahav Lab Lindquist Lab
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA Whitehead Institute, Cambridge, MA
-RPMI 1640 -Collect media from WeHi-3B cells grown in T-
-10% v/v FBS 75 flasks, 3 days post-seeding
-1% v/v L-glutamine -Centrifuge media 7 min. @ 1000 rpm, collect
-1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin supernatant
-Add 5 pg/mL blasticidin (ant-bl-1, InvivoGen, -Filter media - 0.2 pm vacuum filter
San Diego, CA) for blasticidin-resistant clone -Aliquot and store @ -20*C
for continuous selection
-Add 400 pg/mL G418 for G418-resistant clone
for continuous selection
Table 2-7: cell culture protocols for optoflucs experiments. Salil Desai prepared all WeHi-3B conditioned media.
Cell Labeling
For experiments using CellTracker dyes, we used either CellTracker Green CMFDA (C7025,
Invitrogen) or CellTracker Orange CMRA (C34551, Invitrogen) at concentrations of 5-10 pM and
stained cells as per product datasheet, unless noted otherwise.
Chapter 3 Shared Fundamentals of PACS and RACS
3.01 Photopolymerization, Radical Toxicity, and Cell Health in the
Context of PACS and RACS
As PACS is derived from the maturing field of hydrogel photoencapsulation, photoencapsulation
literature formed the theoretical context for PACS. While much of this literature addresses topics
specific to hydrogels, significant focus is devoted to free-radical toxicity. Photoencapsulation literature
characterized the concentration-dependent health response of various cell types to photoinitiator-
derived free radicals inevitably formed during photopolymerization, aiming to minimize free-radical-
mediated cell damage48' 49. Fortuitously, these studies also characterized sufficient operating space to
lend insight into the feasibility of selectively damaging cells with photogenerated free radicals. We
therefore discuss this background literature in the dual context of PACS and RACS.
Hydrogel applications transcend tissue engineering, drug delivery, sensing, surface engineering and
many other fields70 . A wide range of cell types can be viably encapsulated within hydrogels, including
cell lines71, primary cells72 , and stem cells73 . We focus here on photopatterned hydrogels, which carry
the most relevance to PACS and RACS. Photocrosslinked hydrogels arise from the light-mediated
crosslinking of an aqueous prepolymer solution. Prepolymer solutions typically consist of a macromer,
such as (poly) ethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), and a photoinitiator (PI) that absorbs light of a
particular spectrum. Upon excitation in its absorbance spectrum, the PI splits into radicalized
component molecules. These PI radicals subsequently react with the macromer, forming a radicalized
macromer species. This radicalized macromer can subsequently react with another macromer to yield a
radical form of polymerized macromer, which can continue to polymerize in this fashion, termed free-
radical polymerization. As chains grow, crosslinking occurs, forming an aqueous, interconnected,
insoluble polymeric mesh - a hydrogel. Such a reaction is shown in Figure 3-1 with a PEGDA macromer
and a methyl radical.
It is instructive to appreciate the fundamental equations governing photopolymerization, as it gives
insight into the relative roles that various parts of the prepolymer system play in the
photopolymerization process. Modeling photopolymerization to functional output endpoints such as gel
thickness and time to gellation is quite complicated and is a topic of continued research7 4' 75. Here we
present the modeling of the fundamentals of radical initiation and polymerization rate as presented by
Paul Flory in Principles of Polymer Chemistry76.
First, consider an initiator, I, and its corresponding radical product, R. The initiator can dissociate into
two radicals with a rate constant kd,
kd
I-*2R. Eq. 3-1
A radical can then react with a monomer, M, with a rate constant ka, to yield a chain radical M1 :
ka
R'+M -+M'*. Eq. 3-2
Elongation can continue as the chain radical reacts with another monomer to form a longer chain
radical, or two radicals can encounter one another, leading to an annihilation event. An insightful
quantity is the rate of initiation, Ri, of chain radicals, which can be written as
Ri= d[M =2fkd [I], Eq. 3-3
dt i
where [] denotes concentration, M' denotes the concentration of all chain radicals, and f denotes the
fraction of radicals that initiate chain radicals. The rate of radical chain termination can be written as
-d( M'2
R,=t =2k tM' , Eq. 3-4dt,
where kt is the rate constant of chain termination. At steady state, the rate of radical production equals
rate of radical chain termination, so setting Ri=Rt and solving for [M-] gives the steady state
concentration of chain radicals, and is
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Figure 3-1: Radical photopolymerization with PEGDA macromer. Methyl
radical reacts with acryl group to form PEGDA radical, which can then react
with another PEGDA macromer in a polymerization process that can result in
elongation as well as crosslinking. From Liu et al. ~.
M = .] Eq. 3-5
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Finally, the rate of polymerization depends on a reaction between a chain radical and a monomer
molecule dictated by a rate constant kP,
RPL=k[M]M' . Eq. 3-6
In the case of photopolymerization mediated by an initiating molecule that splits into a radicalized form,
kd[l] is replaced by the term labs-E[PI]Io, which represents the intensity of radiation absorbed, where E is
the molar absorption coefficient, [PI] is the concentration of the photoinitiator, and lo is the incident
light intensity, and f is interpreted as the quantum yield for chain initiation. Substituting, we see that
RP=kp [M] fc[)]. Eq. 3-7
This seemingly simple equation belies the complexities of photopolymerization. Over a typical
photopolymerization, solution viscosity is time-varying, and as a result, transport dynamics vary. [M],
the monomer, also varies with time as it is used up. A qualitative description of the important
ramifications of these subtleties is described nicely by Anseth et al77.
The most important insight from this analysis is the relative contribution of light intensity and
photoinitiator concentration, both square-root contributors to polymerization rate, and monomer
concentration, a linear contributor. It is important, however, to not reach sweeping conclusions from
this equation, as the contribution of these variables to the end product hydrogel is highly nonlinear.
Dendukuri et al. modeled free radical polymerization of a PEGDA-based prepolymer and accounted for
oxygen inhibition of the reaction in the context of a microfluidic device74 . This study presents a non-
dimensionalized model of final hydrogel output and provides a good basis for both appreciating the
highly nonlinear dynamics of hydrogel formation and is also a good case study in extending the above
derivation to a more complex modeling environment. In this model, which accounts for radical reaction
with oxygen, the rate of radical consumption, re,, is given by
r =kt[X']2 +k,[X'][02], Eq. 3-8
where [X-] represents all radical species, and kt and ko are rate constants. This equation largely echoes
the termination equation presented above, but we use notation here consistent with the original
reference to not lead to confusion by direct matching of terms. There are two fates for radicals -
reaction with other radicals (hence the second-order reaction) and reaction with oxygen. Dendukuri
writes a space-dependent radical generation equation in a similar manner to Flory and adds the
constraint of the diffusion-reaction equation to describe oxygen diffusion and consumption in a spatio-
temporal manner and solves the resulting system numerically to determine gel profiles.
The key insight of the consumption equation above is the manner of competition that other radical sinks
might have in a polymerization context or the context of RACS. Other species such as serum proteins or
the cell components, such as cell membranes, may react with the radicals, adding additional
consumption terms to the above equation. In RACS, without a macromer, there would more radicals to
be consumed through other avenues, such as through reactions with serum proteins or cells. This is the
mathematical basis of some of the reasoning we will use later to interpret some experimental results
with respect to cell health and technique efficacy.
As described above mathematically, radicalization of the PI can end in a number of fates. The PI radical
could react with another radical to form a non-radical product. The radical could react with the
macromer to form a radicalized macromer. The radical could react directly with and damage the cell73.
Finally, the radical could react with oxygen, leading to formation of hydrogen peroxide and, in certain
conditions, the DNA-damaging hydroxyl radical78 . As some of these fates are cytotoxic, tissue engineers
seek to use the lowest possible PI concentration that will permit polymerization when encapsulating
cells.
Bryant et al. and Williams et al. collectively characterized the concentration-dependent dark- and light-
toxicity of a number of different photoinitiating systems with a range of cell types*8 49. Bryant et al.
incubated 3T3 cells with a range of concentrations of different PIs, both with and without an initial
exposure at the PI excitation wavelength. Figure 3-2-A illustrates the relative survival of cells incubated
with different UV-initiated PIs. Irgacure 2959 (1-2959) clearly is least toxic in dark conditions. When the
PI was irradiated for various exposure times and the cells were subsequently incubated, survival was
higher with 0.05% w/w 1-2959 versus 0.01% w/w 1651, as shown in Figure 3-2-B. When normalizing to
the predicted concentration of radicals generated by these two PIs, it is clear that the 1-2959 radical is
specifically less toxic than the 1651 radical (Figure 3-2-C) 49.
Williams et al. performed similar experiments over numerous cell types, comparing 1-2959, 1-184, and I-
651 PIs. 1-2959 was again the clear winner in light and dark conditions across a number of cell types.
Figure 3-2-D illustrates the impact of different-duration exposures with 0.05% w/v 1-2959 across
multiple cell types. Here we see that for some cell types, 7 min. exposures with 0.05% w/v 1-2959
significantly decrease cell viability.
In these experiments, cells were exposed to radicals in the absence of a macromer. In the presence of a
macromer, a fraction of the radicals would attack the functionalized ends of the macromer rather than
the cells. Therefore, radical-mediated toxicity should be lower in photoencapsulation experiments than
in these experiments, where the macromer "radical sink" does not exist. Fedorovich et al. supported
this idea, showing that viability of photoencapsulated cells did not vary with PI concentration over their
studied range, whereas cells photo-exposed in the absence of a macromer over the same PI
concentration range demonstrated a strong PI-concentration-dependence of toxicity73.
We now consider these results in the context of PACS and RACS. In PACS, we expect that the un-
encapsulated target cells, which must only endure transient exposure to the prepolymer, would be at
least as viable as encapsulated cells, as encapsulated cells additionally survive the presumably harsher
process of photoencapsulation, which produces PI radicals in the vicinity of the encapsulated cells.
These cell health studies thus suggest that for PACS, 1-2959 is the clear PI of choice, and using 0.1% w/v
1-2959 in the prepolymer should be well-tolerated. Furthermore, as these studies did not characterize
the cell health response to higher PI concentrations, use of higher PI concentrations might be possible,
provided that they were well-tolerated in dark conditions.
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Figure 3-2: Effects of Pis on cell health. (a) illustrates the dose-response of 3T3 cells to three different PIs (1-2959, circles; I-
651, triangles; 1-907, diamonds; 1-184, squares) in dark incubation conditions. (b) contrasts cell survival after irradiation for
various durations in the presence of 0.05% w/w 1-2959 (solid bars) or 0.01% w/w 1-651 (hatched bars). (c) illustrates the
relative survival of cells exposed to 1-2959 radicals (circles) versus 1-651 radicals. (d) shows cell survival across multiple cell
0.49
types after irradiation by various durations in 0.05% i-2959. (a)-(c) were adapted fromn 4; (d) was adapted from ~
For RACS, 1-2959 also appeared to be an excellent candidate molecule to transdluce patterned UV light
into radical-mediated toxicity. In RACS, a molecule that offers high light toxicity and low dark toxicity is
desired. In the P1 studies, low levels of UV-initiated PIs demonstrated dark toxicity, with the exception
of 1-2959. With respect to light toxicity, 1-2959 did not offer high amounts of toxicity with 3T3 cells over
the exposure times and concentrations studied by Bryant, but Williams reported significant light toxicity
over some investigated cell types and PI concentrations that also permitted low dark toxicity. For
instance, consider hFOB cells indicated in Figure 3-2-D. Under dark conditions with 0.05% w/v 1-2959,
relative survival is ~0.83, whereas after 7 min. of irradiation, relative survival drops to nearly 0. Similar
contrast between light and dark toxicity for other cell types might be achievable by varying PI
concentration and exposure time outside of the parameter space examined here.
The central theme of RACS, illuminating a molecule that transduces light energy into a toxic chemical
product, is more general than strictly considering PIs used for hydrogel photoencapsulation. The
chemotherapeutic field of photodynamic therapy (PDT) investigates methods to accomplish light-
79,80patterned cell killing through a different physical approach ''. In PDT, a photosensitizer is delivered to
a population of cells. Light is then patterned onto the cells, selectively exciting the photosensitizer in
the illuminated cells. Exciting the photosensitizer causes production of a family of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) that damage illuminated cells. This approach differs from patterning the activation of an
extracellular cytotoxic molecule. Instead, toxic species would internally attack the targeted cells.
Relative to using 1-2959, a PDT-type approach might reduce the total amount of toxic species generated
in the cell culture, or at least confine them to the interior of targeted cells. We contrast the extracellular
approach and PDT in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Comparison of pathway actions for P-based RACS and PDT. In PI-based RACS, light excitation leads to
dissociation of the photoinitiator into radical molecules, which could either directly attack the cell or could potentially
react with other molecules in the buffer to yield other species that might be toxic to the cell. In PDT, cells are first
exposed to and uptake a photosensitizer which accumulates within the cell. When the photosensitizer is excited, ROS
are produced that damage the cell.
Many photosensitizing agents have been developed 9 . Some, such as Photofrin*, have been successfully
used in clinical settings, and were tempting to use for RACS. However, Photofrin is an FDA-approved
drug and is therefore expensive. Other characterized options existed, however. Hypericin is a natural
photosensitizer found in plants of the genus Hypericum, is inexpensive and commercially available, and
has been characterized in vitro to allow for selective killing of photosensitized cells8 1. Kamuhabwa et al.
incubated rat bladder carcinoma cells over a range of hypericin concentrations, excited the hypericin at
a range of intensities, and recorded post-irradiation proliferation. A dark toxicity control was not
performed. However, incubation in 1 pM hypericin followed by 15 min. irradiation @ 0.5 mW/cm 2
yielded 90% proliferation vs. a control unexposed to hypericin, while 1 pM hypericin incubation followed
by 15 min. irradiation @ 4 mW/cm 2 resulted in ~ 2% proliferation. If we approximate the former
condition as the "dark" control, this is an impressive contrast between dark and light phototoxicity.
These findings motivated us to investigate hypericin photosensitization as another potential approach to
RACS.
Localizability of the sorting effect is another fundamental priority of PACS and RACS. Ideally, we would
aim to target a single cell when plating at near-confluence. As fully attached and spread anchorage-
dependent cells typically have major axes of ~50-100 pm, we wanted the sorting technology to be able
to target with comparable or better resolution. For PACS, this translates to the minimum feature size
that can be patterned into a hydrogel, and for RACS this translates to how well the toxic effect is
localized.
The lifetime of the photoinitiator radical, which is of order 1 pss2, would imply that to travel 1 ptm from
illuminated regions, radicals would need to travel with a convective-diffusive speed of 1 m/s, a speed
that seems unreasonable to attain simply due to illumination of the culture dish. For RACS, this means
that direct toxic effects due to photoinitiator radical toxicity should be confined strictly to illuminated
regions. For PACS, feature resolution is not likely to hinge on the photoinitiator lifetime for feature
scales that concern us, those of ~100 ptm. Modeling the polymerization process is complex and depends
on many competing phenomena75 ; it is simpler to note typical achieved resolution limits reported in
literature. In photoencapsulation contexts, 100-ptm resolution has long been achievable using I-
2959/PEGDA 3400 solutions and mask-based photolithography 47, and more recently, Dendukuri et al.
have demonstrated ~im-scale resolution using projection lithography with PEGDA hydrogel systems.
These results suggest that RACS and PACS resolution are not fundamentally limiting within our
application, provided that target cells can be fully masked from illumination, and no long-lived toxic
byproducts result from the photopolymerization process78 .
Finally, alternatives to PEGDA macromers exist, such as hyaluronic acid and photocrosslinkable
chitosan 3. A wide range of options exist for crosslinking methods, and it may be possible that some of
these could be coupled into an approach mediated by patterned light70. Others have engineered
additional functionality into hydrogel systems; Kloxin et al. reported a photo-degradable hydrogel
system8 4. Such functionality may be useful in future implementations of PACS where the ability to
locally degrade the hydrogel to retrieve encapsulated cells might be enabling. However, as we first
needed to show basic functionality and based on repeated successful use of PEGDA, specifically PEGDA
3400 4'',785 as a macromer and its reported viability for cell encapsulation, we selected PEGDA 3400 as a
starting point for macromer selection for PACS. However, it is important to not overly constrain future
efforts if particular functionalities are desired and look beyond PEGDA systems employing UV-
photoinitiators, as this system represents only a fraction of the available options.
Understanding the underlying physics of hydrogel formation and the possible mechanisms of
photoencapsulation-mediated cell damage allowed us to assess the feasibility of PACS and RACS. While
the hydrogel literature provided a starting point, we appreciated that we might need to explore a wider
parameter space to accomplish our specific goals. Our inverse goal, to retrieve the unexposed cells,
would potentially grant us parameter flexibilities not available to tissue engineers whose goal it is to
ensure viability of encapsulated cells.
3.02 Design and Characterization of an In-lab Photolithography System
3.02.A The need for an in-lab photolithography system
For both PACS and RACS, a process for rapid turnaround of inexpensive photomasks was crucial. We
sought to accomplish mask generation and exposure within an hour of recording cell locations to
minimize the risk of cells migrating significantly from their recorded locations. Mask generation needed
to be simple and inexpensive, as our goal was a low-cost system capable of dissemination. Companies
such as PageWorks (Cambridge, MA) offer same-day turnaround of high-resolution emulsion masks, but
cost ~ 100 USD/mask, and require ~4 h to process. We thus resolved to create an inexpensive, in-lab
mask printing and exposure system.
3.02.B Mask image generation
The first step was generating a mask image corresponding to the locations of cells within the dish. We
first created a coordinate system for the substrate plane of the culture dish. To this end, we gently
touched the tip of a lab marker to the underside of the culture dish in three locations (Figure 3-4-A-B),
transferring a small ink patch to the dish underside. These spots served as reference locations that
defined the substrate coordinate plane when recording cell locations and as easily visible alignment
marks during the alignment steps. We then imaged each of the ink patches on the microscope,
centering the middle of the patch in the digital crosshairs in the software (MetaMorph or Nikon
Elements) and recording the stage location (Figure 3-4-C). We then selected all target cells in the dish by
centering each target cell in the digital crosshairs and recording the stage location. We then passed this
coordinate list to a MatLab script (originally written by Joseph Kovac, improved by Ylaine Gerardin,
UROP) that generated a postscript image file with rings centered at alignment mark locations and black
circles of a specified diameter centered at all recorded cell locations.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-4: Coordinate system definition and mask image generation. (a) Tapping the tip of a VWR marker (fine-tip, NOT
extra-fine-tip) to the dish underside to create alignment features. (b) Image of dish with three alignment features
drawn onto underside. (c) Registration of centers of ink spots and cell locations to produce a list of points used to
create a mask image.
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3.02.C Mask printing
The opacity of the mask features, accuracy of feature placement, and accuracy of the printed spot size
are all important mask printing concerns. We initially laser printed masks onto black & white copier
transparencies (Office Depot 753-631) and used this approach through much of the initial development
of PACS and RACS. With continued use, we noticed that especially for mask features of diameters
greater than ~ 400 pm, there were often pinhole defects within printed features.
For advanced development, we resolved to address this issue, exploring inkjet printing as an alternative.
We acquired an HP DeskJet 6540 inkjet printer and used a pigment-based ink (HP cartridge 96 black and
HP 97 tricolor) for printing, used the Office Depot black & white copier transparencies, and used the
following custom settings in the Windows vista driver: HP Brochure Matte print medium, maximum
resolution, and heavy ink volume. The Windows 7 print driver has been updated, and equivalent
settings are unknown; replicating print performance characterized here outside of Vista may require
experimentation.
We printed the mask image to a transparency, cut a section out around the mask features, and dried the
transparency on an aluminum foil-wrapped hotplate at 100 "C for 20-40 min. Drying the transparency is
critical before attempting the alignment steps, which might cause ink to rub off. We placed the
transparency on the hotplate at room temperature and avoided removing the transparency while the
hotplate was still hot to allow temperatures to ramp slowly. Printed features were consistently well-
formed and without pinhole defects. To test feature opacity, we printed a mask and taped it to the
underside of a culture dish with fluorescent beads dried to its surface. We were unable to see
fluorescence from the beads and reasoned that such opacity should generate enough contrast for RACS
and PACS.
We characterized the accuracy of printed mask feature size and its variability over multiple mask
printings. We printed three masks with arrays of ten replicates of circular features ranging in diameter
from 100 im to 1 mm in 100 rn increments. We mounted the masks on the microscope and imaged
the features. We wrote a MatLab script that thresholded each spot image, determined a best-fit ellipse
for each spot, and reported the major and minor axes of the ellipse, allowing us to determine how
accurate the spot size was, as shown in Figure 3-5. These results show that over the size range studied,
the major axis of the feature will often be ~ 35 pm larger than the intended spot diameter. The minor
axis of the spot was also consistently larger than the intended diameter for spots > 200 pm, but by only
~ 15 pm. Spots as small as 200 pm design diameter were still essentially circular, while intended 100 pm
spots were often poorly-formed and asymmetric.
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Figure 3-5: Characterization of mask printing feature accuracy.
The other key to mask performance is the accuracy of the placement of mask features across the mask.
We did not independently characterize this parameter, but instead measured the total alignment error
between an intended spot center and where it was actually aligned, which measures the combined
effect of mask printing inaccuracies and alignment system inaccuracies. We describe this measurement
in §3.02.D.
3.02.D Mask alignment and exposure
Accurate mask alignment ensures that the correct cells are masked by features. We illustrate our mask
alignment and exposure system in Figure 3-6. The three primary components consist of an EXFO X-Cite
120 fluorescence source, an assembly that collimates and filters the broadband light from the EXFO, and
a holder for the mask, as shown in Figure 3-6-A. The collimation assembly consists of a collimator that is
matched to the liquid-core lightguide, a switching mirror, a square of UG1 filter glass that passes UV
light, and a holder that holds the collimation assembly in place (Figure 3-6-B). The mirror switcher
either directs light from the EXFO up towards the mask or absorbs the light, allowing us to shutter the
beam.
The mask holder consists of a baseplate with an arm that extends over the beam path (Figure 3-6-C).
The mask itself is taped to a plate with a 50-mm-diameter circular aperture, positioning the mask
features over the aperture. We align the dish to the mask by centering the reference ink spots drawn on
the underside of the dish within the corresponding alignment rings printed on the mask, positioning the
mask features beneath their target cells (Figure 3-6-D). We perform this step without optical
magnification. After alignment is complete, we expose the dish with the desired exposure duration.
When the beam is expanded to fill the 50-mm-diameter aperture, the UV intensity is ~ 7 mW/cm 2, with
variations of +/- ~2 mW/cm2 over the lifetime of a bulb.
(d) ToD View Side View
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Figure 3-6: The mask alignment system and process. (a) High-level view of the system, detailing the EXFO, collimation
assembly, and mask holder. (b) Detail of the collimation assembly. (c) Detail of the mask holder, which suspends the mask
over a clear path to the beam. (d) The alignment process. Centering the drawn alignment marks on the dish underside (blue
circles) within the rings on the mask positions the mask features beneath the cells of interest, shielding the cells from
irradiation. Here we illustrate the case of PACS, which uses a prepolymer during exposure.
We measured the total alignment error of the system. We constructed a test target by suspending 1.5
pm fluorescent beads in methanol, pipetting the suspension onto a 35-mm-diameter culture dish, and
evaporating the methanol by drying the dish with a nitrogen air stream, drying the beads to the dish.
We then drew a set of three reference marks onto the back of the dish. We used the microscope and
stage to record the locations of the selected three reference marks on the back of the dish. We then
scanned to nine separate locations in the dish, and recorded fluorescence images of the dried beads and
the corresponding stage locations. Figure 3-7-A shows a drawing of a typical captured image at one of
the nine locations.
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Figure 3-7: Method used for alignment tolerance characterization. (a) We dried fluorescent beads to the dish
surface and imaged nine target locations, deeming the "target" as the center of the image. (b) We printed
corresponding masks, aligned the dish to the mask, and imaged the mask feature and the surrounding
fluorescent beads. (c) By noting the location of three bead pairs in the two images, we generated a coordinate
transformation that allowed mapping of an arbitrary point in one image to its equivalent point in the other
image. (d) We applied the coordinate transformation to the center of mass of the aligned feature, allowing us
to determine how far from its intended target it was aligned.
We then printed masks with alignment features corresponding to the reference marks and circular mask
features corresponding to the nine selected points. We mounted the mask to a holder that suspended it
over the microscope and aligned the dish to the mask, simulating the alignment procedure we use when
exposing dishes. We next scanned to the nine fields containing mask features and imaged the field
using phase and fluorescence microscopy, thereby recording an image of the mask feature and the
fluorescent beads in the field (Figure 3-7-B).
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Next, we compared fluorescence images of the nine targeted fields before and after aligning the dish to
the mask. We wrote software in MatLab that allowed us to pick the pixel locations of three beads that
appeared in both the fluorescence image used to select the nine points as well as the image recorded
after aligning the dish to the mask (Figure 3-7-C). We used the pixel locations of these beads in the two
images to define a transformation that allowed mapping of any pixel location in either image to an
equivalent location in the other image81. This allowed us to determine where the center of the mask
feature would equivalently reside in the originally recorded image of the target location. This concept
can be expressed as a location vector in the aligned image plane being transformable to a location
vector in the original target plane,
ii = A, Eq. 3-9
and can be rewritten as
Ii A -v
ux a b c v,
u, d e f v, Eq. 3-10
Here, u represents the position vector of a point in the original target image, and v represents the
position vector of the same point in the image with the aligned feature. To solve for the matrix A, we
need the locations of the same three beads in both images. We can write this as
u1,x U2,x u3,x a b c V2, v3,x
u1, u2, u3, = d e f V, v2 ,, v 3, , Eq. 3-11
1 1 1 1L 1i 1j1 1 1]
so
a b  c u u vI v2x V3,x
A= d e f = u u u 3 v v,. Eq. 3-12
This derivation was taken from the Masters thesis of Somponnat Sampattavanich.86 The intended spot
target was the center of the image field in the first fluorescence image (Figure 3-7-A). We determined
the actual targeted location as the center of mass of the mask feature (Figure 3-7-C) as determined by
calculation from a thresholded transformation of phase image of the mask feature. We then applied the
coordinate transformation to the printed spot center to determine its equivalent position in original
target image; the distance by which it missed its intended location is defined as the "error" (Figure 3-7-
D).
Each alignment of dish to mask generated nine error values across the nine intended targets. We then
repeated this alignment measurement protocol to assess variation due to three factors: user
consistency, alignment mark quality consistency, and mask printing consistency. To accomplish this, we
drew three sets of reference marks on the dish underside, which produced three different mask
patterns, each using a different set of reference marks. We printed three copies of each of these masks,
giving a total of nine physical masks. We aligned the dish to each mask three times and recorded the
alignment error at the nine target points. Therefore, the alignment error of 243 points was used to
generate the alignment error statistics, and these statistics account for variations due to all of the above
factors.
We present this alignment error analysis in Figure 3-8, Figure 3-9, and Figure 3-10. In Figure 3-8 we
illustrate the error histogram of each alignment attempt, grouped by mask printings and alignment mark
sets. The "mask printing" grouping means that all alignment attempts in that group were made with the
same physical printed mask, and the "alignment mark set" grouping means that all masks in that group
were referenced to the same set of alignment marks.
When pooling data from each set to generate set-wide statistics (Figure 3-9), we observed that sets 1, 2,
and 3 had mean errors of 140 pm, 61 pm, and 120 pm, respectively. We concluded that there was
strong variation in performance across alignment mark sets, as mean error for the second alignment
mark set is ~ half of that for the first and third alignment mark sets. Some aspect of these alignment
marks, possibly shape, size, or how well-formed the marks were on the dish impacted how effectively
we could align the dish to the mask alignment rings. Unfortunately, we did not keep the dish used from
this experiment to ascertain how these marks were different. This result makes a strong argument for
determining what aspect of alignment mark sets makes them perform better, and making this property
reproducible. For instance, rather than tapping the tip of the lab marker to the dish underside, marks
might be made using a stamping system.
We also reached two other conclusions. First, looking to Figure 3-8, in each alignment mark set, we
observe that there is little variation in performance from mask printing to mask printing, indicating that
user error in mask aligning is more limiting than the printing process. Second, Figure 3-10 indicates the
fraction of points that had a given alignment error of X or less, using all data from all alignment
experiments. This graph indicates that ~75% of spots were aligned to 150 pm accuracy or better,
equivalently showing that a 300 pm-diameter spot could adequately mask a point ~75% of the time.
Taken together, these data are encouraging. First, a 300-400-pm-diameter spot is adequate for cell
sorting with the system as is - we will see in §3.03 that this spot size is useful. Second, the two aspects
which limit performance here - consistent alignment mark performance and user error - are within our
control to improve in future implementations. The mask printing process, printing via an inkjet printer
with a proprietary driver and proprietary low-level function, would not allow much room for alteration.
Fortunately, it does not appear to significantly affect the alignment process. Therefore, our in-lab
photolithography system delivers rapid turnaround and high-opacity, accurately-sized mask features at
low cost, fulfilling our needs for PACS and RACS prototyping, with potential pathways to future
refinement.
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Figure 3-8: Alignment error statistics across individual alignment attempts. X-axes
represent the error in microns, and the Y-axes the number of errors. Combining the data
within each set, sets 1, 2, and 3 had mean errors of 140 pm, 61 pm, and 120 pm,
respectively.
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Figure 3-10: Percentage of spots that are aligned with X error or
less. This graph indicates that 75% of spots are aligned to 150
pm or better, implying that a 300-pm-diameter spot could cover
a point 75% of the time.
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3.03 Modeling of Mask-based System Performance
Modeling the impact that finite mask feature size has on the purity and enrichment of sorted
populations is insightful. We first consider the operational perspective of the sorting technique. Sorts
involve locating cells of interest, imaging the cells, and recording the target cell locations. While
imaging, however, it is quickly apparent that some target cells have more undesired cells around them
than others - undesired cells that would also be masked by a mask feature aligned to a target cell,
thereby lowering output purity.
The user is left to decide which target cells to attempt to retrieve. In some cases, target cells might be
so rare that attempting to retrieve all target cells, even the ones densely surrounded by undesired cells,
is the preferable choice. In other cases, absolute output purity might be of greater importance, so only
cells that can be retrieved with a constraint on predicted purity would be targeted. We consider both of
these perspectives in our modeling efforts.
Before beginning modeling, we state a few assumptions. First, we assume that if a cell is masked, it
survives sorting with 100% viability, and if it is not masked, it is not retrieved in the sorted output.
Second, we model cells as points, rather than as having finite area. Third, we neglect proliferation of
cells. Fourth, plating efficiency is 100%.
First, consider a culture dish of radius r seeded with n cells. Further consider that the plated population
consists of a mixture of desired cells and undesired cells. The desired cells constitute a minority
population, and their population size, D, is a fraction, y, of the total seeded number, n:
D = yn . Eq. 3-13
Now assume that after seeding, we identify a target cell location and align a mask feature of radius a
behind the target cell. The event of a single other given cell also residing behind the mask feature can
be modeled as a Bernoulli random variable, with p as
p = 2 .Eq. 3-14
r
By extension, the probability mass function (PMF) of the total number of cells residing behind the mask
feature, C, can be modeled by a binomial random variable, Pc:
PC = Eq (-- P" ,I  . 3-15
where k is the number of cells residing behind the mask feature. The mean and variance of Pc
respectively are
E[Pc ]=np, Eq. 3-16
and
var(Pc) = np(1- p). Eq. 3-17
We first consider the case where the user seeks to retrieve all target cells, paying no attention to which
cells can be obtained most purely. We would therefore place a mask spot centered around every
desired cell. If two desired cells were within one spot diameter of one another, this would cause the
spots to overlap.
This expected number of additional desired cells residing behind the mask feature in addition to the
targeted cell is ynp. If this number is sufficiently low, we can model all spots as independent, neglecting
the "rare" situation of spot overlap. Spot overlapping increases output purity, as more desired cells are
retrieved per total area masked. Therefore, modeling spots as independent gives us a lower bound on
performance.
If we attempted to retrieve all desired cells, we would need yn spots, and would retrieve a total of
u= yn * (1- r) np = yn'p (1- r) undesired cells and Df= yn desired cells. We define enrichment, E, as
Df
U
E = Eq. 3-18
D. '
Ui
where D, and U, are the numbers of seeded desired and undesired cells, respectively, and Df and U1 are
the number of desired and undesired cells, respectively, after sorting. Evaluating for E gives
yn_1
n2p 
_ 2p 
_E -n P(r) - r p(1-r) Eq. 3-19
yn 1 ynp
(- y)n (1-y)n
We plot the enrichment function in Figure 3-11, under the assumption that the dish diameter is 40 mm.
We plot enrichment versus total cell plating number up to a plating number of 2e5, which represents
confluence or near-confluence for most cell types. We demonstrate how this relationship varies both
with target cell incidence and with spot diameter, 2a. Very high enrichments are possible when the
initial cell incidence is low. This is intuitive, because collecting tens to even hundreds of undesired cells
along with each target cell offers a large amount of enrichment if the target cells are initially very rare.
We also see the important role of spot size. Halving spot diameter quadruples the number of cells that
can be sorted subject to an enrichment requirement.
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Figure 3-11: The relationship between enrichment and cell plating
number. We model for a 40-mm-diameter dish using a range of spot
sizes over a range of target cell incidence.
We also consider at what point our model becomes significantly pessimistic. Although somewhat
arbitrary, we state that this occurs when the expected number of desired cells that are accidentally
masked by a spot exceeds 0.1, i.e. one out of every ten spots masks two desired cells. This occurs when
ynp=0.1. We substitute np=0.1/y into the enrichment equation, which becomes
1E = 10, Eq. 3-20
70.1
meaning that the model becomes pessimistic when predicted enrichment drops below ~10-fold.
We gain additional insight by multiplying both sides of the enrichment equation by yn, the number of
desired cells in the dish, i.e. the number of target cells screened/retrieved:
1 1
ynE = - yn = - . Eq. 3-21
ynp p
This means that there is a constant product of desired cell throughput and enrichment of those cells,
and this constant is set by the area ratio of the dish to the spot area used. Implicit in this equation, and
hidden in Figure 3-11, is the constraint of dish size. Figure 3-11 demonstrates enormous enrichments of
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rare cells, but because the cells are rare, few of them are screened in the finite dish. We plot
enrichment versus the number of target cells screened in Figure 3-12. In the plot, we indicate the range
of numbers of target cells that can be screened for a range of enrichments given a target cell incidence
and the finite, 40-mm-diameter dish, which emphasizes that high enrichments come at the cost of a
lower number of retrieved desired cells.
Purity, another figure of merit, is the percentage of the output cells that are target cells. Purity, P, can
be expressed as
P=100%* n = 100% * 1
yn+ yn2p(1- y) 1+np(1-y)
Eq. 3-22
We plot purity in Figure 3-13 for various spot diameters. We see the strong reward for decreased spot
size. Again, comparison of ynp to 0.1 is a good rule of thumb to determine whether the purity plot is
over-conservative for a given plating condition.
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Figure 3-12: Enrichment versus throughput of target cells.
We model for a 40-mm-diameter dish and multiple spot
diameters and target cell incidences. The range of
operation for each incidence is labeled by the circular line
end caps.
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Figure 3-13: Purity of output versus plating density for a range
of spot sizes. Purity is a weak function of incidence, which
varies from 10-4 to 10 here.
The preceding analysis assumed retrieval of all target cells. Another approach would be to retrieve only
target cells retrievable with a maximum number or fewer contaminating undesired cells. In this case,
we seek to optimize plating density to maximize throughput subject to the purity constraint. First, we
calculate the number of cells that can be masked with a spot that covers m or fewer other cells. The
probability, q, that a spot will contain m or fewer cells in addition to the targeted cell is
. .........  .
k=m k=m
q=J3Pc ( pk (Ip)n- . Eq. 3-23
k=O k=O
Therefore, qn cells plated in the dish are reachable subject to the purity constraint, and yqn desired cells
are reachable. We then calculate Z, the expected number of additional cells behind the spot given m:
k=m
Xk n)pk (I1_p)n-k
z = , Eq. 3-24
q
meaning that the number of undesired cells behind the spot is (1-y)Z.
We next calculate enrichment
Df yqn
U, yqn(1-y)Z -1E = -= = --rEq. 3-25
D, n yZ
U (1- y)n
and purity
P=100%* yqn =100%* 1 Eq. 3-26
yqn+yqn(1-y)Z 1+(1-y)Z
It is trivial to achieve 100% purity - plate at a low density, and only pick cells that can be isolated with
100% purity. We instead seek to maximize the number of target cells recoverable while still satisfying
the purity constraint; this approach to modeling, as opposed to the first approach, allows us to specify
such a constraint. First, we plot a set of curves in Figure 3-14 showing the number of recoverable
desired cells (given 10-1 incidence, a 500 pm spot size, and a 40-mm-dish) versus cell plating number
over a range of purity constraints.
The shape of these curves is not surprising: at low densities, the number of recoverable cells increases
linearly with the plating density - density is low, so each cell can be retrieved without retrieving
contaminating cells. As density increases, some cells cannot be obtained subject to the purity
constraint, so the total number of recoverable cells continues to increase, but less than linearly.
Eventually, density gets so large that cells originally retrievable at lower densities are no longer
retrievable subject to the constraint, so the total number of cells retrievable given the constraint drops.
Next, we numerically determined the cell plating number that maximized throughput for a given
constraint - this is the optimal plating number. We plot these numbers versus constraints for a few
different spot sizes in Figure 3-15. For the purposes of comparison, we allowed the maximum plating
number to exceed 2e5 to show the substantial capability of the 125 lpm-diameter spot (arguably 2e5
cells/dish could be exceeded for some cell types).
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Figure 3-16: Relationship between expected purity and
the local purity constraint. This relationship has a very
weak dependence on spot size and target cell incidence.
We also considered the expected purity of the output given a chosen constraint rule. For instance, if we
decide to target all cells reachable with two or fewer contaminating cells, we know that the purity
should be better than 33% - some spots will contain one or no contaminating cells. We plot expected
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Figure 3-15: Optimal cell seeding number versus the
constraint of maximum number of contaminating cells per
spot. We modeled for a range of spot diameters.
purities versus constraint rules in Figure 3-16. Purity varies very weakly with spot size over the plotted
range (~2 % at most), so we approximate all spot sizes as a single curve here for simplicity. The curve
varies weakly with y<0.1; as y increases, the fraction of the cells that qualify as "undesired" that could
fall behind the spot decreases. Finally, Figure 3-17 shows the number of reachable desired cells (i.e.
throughput) subject to the purity constraint when plating cells at the optimal plating density.
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Figure 3-17: Throughput of recoverable target cells when plated at the
optimal plating density. We plot throughput versus the purity criteria for
a range of spot sizes and target incidences.
These graphs, taken together, allow quick determination of expected sort purities, optimal plating
densities, and expected throughputs when the user desires to pick which cells to sort based on the local
density of contaminating cells when imaging individual target cells.
We now demonstrate how to use this framework to model a more complex scenario - iterative
enrichment of a population of rare target cells. Finite dish size limits the throughput and maximum
enrichment possible in a single experiment. In cases of very low target phenotype incidence, it might
not be practical to perform a single round of sorting and achieve a sufficiently high level of output purity
because plating density must be high enough to ensure that a significant number of target cells are
plated and screened in each experiment. In these situations, the sorted output would need to be sorted
again to further increase purity.
When considering iterative sorting, there are two primary questions. First, how many rounds of sorting
are appropriate? Are two rounds of sorting best, or can the total number of experiments be further
reduced by performing three or more rounds of sorting? Second, what should the plating density in the
..... ..... ......... -. . .... .....
first-round experiments be versus within the second and subsequent rounds to achieve the target purity
with the smallest number of experiments?
We must first define terminology. Hereafter, an experiment refers to the act of plating a dish, screening
it for the target phenotype, and sorting out the positive cells into an output pool common to the current
sorting stage. A sort refers to the process of using experiments collectively to perform an enrichment
on the pooled input population for the target phenotype. A two-stage sort would have a first-round sort
consisting of some number of experiments that would output positive phenotypes into a common pool.
Then, in the second-round sort, these cells would be plated and a second set of experiments would be
performed, producing the pooled output of the second-round sort and the output of the overall two-
stage sort.
First, we consider how to model a two-stage sort, and then discuss how the model could be extended to
higher-stage sorts. The total number of experiments that must occur will be
S = Si +S2 =-+-, Eq. 3-27
ni n2
where T is the total initial number of cells to screen, S and S2 are the number of experiments that must
occur in the first round and second round, respectively, a is the total number of cells that are carried out
of round 1, and nj and n2 are the cell plating numbers in first round and second round, respectively. Let
us assume that after completing all sorting, we impose the constraint that there will be E undesired cells
for every desired cell - i.e. 6=1 represents 50% output purity. If the expected number of contaminating
cells for a spot is (1-y)np, this means that (1-y)n2 p=6, or n2=01((1-y)p).
Considering that we will select yT spots and that each spot will contain 1 desired cell and
(1-y)np undesired cells, this means that
a= 7T (1+(1- y)np) . Eq. 3-28
Substituting into the total experiment equation, we see that
T YTP(1-r)(1+(1- r)np)S = -+ Eq. 3-29
nl
Minimizing this equation with respect to nj yields
1 6
n= Eq. 3-30
p(1-r) yr
and substituting ni back into the total experiment equation and some algebraic simplification yields
S=pT(1r-) 1+2 . Eq. 3-31
This approach can be generalized into a t-staged sort, where
S TEq. 3-32
nl
Sk - gT(I+(I- nk P) ,1<k < t, Eq. 3-33
nk
yTp (1-r)(1+(1- r)n p) Eq. 3-34
and
S = S + S2+ + S,. Eq. 3-35
S minimized numerically, and this yields the optimal values of n for each round of sorting. It is important
to note that n cannot exceed the maximum plating number for the dish that still allows practical
imaging. For our purposes here, we will set this maximum number to 2e5 cells in a 40-mm-diameter
dish. Although we have shown that the objective function can be minimized in closed form for a two-
stage sort, the derived equation is only valid for n < 2e5. Therefore, for the following simulations, we
used a numerical method for all calculations of S, regardless of the number of stages.
We note but did not model the fact that the number of experiments in each stage must be an integer
value; this subtlety will impact both the optimal seeding number as well as the overall estimated
number of experiments produced by the objective function (our model will under-report the total
number of experiments). This introduced error should be small when modeling sorts that will involve a
large total number of experiments. If additional insight is needed for sorts involving a small number of
experiments, this error might be significant, and should be addressed in future modeling efforts.
We have not determined a straightforward method for determining the optimal number of sorting
stages - instead, we simply ran models of a few t-staged sorts. In practice, every stage added will add
significantly to the minimum overall sort time - each stage implies another round of trypsinization and
cell attachment. For this reason, using more than 3 stages appears impractical.
We compared the total number of required experiments using three methods: a one-stage sort, where
the plating density was set to that which ensured the required purity criterion would be met after a
single round, and a two-stage and three-stage sort as described above. We ran the model for 125-, 250-
, 375- and 500-pm spot diameters, e values of 1, 4, 7, and 10, y values of 10-5 to 102, and 1e7 total input
cells. We assumed a 40-mm-diameter dish, and a maximum plating number of 2e5 cells/dish. For
objective function minimization, we calculated the function on a grid with a spacing representing 1e3
plated cell increments, as in most cases, we do not anticipate being able to control plating density with
significantly more accuracy. We calculated the function and found its minimum on the grid. Because
the objective functions (both for two-stage and three-stage sorts) were smooth at low values over the
simulation grid, we felt confident about minimizing the function in this fashion. We illustrate our
findings in Figure 3-18, Figure 3-19, and Figure 3-20.
Figure 3-18 illustrates the cell plating numbers that would minimize the number of experiments given
two-stage and three-stage sorts. In the plots, n refers to the plating number for the first round sort in a
two-stage sort, while n, and n2 respectively refer to the plating numbers in the first and second round of
a three-stage sort. We next explain the causes for the trends in these graphs.
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Figure 3-18: Optimal plating densities for two-stage and three-stage sorts. We model sorting of 107 total cells at various
incidences using various spot diameters. Most curves are collapsed to 2e5. n refers to the number of cells plated in the
first stage of a two-stage sort, while n2 and n2 refer to the number of cells plated in the first and second stages of a
three-stage sort, respectively.
It is important to first appreciate how the nature of the sort varies with y, and focusing on the 0=1 case
of Figure 3-18 is a good place to start. If y is small, i.e. 10~5, this means that there are only 100 target
cells in the input pool of 107 cells. Retrieving all of these target cells even using the comparatively large
500-pm spots when plating at the maximum plating density would carry only ~ 3000 total undesired
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cells forward to a second round, which is well under the maximum plating number (6400 cells) that
could be plated to yield an expected output purity of 50% (i.e. 6=1) in a single sort. There is no
bottleneck in the second round, because even when plating at the lower densities needed to achieve the
purity criteria, there simply are not many cells to screen. For this reason, in the 6=1 case of Figure 3-18,
we see that for all spot diameters at small y, there is no reason to plate below confluence in the first
stage of a two-stage or three-stage sort. For the second stage in the three-stage sort, for small y, the
calculated plating number is actually higher than the number of available cells carried over from the
previous stage sort (an inaccuracy whose ramifications we discuss later). With respect to the plating
number in the second round of sorting in the three-stage sort, the nature of the objective function with
the maximum plating constraints here dictates that this plating number in the second round is primarily
a function of 0, spot size, and the number of cells plated in the first round, while y plays little role over
the range plotted here. Therefore, in the three-stage sort, over the range of V where the first round of
plating is at the maximum, 2e5, the second-round plating number remains essentially constant versus y.
We now consider how the picture changes as y increases. More total cells are carried forward after
each stage simply because there are more target cells - 104 cells in the case of the 10- incidence. For
larger y, the effect of needing to purify this larger quantity of cells is reflected by the need to plate at
densities lower than confluence earlier on in the sorting process, and is reflected in the two-stage sort
for 500-pm and 375-pm spots, and in the three-stage-sort with the 500-pm spot, where the first-round
plating number drops below confluence. The last sorting step begins to cause a bottleneck, so more of
an emphasis must be placed on increasing purity at the cost of enrichment earlier on.
The magnitude of this bottleneck effect is dictated both by the spot size - there will be a bigger
bottleneck with larger spots - and the purity threshold, 6 - there is less of a bottleneck when the
constraint on purity is not as strict. This is why the need to sacrifice throughput for higher purity in
earlier stages of the process does not occur with some of the smaller spot sizes and for larger values of
6. This is also reflected in the higher second-stage plating numbers for three-stage sorts seen for
increasing 6 or decreasing spot size.
Figure 3-19 illustrates the relative advantage of using a two-stage or three-stage sort versus a single-
stage sort in terms of the factor of fewer experiments that would need to completed using a two- or
three-stage sort versus a single-stage sort. By this metric, the only conditions where the three-stage
sort is significantly advantageous versus a two-stage sort are ones with a significant number of factors
that add to the bottleneck effect in the final stage - larger spot sizes, tighter purity criteria, and larger y
(i.e. notice the difference between with two-stage and three-stage advantage for the 500-pm spot for
6=1 and larger values of y). This performance advantage is essentially restricted to this case. By this
fold-advantage relative metric, multi-stage sorts appear preferable to single-stage sorts in all cases,
except where spot size is very small or purity requirements are especially low, because the
bottlenecking effect in the final stage is relatively small.
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Figure 3-19: Relative advantage of using a two-stage or three-stage sort to a single-stage sort.
Figure 3-20 illustrates the total number of sorts that must be completed to screen the population,
achieve the target purity, and retrieve all target cells, using the most efficient technique (one-, two- or
three-stage). We have modeled a necessity to recover all target cells from the initial population. In the
case of higher incidences (i.e. 10-2) with our simulation population of 107, this necessitates the total
recovery of 105 target cells from the initial pool, compared with a small number of cells recovered from
the initial pool for rare incidences, explaining the rapid upshot in required experiment number as y
grows large. As we would expect, the number of total experiments drops with decreasing spot size, as
enrichment increases with decreasing spot size, making individual sorting operations more effective.
Also, the total number of experiments drops as e increases, simply because it takes less total
enrichment effort (i.e. fewer experiments) to achieve the smaller amount of total enrichment for a
lower purity constraint.
By combining our observations from Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20, we can consider whether a multi-stage
or single-stage sort is most appropriate. The fold-advantage of a multi-stage sort versus single-stage
sort of Figure 3-19 is not a complete basis for deciding which approach to sorting is most appropriate -
one must consider the absolute number of sorting operations given use of a one-stage or multi-stage
sort. For instance, if a two-stage sort would require six total experiments, and a single-stage sort
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required 12 experiments, this would give a relative advantage of 2-fold for the two-stage sort, but it
might be simpler or significantly faster to simply perform a single-stage sort with 12 individual
experiments. Similarly, when deciding between a two-stage and three-stage sort, it is important to
assess the difference in absolute experiment number as well as the relative advantage between the two
options.
In a more concrete example, in the 0=4 case shown in Figure 3-20 with a 250-pm spot and y=10 2 , there
is roughly a two-fold advantage of using a two-stage sort versus a single-stage sort, and the total
number of experiments for these conditions, as shown in Figure 3-20 for 0=4, is ~ 55. In this case, the
two-fold sort saves ~ 50 experiments, so a two-stage sort would likely be justified. However, if the initial
population were reduced to 106 cells, we calculated (not shown in plots) that given these same
parameters, ~10 experiments would be necessary in a single-stage sort, and ~6 in a two-stage sort,
making a stronger case for simply performing a single-stage sort despite the apparent relative advantage
of the two-stage sort. Thus, it is important to not jump to conclusions from viewing Figure 3-19 without
first considering the absolute difference in the number of experiments required by a single- versus
multi-stage sort and weighing this against the additional time and effort required to re-plate cells for the
second round of sorting, and any other considerations about the cell type or phenotype that may factor
into this decision.
A few other points are key to note. For these cases of larger y, it is unlikely that 100% recovery of all
target cells will be necessary in most applications, and sacrificing 100% recovery for a reduced number
of total experiments would be the more likely avenue. To this end, we would alter the model to
incorporate the approaches outlined in the second modeling framework we introduced. We have
presented sufficient modeling here to enable a future user to make that extension if desired.
Second is the issue of not constraining the plating number in a given experiment to at maximum the
number of cells carried over from the previous experiment. If the optimization leads to a seeding
number in excess of the available cells, the number of cells carried forward is modeled as greater than
possible. For sorts following this inflation, there is thus an overestimate in the total number of
experiments required per sort stage, and this could also conceivably affect the distribution in effort
between sort stages. This modeling therefore presents a worst-case scenario with respect to the total
number of experiments required. It is possible that given these constraints, there might be re-allocation
between sorting stages that could conceivably affect the relative comparisons of advantages between
the sorts with different numbers of stages. We implemented this constraint for a few parameter sets
and did not see any drastic changes in the graphs, but it is conceivable that correctly implementing this
constraint across all parameter sets might influence some conclusions, so it would be wise to re-
examine this constraint if future work is done with this model.
In this section, we have outlined the framework for a model of sorting that applies to both PACS and
RACS. We have considered two operational perspectives: a requirement to retrieve all target cells, as
well as an aim to retrieve only target cells subject to a purity constraint. We also illustrated how this
framework can be logically extended to model a more complex situation, such as an iterative sort.
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Figure 3-20: Required experiments to sort population versus incidence. We plot the number of experiments required
using the most efficient (one-, two-, or three-stage) method. We modeled a pool of 10 7 cells over the indicated
incidences and spot diameters. The amount of required effort increases dramatically as the incidence increases due to
the fact that a large number of cells must be wholly recovered subject to the purity constraint - a different experimental
and modeling approach is likely more appropriate for these higher incidences.
This modeling lends some insight into the capabilities of PACS and RACS. First, we determined in
§3.02.D that a 300-pm-diameter spot size should be sufficient to cover a target point ~75% of the time.
As cells are not points, we would need a somewhat larger spot, i.e. an ~375-pm spot, to cover cells most
of the time. With this in mind, we can summarize what we expect our system to be capable of
presently.
In a single sorting step, with a target phenotype incidence of 10-2, we could retrieve ~100 target cells
with ~100-fold enrichment. If we needed to retrieve target cells with 100% purity, we would plate
~12,000 cells in a dish and could retrieve as many as 40 target cells with 100% purity in a single sorting
operation. We also learned that for rarer phenotype incidences that required screening of large cell
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populations, we would gain little benefit from using more than two sequential stages of sorting. For an
incidence of 10-3 and a population size of 107, we could recover all 104 target cells out of the pool and
enrich them to 50% purity in ~60 experiments using a two-stage sort, which would require ~ 10 days of
concerted effort. These performance predictions are quite encouraging both in the context of pooled
genetic screens, which benefit from enrichment, as well as isolation of particular clones, either for cell
line development or immediate readout with PCR, as discussed in the introduction. Altogether, it is
clear that PACS and RACS, given the current mask printing and alignment capabilities, are capable of
achieving impressive performance metrics, and will be able to deliver significantly more impressive
results with further improvements in spot alignment and printing.
Chapter 4 Radical-activated Cell Sorting (RACS)
RACS appeared to offer an extremely straightforward method to directly kill undesired adherent cells
immediately following imaging and selection. Here we first describe our preliminary experiment that
validated that the core concept of RACS: the photopatterning of cytotoxicity across a layer of cells to
yield viable patches of cells surrounded by a background of dead cells. We then discuss the
development and use of an optimization process that allowed us to determine key process parameters
for using RACS effectively. Last, we present a functional RACS sort that validates its utility as a
straightforward technique for image-predicated cell sorting and serves as a basis for future work.
4.01 Preliminary Experiments
4.01.A Proof of Concept
We first sought to determine whether the core principle of RACS, photopatterning of cytotoxicity, was
possible in the way we had envisioned. We did not know if toxicity would necessarily be confined to
regions with short-lived active radicals, as additional toxicity might occur through other pathways
originating from radicals reacting with other species to produce long-lived, toxic byproducts, which
might simply lead to unpatterned, widespread cell death. We reasoned that the simplest test of the
principle would be to simply expose a monolayer of cells through a mask with UV light while cells
resided in a medium containing a photoinitiator. After exposure, we could examine the morphology of
the cells and see whether we saw patches of live cells corresponding to mask features surrounded by a
background of dead cells.
As we had previously been working with PEGDA hydrogels photopatterned using Irgacure 2959 (1-2959),
we tested the feasibility of RACS using 1-2959 - at the time, we had not yet conceived of an approach
similar to photodynamic therapy (PDT) as described in §3.01. We first cultured monolayers of MCF7
cells in two glass-bottomed flaskettes. We then mixed a photoinitiator (PI) solution consisting of RPMI,
1.0% w/v Irgacure 2959 (1-2959), and 4% v/v MeOH. We describe in detail the exact method for mixing a
PI solution in §4.06. We then replaced the culture media from the flaskette with the PI solution. Next,
we shielded a section of the flaskette with an emulsion mask (Figure 4-1-A) (Pageworks, Cambridge, MA)
and UV-exposed each flaskette through the mask for 7 min.
We then replaced the PI solution with culture media. In one flaskette, we added 0.4% w/v Trypan Blue
solution 1:1 with the culture media to assess the membrane integrity of masked and unmasked cells.
We cultured the second flaskette overnight to assess proliferative ability of masked cells. We illustrate
the results in Figure 4-1.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4-1: RACS proof of concept. (a) indicates the photomask pattern used to mask the monolayer of MCF7 cells. (b)
illustrates the exposed cells in one flaskette after Trypan Blue staining. Dead cells stain darkly, while live cells remain
bright. This result demonstrates the crisp pattern transfer capabilities of RACS. (c) illustrates a masked region of cells
from the unstained flaskette a day after exposure, where masked cells continue to show typical MCF7 morphology.
These results underscored a few critical points. First, as the short radical lifetime predicts8 2, radical
toxicity appeared tightly confined to the unmasked region - Trypan Blue-excluding patches nearly
exactly match mask feature dimensions (Figure 4-1-B). Second, Trypan Blue staining indicated that
some exposed cells still possessed intact membranes. Harsher (i.e. higher PI concentration or longer UV
exposure) exposure conditions might have been necessary to kill these cells. Third, significant numbers
of masked cells in the un-stained flaskette appeared healthy a day after exposure (Figure 4-1-C),
demonstrating concrete potential for viable cell sorting.
Although promising, these findings suggested that the exposure conditions (PI concentration, exposure
time) needed to be harsher to more completely kill exposed cells, but predicated on such harsher
conditions being tolerable to masked cells. We also noted that the high plating density might have
reduced killing efficiency in unmasked regions or boosted viability in masked regions, as from cell
culture experience, we observed that cell resilience generally correlates positively with plating density.
Therefore, at the likely lower densities used for cell sorting, additional performance questions would
need to be answered.
4.01.B The Challenge of Parametric Optimization
We next sought to optimize exposure conditions for useful sorting. Such conditions would robustly
ensure death of exposed cells and health and proliferation of masked cells. Results from §4.01.A
demonstrated that exposed cells needed a larger radical dose. However, simply increasing PI
concentration might harm all cells, masked or unmasked, due to PI dark toxicity48. We could increase
exposure duration, but it was unclear whether peak radical intensity or total radical dose was most
important for killing exposed cells. Therefore, we varied both PI concentration and exposure duration in
our optimization.
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The primary optimization challenge was accomplishing fast, relevant readout of the utility of a particular
operating condition. We used Trypan Blue in §4.01.A, but this assay is a simple measure of acute
membrane integrity and, as it is an endpoint assay, does not report potential longer-term effects on
health and proliferation of cells with intact membranes. Ideally, our readout for a condition would be a
full functional sorting assay, and we would directly assay the potential of the condition to sort cells.
Such an assay would involve plating a skewed ratio of two easily distinguishable populations (i.e. GFP*
and RFP cells), scanning through the dish to locate minority population cells, printing out a mask specific
for the dish, exposing the dish through the mask, and performing followup imaging to determine sorting
outcome and masked cell viability over the course of multiple days to approximately a week.
Such an approach would directly determine the utility of a condition, but has prohibitively low
throughput as we implemented it here. Owing to the overhead of a full functional sort, only ~three
exposure conditions could be tried per day, and followup imaging for multiple experiment outputs over
the required timescales was prohibitive. In addition, we were beginning optimization from a nebulous
starting point - we had tried one condition, with one cell type, with a near-confluent plating density,
and had attained promising but inconclusive results. We had little idea of how wide a range of
conditions we needed to investigate, and with what level of resolution. A higher throughput screening
approach short of full functional assays was necessary. It should be noted, however, that by automating
the selection and followup imaging, cell selection algorithm, and mask generating process and by
judicious use of a culture vessel that allowed exploration of a range of media conditions within a single
exposure, it might be possible to implement a higher-throughput full functional condition screening
method. Given that we were still in a preliminary phase of investigation here, however, we did not want
to invest such a large commitment to developing such a screening platform at this point.
4.01.C Mask-based Parameter Optimization
One alternative approach to full functional assays was to continue the approach of §4.01.A, exposing
cells through a mask containing a periodic array of equally-sized circular features, but using potentially
more sensitive readouts than Trypan Blue to assay cell health. However, we initially restricted ourselves
to assays that could be read out the day of the experiment, and decided to undertake longer term
readout only if it proved necessary. This section describes experiments using such an approach.
Because we already had clonal populations of GFP* and RFP* 3T3 cells87 (produced by Salil Desai) to use
for sorting characterization experiments, we first sought to find an operating condition for 3T3 cells.
The day before screening, we plated 3T3 cells at 2e5 cells/well in a 12-well plate. We performed RACS
exposures through an emulsion mask (PageWorks) similar to that used in Figure 4-1-A, with a 500-im
spot diameter and 1500-lpm center-center spot spacing. We exposed six wells at six different
conditions: 0.1% and 0.5% w/v PI, for 2, 10, and 20 min.
After exposure, we stained all cells with a live-dead kit (calcein AM/ethidium homodimer-1, Invitrogen).
Calcein AM assays for cellular esterase activity, an indicator of cell health, and ethidium homodimer-1
for membrane integrity. We hypothesized that the calcein stain might be more informative regarding
cell health than Trypan Blue exclusion. To establish positive fluorescence levels, we stained a live
control dish with calcein AM and a dead control dish (killed with 70% methanol/30% DMEM for 30 min.)
with ethidium homodimer-1.
However, when using these control images to set white and black points for fluorescence images,
experimental green fluorescent cells were positively saturated. Furthermore, cells with obviously
compromised membranes (as seen via phase microscopy) did not stain nearly as brightly as the dead
control. We therefore set the black point for the red and green channels to field background levels in
control images. We set the red point to the maximum red pixel value in an image of cells treated in the
harshest condition (0.5% PI, 20 min.), which contained cells with obviously-compromised membranes,
and the green point to the maximum pixel value from the most benign condition (0.1% PI, 2 min.) image.
If we observed viability patterning after exposure, we recorded an image of such patterning; otherwise
we recorded a representative field. We illustrate these results in Figure 4-2.
We observed no obvious viability patterning (green-fluorescent patches surrounded by red-fluorescent
cells) in any of the 0.1% PI conditions. We did observe such patterning with the 10 and 20 min.
exposures with 0.5% PI. However, the green-fluorescent cells in these images do not demonstrate
healthy 3T3 morphology apparent in the other conditions - masked cells in the 0.5% PI, 10 and 20 min.
conditions appear to be undergoing surface detachment (Figure 4-3).
Closer inspection under phase microscopy of the "live/dead" interface from the 0.5% PI, 10 min.
condition illustrates that there is a distinct morphological difference between the red-fluorescent and
green-fluorescent cells (Figure 4-3). The red-fluorescent cells appear "flatter" and emanate bubble-like
structures from their membranes. The close correspondence of these morphologies to the staining
suggested that phase images likely carried much of the pertinent information conveyed through the live-
dead kit. Furthermore, apparently unhealthy 3T3s also fluoresced green in the 10 and 20 min, 0.5% PI
conditions, overstating cell health. We therefore abandoned the live/dead kit for further optimizations.
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Figure 4-2: A mask-based approach to optimization with live-dead kit readout. We observed significant widespread
viability patterning (patches of green-fluorescent cells surrounded by red-fluorescent cells) when using 0.5% PI for 10 and
20 min. However, phase images in these conditions indicate that the masked cells are undergoing detachment from the
surface. Scale bar is 100 pm.
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Figure 4-3: Phase image detailing the interface between "live" and "dead" cells. These images were from the 0.5% P1,
10 min. exposure condition. Red-fluorescent cells demonstrate a clearly different morphology under phase imaging
from green-fluorescent cells. Cells highlighted by white arrows indicate typical 3T3 morphology, whereas cells
highlighted by red arrows appear less healthy, as mentioned in the text. Scale bar is 100 pm.
Although the 0.5% PI, 10 min. exposure appeared promising, it significantly affected morphology of
masked cells. We next tested the 4 min. - 10 min. exposure range with 0.5% PI for less detrimental
conditions. We plated 3T3 cells at a lower density (1e5 cells/60-mm-dia. dish) ~ one day before
screening to more closely mimic a culture density that might be used for sorting. We exposed cells
through a mask identical to the one used in the previous experiment for 4, 6, and 10 min with 0.5% PI,
and used phase images for viability readout. 4 min. was insufficient to thoroughly kill exposed cells,
whereas 6 min. and 10 min. killed nearly all exposed cells while leaving masked cells looking healthy.
Interestingly, masked cells from the 0.5% PI, 10 min. exposure looked healthier under phase imaging
than they had in the previous experiment. This might be because we used a 60-mm-diameter dish
versus a 12-well plate, possibly reducing shear during aspiration. Additionally, we took care to perform
all aspirations extra carefully in this experiment. We illustrate a large-area image of cells viewed 6 hours
after exposure at the three conditions in Figure 4-4, circling all groups of healthy-looking cells.
We next attempted a functional sort. Our previous results with 0.5% P1 indicated no significant
morphological difference between masked cells from the 6 min. condition versus the 10 min. condition.
However, live cells were prevalent with 4 mm. exposure. For these reasons, we used an 8.5 min.
exposure with 0.5% PI in DMEM as our exposure condition. We plated 1e3 3T3 cells into a 35-mm-
diameter dish at a 10:1 RFP*:GFP* plating ratio to ensure high output purity with a 600-pm-diameter
spot size printed via a laser printer and attempted to sort out the GFP* cells.
4 min.
6 min. 10 min.
Figure 4-4: Results following exposures with 0.5% w/v Pl. Circles indicate regions with 3T3s that showed healthy morphology;
we show detail of one circle containing cells we scored as healthy - cells outside the circle appear necrotic. The 6 min. and 10
min. exposures resulted in obvious patterns of viability that corresponded well to the mask, whereas the 4 min. exposure
showed more widespread viability throughout the dish with little clear viability patterning. Scale bar is 1 mm.
After exposure, most green cells were detached and lost. We were initially tempted to repeat the sort
with a higher plating density, briefer (6 min.) exposure, and larger spot size. However, we considered
that our optimization had been coarse, having neglected PI concentrations between 0.1% and 0.5%, as
well as longer exposures. We decided to investigate an alternative optimization approach that could
easily test a wider range of conditions in case we had focused too narrowly initially.
4.01.D Mask-free Parameter Optimization
An alternative to the mask-based approach was to separately assess light and dark toxicity. Under the
assumption that irradiation-dependent toxicity is mediated solely by interactions of the PI radical with
the cell, we reasoned that we could simulate masked cells as cells plated in a culture dish incubated in
the PI solution in the absence of UV for the duration of an exposure. We could simulate unmasked
conditions by flood-exposing cells in a dish with PI-containing media.
We would first incubate cells in a range of PI concentrations and perform a 45 min. microscopy time-
lapse over the incubation period, assaying for the effect of a range of PI concentrations and incubation
times on cell morphology and eliminating toxic conditions. Second, we would flood-expose dishes using
the remaining conditions and discard conditions insufficient to kill cells. Remaining conditions would be
justifiable to test with functional sorts. This approach offered straightforward screening of a wider
temporal range using the time-lapse and simple readout from the flood-exposed dish.
We seeded a 1:1 ratio of GFP*:RFP* 3T3 cells at 1.2e4 cells/35-mm-diameter dish to test the response of
the cell lines we intended to use for sorting. We exposed cells to PI conditions ranging from 0.4% w/v to
0.00625% w/v in a 0.5x dilution series and recorded the time-lapse for 42 min. after test medium
addition. We used full serum-containing culture medium for this study, as we suspected that cells might
tolerate PI better in normal culture media rather than plain DMEM, which we had used in prior
experiments. We performed a 0% PI control condition as well as a 0% PI condition including 1.6% v/v
MeOH, the amount of methanol used as PI solvent in the 0.4% PI case. In the 1.6% MeOH control, some
cells initially began to contract, but spread back out within 15 min. We illustrate the results of the time-
lapse in Figure 4-5.
The 0.4% PI condition showed a significant negative effect on cell morphology, while responses to PI
concentrations of 0.2% and less resembled the 0% control. We then attempted to test irradiated
toxicity of 0.05%, 0.1%, and 0.2% PI concentrations for 15, 30, and 45 min. flood exposures. We plated
RFP* 3T3 cells at 1.2e4 cells/35-mm-diameter dish and attempted to expose in all 9 conditions. We
plated a separate dish for each condition and recorded five representative images of the dish before and
after exposure. We did not use a mixture of RFP*/GFP+ cells here because GFP* cells were temporarily
unavailable, and we suspected that two clones from the same parental line should react similarly to a
gross radical insult to their membranes.
We successfully tested 0.05%, 15 min., 0.1%, 30 min., and 0.2%, 45 min. conditions, but after the third
exposure, the UV lamp extinguished and continued to behave erratically. The ballast unit on the EXFO
required service, barring a quick repeat of the experiment. We present the results at these three
conditions in Figure 4-6. Based on morphology, we concluded that the 0.05%, 15 min. condition did not
adequately kill exposed cells (consistent with our mask-based optimization results), whereas the other
two conditions did. We therefore selected 0.1%, 30 min. as an operating point for a trial cell sort.
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Figure 4-5: Time-lapse of 3T3 cells in media containing various concentrations of photoinitiator. The 0.4% PI condition
showed a stark shift away from healthy cell morphology, while concentrations of 0.2% and less showed responses similar to
control levels. Red arrows indicate cells with significant shift towards detachment over incubation.
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Figure 4-6: Representative images of cells before and after flood exposure in different exposure conditions.
Consistent with mask-based optimization, the 0.05% PI, 15min. exposure was insufficient to kill cells. The other
two harsher conditions efficiently killed cells. Scale bar is 100 pm.
In a first sorting attempt, we plated 1.2e4 3T3 cells in a 35-mm-diameter dish at a 100:1 RFP*:GFP* ratio
and conservatively used 1-mm-diameter spots to mask minority green cells. We used the 0.1% PI, 30
min. exposure condition and imaged a section of the exposed dish 5 h following exposure. We show a
fluorescence image of a section of the dish in Figure 4-7, where red circular patches of the background
cell population are visible encircling target green cells. The next day, green cells appeared viable,
suggesting promise for the sorting condition.
After
Figure 4-7: Scan of an area in an exposed dish 5 h after sorting. GFP+ target cells are visible surrounded by circular patches of
RFP+ background cells following sorting. GFP+ cells appeared viable the following day.
4.01.E Consideration of Possible Complicating Factors
Unfortunately, we did not see any substantial improvement in sorting performance in subsequent
sorting attempts - we never achieved vigorous division of selected cells after sorting or robust
confidence in the technique. At this point, we assessed the possible reasons why sorted target cells did
not vigorously divide into larger populations. Here we summarize a few key points of consideration.
1- Mask Feature Opacity
Our first concern was that the laser printed mask feature defects (described §3.02.C) might cause a
small but significant level of radical generation behind the mask feature, possibly damaging masked
cells, as laser printed masks had been used up to this point. This concern, however, was eliminated
when we moved to inkjet-printed masks using pigment-based inks (also described in §3.02.C). However,
we attempted a sort with an inkjet-printed mask after the experiment illustrated in Figure 4-7, and the
inkjet-printed mask did not offer a "silver bullet" fix.
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2 - Dark Toxicity of Photoinitiator
While the time-lapse experiments of Figure 4-5 suggested that incubations with 0.2% or less PI should
not be harmful, these time-lapses did not capture the long-term effects of PI incubation. It is possible
that this insult, coupled with the low total spatial density of cells following exposure might be enough to
hinder or cease proliferation. Further methods to lower photoinitiator concentration would address this
point.
3 - Toxic Byproducts of Photoinitiation
While the radical lifetime is short, the lifetime of products generated by any reactions of the
photoinitiator radical with other components of the buffer78 is not necessarily short. If any of these
byproducts are toxic, they might be long-lived and capable of damaging cells behind mask features.
Determination and elimination, if possible, of such products would be beneficial.
4 - Light Backscatter
A fraction of the UV optical power will be reflected by the liquid-air interface within the dish as well as
the air-plastic interface between the air within the dish and the dish lid. Simple consideration of the
refractive index mismatches at these interfaces suggests that ~ 5% of incident power will be reflected.
Since the beam is not perfectly collimated, this energy will distribute throughout the entire dish, dosing
all cells, masked or unmasked with a background level of UV-induced radicals.
5 - Cell type
Whatever the non-idealities of the method may be, different cell types might show different tolerances
to the non-idealities.
Cell type was the easiest aspect to change. Mask opacity concerns were quickly addressed with the
inkjet printing system. Detecting toxic byproducts, determining their identity, and neutralizing them
appeared complex and difficult. Finding a way to reduce PI concentration appeared plausible, possibly
by using even longer exposures or by changing the buffer to make the PI radical more effective. Finally,
addressing the challenge of light backscatter appeared difficult, as the air-lid interface is the only
interface that can be completely removed, and removing the lid would require a sterile setup to be built
around the exposure system. Therefore, we directed our efforts towards further reducing the required
amount of photoinitiator and exploring different cell types. We decided to first continue with 3T3 cells
in our initial efforts, as we had thoroughly characterized their response to a wide range of PI conditions
and exposures.
4.02 Exploration of Refinements
4.02.A Reduction of Photoinitiator Concentration & Long-lived Byproducts
We reasoned that the components in media formulations (RPMI, DMEM, etc.) and serum might offer
additional targets for radicals to attack, or might explicitly be antioxidants. Such components would
thus leave fewer active radicals to attack cells. Using a simpler buffer might lower the required PI
concentration, potentially lowering any dark toxicity effects.
We first investigated whether using PBS containing Ca2 and Mg2+ (used to minimize cell adhesion
effects, hereafter PBSca) as a solvent for the PI would lessen the required PI concentration. We masked
half of a 35-mm-diameter dish plated with 6e4 eGFP* 3T3 cells and UV-exposed the cells in a solution of
0.1% PI for 15 min, a condition determined in §4.01.C to be insufficient for cell killing. Exposed cells
were killed, but, surprisingly, cells on the un-exposed side also appeared extensively damaged.
We then used a condition of 0.05% PI, 7.5 min. exposure. Immediately after exposure, UV-exposed cells
appeared dead, but unexposed cells appeared healthy. However, after changing the culture media, cells
on the unexposed side died. We repeated this experiment, this time realizing that cells on the
unexposed side were killed immediately after the solution on the exposed side was aspirated out of the
dish, across the unexposed side.
These results suggested that media (both with and without serum) had a significant capacity to sink
photoinitiator radicals, and that using PBS as a buffer could lower concentration of PI necessary to kill
cells. However, the photoinitiator radicals were producing a highly cytotoxic long-lived product that
more complex medias had apparently guarded against.
Wang et al. suspected that following DEP manipulation, toxic radical species might be produced 8 .
Additionally, Wang unambiguously showed evidence of hydrogen peroxide production, and that its toxic
effect could be neutralized by addition of catalase, a hydrogen peroxide scavenger, to the growth media.
Additionally, Pagoria et al. specifically suggested a mechanism for hydrogen peroxide generation from
radicalized PI molecules78. These results suggested that RACS might be producing hydrogen peroxide,
and that its toxic effect might be reduced by adding catalase to the PI solution.
We tested whether catalase could neutralize the long-lived toxic species. We exposed a solution (PBSca,
with or without 0.05% PI, for 7.5 min.) separately in a cell-free culture dish. We then mixed the
exposure-conditioned solution 9:1 with a second PBSca buffer either containing or not containing 10,300
U/mL catalase. We then pipetted this final solution onto a dish of healthy 3T3 cells and performed a 20
min. time-lapse of the cells to assay the result. We illustrate the results in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Ability of catalase to neutralize long-lived toxic species. With PI and exposure, we see rapid cell death
following exposure to the exposure-conditioned medium (+PI, +Exp, - Cat). Adding catalase to the conditioned medium
(+PI, +Exp, + Cat) prevents this toxicity, and morphology looks close that of cells in the negative control condition (-PI, -
Exp, - Cat). Catalase does not appear to affect the slight negative impact on morphology that exposure to PI but not UV
(+PI, -Exp, +/-Cat) has. Scale bar is 100 pm; frames illustrate 20 min. time point.
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We see that there is no detrimental effect to cells incubated for 20 min. in UV-exposed PBSca. We
observed a small morphological response in cells incubated in PBSca containing PI but un-exposed to UV.
This slight response was not obviously reduced by adding catalase. If the PI solution was exposed to UV,
it was extremely toxic, as expected from the previous experiment. Catalase dramatically reversed this
toxicity. These results strongly suggested that hydrogen peroxide was indeed produced in toxic
quantities, and that ~1000 U/mL catalase could negate the effect.
In a separate experiment, we exposed plated 3T3 cells through masks that covered half of the dish, as
shown in Figure 4-9. Here we used 0.05% PI in PBSca, with or without 1000 U/mL catalase. We exposed
cells for 7.5 min, replaced the exposure medium with culture media, and performed time-lapse
microscopy of masked cells. After the time-lapse, we imaged representative fields of cells on the
exposed side, the masked side, and at the interface between observed cell life and death. This "death
interface" was close to the masking interface, but we could not record the exact distance between the
death interface and the mask feature edge. We illustrate this result in Figure 4-9.
The crisp live/dead interface in the condition using catalase suggested mask-based sorting with a
PBSca/PI system might be feasible. We plated 3T3 cells at 1.2e4 cells/35-mm-dish at a 100:1 RFP*:GFP*
and sorted with a conservative 1-mm-diameter spot size, using 0.05% Pl and 1000 U/mL catalase in
PBSca. Unfortunately, after 7.5 min. exposure, we observed no viability patterning, and all cells
appeared dead. A potential explanation might be that the "death interface" of Figure 4-9 might actually
form slightly into the masked region, rendering a 1-mm-diameter spot useless. UV backscatter might
have been minimal for a half-masked dish (there might be little backscatter across an entire dish width),
but significant in the context of 1-mm-spots, exposing the spot-masked cells with radicals.
Reduction in masked region toxicity while maintaining exposed region toxicity might have been possible
by further reducing PI concentration and exposure durations. However, previous experience suggested
that a lengthy optimization with functional assays would be necessary. Furthermore, redesigning the
exposure system to reduce UV backscatter would potentially require lengthy redesign. We decided to
instead investigate how other cell types would respond to RACS before committing to these more
protracted avenues.
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Figure 4-9: Mask-based cell exposure with and without catalase. When catalase is not used, cells on the masked side quickly
die. If catalase is used, this dramatic, acutely toxic effect is reversed. Scale bar is 100 pm.
4.02.B Variations in cell type
Surmising that different cell types might demonstrate different sensitivities to the RACS process, we
tried RACS with two other cell types. We observed mediocre results when exposing plated U251 cells in
0.1% PI in serum-containing culture media for 30 min. behind 1-mm-diameter mask features - regions
with high local cell density demonstrated viability, but others did not, suggesting that U251 cells were
potentially more sensitive to RACS than 3T3s were.
We also tried a RACS experiment using HeLa s3 cells from a collaborator (Nicholas Kuperwasser, McKeon
Lab, HMS) that had been transfected with a GFP-CenpA fusion reporter protein. CenpA is a centromere
protein, and correct localization of the reporter would result in a phenotype with bright, granular,
nuclear-confined GFP speckles, with no diffuse background fluorescence. We describe this cell line in
greater detail in §4.06. Following transfection, there was extensive heterogeneity in protein
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localization, and our collaborator wanted to selectively isolate cells demonstrating correct fluorescence
localization.
We plated the transfected HeLa s3 cells at 1e4 cells/35-mm-diameter dish and allowed them to grow for
six days to allow growth of large colonies of the seeded clones prior to RACS sorting. We reasoned that
sorting out larger colonies might boost the sorted cell viability and yield a larger numbers of desired
cells. After six days of culture, we sorted out the correctly-localized cells using 0.1% w/v PI in standard
serum-containing media with a 30 min. exposure through 800-pm-diameter spots. We additionally
imaged the masked colonies the day after RACS sorting to find their morphology healthy. We show a
representative image of a colony before RACS and the day after RACS in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10: Sorting of a GFP-CenpA HeLa s3 colony. We show the colony with initially correct localization before and a
day after RACS sorting.
After imaging the day after sorting, we re-plated exposed cells into a new culture dish. We imaged the
cells transferred to this new dish four days after the original sort to find an unexpectedly high number of
viable cells and a lack of dramatic enrichment of the target phenotype. We suspected that the tightly-
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packed cells of colonies grown for six days prior to sorting might have been resistant to RACS-based cell
killing.
We repeated the experiment using a plating density of 1.6e3 cells/dish, culturing cells for three days
prior to sorting, and using the previous mask dimensions and exposure conditions. In this experiment,
we imaged each masked spot for a week following exposure rather than re-plating cells to allow
evaluation of cell fate after sorting, as well as recognition of obvious growth of cells from exposed
regions. Although we did not record whole-dish images to absolutely rule out growth of exposed cells,
we recall that there was no significant growth of exposed cells. We show representative images of the
growth of a few masked colonies over the week in Figure 4-11.
Some colonies, such as the one in spot C, proliferated. In other colonies, such as the one in spot A, cells
did not proliferate but did not appear to die, and in other colonies, such as the one in spot B, cells did
not proliferate and subsequently died. In all colonies, cell size increased, (all images were taken at the
same magnification) and cells demonstrated a phenotype suggesting senescence. The GFP localization,
which appeared crisp, nuclear-confined, and granular before sorting appeared less ideal by day 7,
suggesting impact on the phenotype by RACS sorting.
In a final attempt to sort the GFP-CenpA HeLa s3 reporter line, we plated cells at a low density (1e3
cells/35-mm-diameter dish), cultured them for 7 days into large colonies, used a 500-pm-diameter spot
size, and used exposure conditions of 0.1% PI in standard serum-containing media for 30 min, hoping
that larger colonies would more readily proliferate and demonstrate better post-sort localization.
However, confirming suspicions that we had the previous time that we performed sorting on colonies
grown for more than six days before sorting, only cells at the edges of exposed colonies appeared
damaged following exposure, while cells at the colony interiors appeared unaffected. Because exposed
colonies were large and non-fringe cells were likely viable, we halted the experiment.
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Figure 4-11: Multi-day images of three colonies illustrating the range of colony fates. Cells masked by spot A
expanded in size, but did not proliferate. Cells masked by spot 8 grew larger and died. Cells masked by spot C
proliferated. In all cases, however, fluorescence localization did not look as ideal as before sorting, and cells
demonstrated a senescent morphology. Scale bar is 100 pm.
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4.02.C Assessment and a New Approach to Optimization
Our results with the GFP-CenpA HeLa s3 cell line outshined those than with 3T3s. Critically, we had
learned that masked cells with a healthy morphology immediately following or even a day after
exposure would not necessarily proliferate or maintain apparent health if they did proliferate. Colony
size also clearly impacted both exposed and masked cells' ability to proliferate.
We also confirmed that photoinitiator radicals could produce highly toxic, long-lived byproducts.
Hydrogen peroxide was a likely byproduct, as catalase could reverse long-lived toxic effects observed
when performing RACS in PBSca. However, additional toxic byproducts might have existed. We
considered performing RACS with catalase added to standard growth media, but previous experience
consistently showed that each change of an operational parameter mandated a new optimization, and
catalase concentration would add an additional dimension to that optimization.
RACS performance would need to be carefully quantified and characterized. Skewed plating ratio sorts
of fluorescently distinguishable populations were a straightforward answer to this need. GFP* and RFP*
3T3s were available, but we were hesitant to invest additional effort with 3T3s. Our collaborator
undertook production of GFP* and RFP* HeLa s3 cells, but turnaround of these lines was slow and
uncertain. We decided to instead undertake optimization with MCF7 cells, as we had obtained two
transformed lines from a collaborator - one that expressed a YFP fusion reporter, and a double-
transfected line that expressed an mCherry as well as Venus fusion reporter. These cell lines are
detailed in §4.06 and §2.09. We resolved to optimize RACS for MCF7 cells in a manner that leveraged all
of our prior insight.
4.02.D Parameter Optimization and Sorting for MCF7
We had learned some key lessons about optimization. A finding of the catalase experiments, that there
are long-lived toxic species resulting from RACS, lessened the appeal of the mask-free optimization used
in §4.01.D. Furthermore, although mask-free optimization allowed testing of a wider temporal range,
exposures longer than 30 min. begin to become impractical. Here we restricted exposure to 30 min. or
less. Simple phase imaging produced more relevant information than live-dead fluorescence assays; the
live stain reported morphologically suspect cells as "live." We proposed to expose a plated layer of cells
through a periodic mask pattern and assess cell morphology immediately following and a day after
exposure, thereby balancing throughput, parameter space coverage, and readout of functional
performance.
We plated MCF7 cells at 5e4 cells/35-mm-diameter dish and cultured them ~ one day before exposure.
We tested nine exposure conditions: 10, 20, 30 min., with 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0% PI in standard MCF7 growth
media. We exposed dishes through a mask similar to that shown in Figure 4-1-A, with a spot diameter
of 1-mm and a center-center spot spacing of 2 mm. After exposure, we replaced the exposure solution
with standard growth media and imaged exposed dishes ~2-4 h following exposure. The following day,
we made qualitative notes of viability patterning and masked cell health and selected an operating
condition. It is difficult to show large-scale assessment of the cells at a relevant level of detail here, so
we summarize our assessment of conditions after exposure in Table 4-1, and our assessment of
conditions the following day in Table 4-2. The 1.0% PI, 10 min. and 0.5% PI, 20 min. conditions were
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most promising. In deciding between these two conditions, since performance looked similar, we erred
on the side of picking the condition that used less photoinitiator, 0.5% PI, exposed for 20 min.
10 min.
0.1% PI
No patterning,
widespread "balling
exposed regions
but
up" in
0.5% PI 1.0% P1
Good patterning, but
widespread balling up of
20 min. Similar to 0.1%, 10 min. masked cells
Good morphology of
masked cells; necrotic
30 min. phenotype in exposed Similar to 1.0%, 20 min.
region, but questionable if
dense exposed regions
sufficiently damaged
Table 4-1: Summary of effect of various exposure conditions from images of cells taken the day of exposure. Promising
conditions are highlighted in green.
0.1% PI
No discernable patterning;
rampant growth
everywhere
0.5% Pl 1.0% PI
Excellent patterning, good
killing of exposed cells,
but some exposed cells
appear viable
Definite patterning, but
numerous live cells in
20 min. exposed regions
Viable patterning of high-
density patches, but near-
uniform death elsewhere
Patterned masked regions
smaller than expected; a
few viable cells in exposed
regions
Total cell death in exposed
regions; decent but
affected cell morphology
in masked regions
Similar to 1.0%, 20 min.
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10 min.
30 min.
Table 4-2: Qualitative summary of efficacy of conditions observed the day following exposure. Promising conditions are
highlighted in green.
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Another crucial lesson that we had learned was that the time to culture cells before sorting was a critical
parameter. We therefore optimized this time period to ensure that exposed cells could be killed while
achieving maximum viability of masked cells. To this end, we plated dishes of 4.9e3 MCF7 cells / 35-
mm-diameter dish (a density that would give one expected contaminating cell per spot when using 500-
im-diameter spots) and cultured them for 1, 3, or 5 days before flood-exposing the cells for 20 min.
using 0.5% PI in standard culture media. After exposure, we cultured cells for 7 days, stained the cells
with a live/dead stain, and counted the number of "live" cells in the dish. We performed each pre-
exposure~culture length in duplicate, for a total of six investigated dishes at three pre-exposure culture
durations.
To assess the impact of pre-sort culture length on masked cell viability, we first plated dishes of 4.9e3
MCF7 cells / 35-mm-diameter dish and cultured them for 1, 3, or 5 days. We then selected 25 target
colonies of representative size and sorted out these colonies using 1-mm-diameter spots and the same
exposure conditions as the flood exposure experiment. We imaged the masked colonies 1, 3, and 7 days
after exposure, allowing us to count the number of colonies that successfully proliferated after exposure
and assess their morphology. We performed each pre-exposure culture length in duplicate, for a total
of six investigated dishes at three pre-exposure culture durations.
Quantification of data from the flood exposure experiments was straightforward: we automatically
scanned the dish after staining with the live/dead kit and counted the number of green-fluorescent cells.
Since the live stain was over-optimistic (cells appearing unhealthy under phase microscopy still stained
green), the determined number of viable cells was conservative. Quantifying masked colony viability
was more difficult and subjective. While we targeted particular colonies within the spot, often other
cells would reside behind the same spot. As a result, we were assaying for growth potential of cell
colonies possibly in the vicinity of other masked cells. We counted the number of other cell patches in
the imaged vicinity (~900 im x 700 pim) of selected colonies. At sorting, dishes cultured for one day
prior to sorting had a significant number of cell patches neighboring the targeted colonies. This number
dropped for cells cultured 3 days prior to sorting, likely because these neighboring cells fused with the
central targeted colony to form larger starting colonies.
We assessed whether each selected colony was able to proliferate. We did not analyze data if it was
ambiguous as to whether the original colony had proliferated or a nearby colony outside the imaged
field had grown into the original colony - this was only a frequent issue in dishes cultured for 5 days
prior to sorting. We plot the results of these assays in Figure 4-12.
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These data quantitatively confirmed our suspicions: survival of masked cells increases as the pre-sort
growth period increases, and past a critical number of days of plating, there is a higher number of
surviving exposed cells. Waiting 3 days before sorting apparently conferred additional survivability of
masked cells at minimal risk of additional exposed cells surviving. Therefore, we concluded that
culturing MCF7 cells for 3 days prior to cell sorting was the optimal pre-sort growth period.
Having optimized exposure conditions as well as the pre-sort culture duration, we plated a 100:1
Venus*/mCherry*:YFP* MCF7 co-culture at a total density of 4.9e3 cells/35-mm-diameter dish. We
cultured the cells for 3 days and sorted them with a 500-pm-diameter spot size. We allowed exposed
cells to grow, and we imaged masked locations one week after exposure. We re-plated the cells into
single wells of 96-well plates and imaged the cells four days later. We manually counted the number of
red and green cells at each stage of imaging to determine the ratio of the two populations. As there was
a very large number of cells in the final day 11 output, we counted cells in ~ 25% of the imaged well area
and extrapolated the counted population ratio to estimate the total ratio within the entire well. Figure
4-13 shows a few representative images of masked locations and the relative cell growth of the target
green cells and the background red cells.
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Figure 4-12: Results of culture length optimization. The left panel shows the relationship between the culture duration and
the percentage of colonies that continued to proliferate following sorting. We show representative colony sizes for colonies
cultured for 1, 3, or 5 days prior to sorting. The right panel shows the relationship between the total number of cells
surviving flood exposure versus the pre-exposure culture length.
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R:G Ratio: 4.0:1, 2.6:1 5.8:1, 5.9:1 34:1, 44:1
Figure 4-13: Results of sort of mCherry'/Venus' and YFP4 co-culture. We initially plated at a 100:1 mCherry*/Venus*: YFP+
ratio. For the images at sorting and at +7 days, rows correspond to the same clusters imaged at these two times; these three
rows are indicative of the range of extents of local red/green co-culture seen before and after sorting. The final column
shows three representative images from the output well into which sorted cells were plated; rows do not correspond with
colonies to their left in any way. We stained the sorted population with Hoechst to easily identify all cells in the output; red-
fluorescent cells therefore appear purple. The red cell line obviously grows much faster than the green cell line. Despite
the disparate growth rate, 11 days after sorting, there is still enrichment of the green-fluorescent cells (the red : green cell
ratio is less than 100:1). We show the imaged red : green ratio at each stage for the duplicate sorting experiments. Scale bar
is 100 pm.
It was clear that contaminating red-fluorescent cells proliferated much faster than the green-fluorescent
cells. However, these results demonstrate true sorting functionality of RACS to enrich a minority cell
population while simultaneously achieving viability of both cell lines. Seven days after sorting, the
observed ratio of the populations in the imaged fields of the masked spots implied ~16-fold enrichment
of the green cells versus the 100:1 plating ratio. The observed final ratios of ~ 40:1 (approximate
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enrichment of 2.5-fold) emphasized the differing growth rates of the two lines. The basic functionality
of RACS is strengthened by the fact that we showed enrichment of the slower-growing line - using the
Venus*/mCherry* line as the target population might have skewed the results more positively in the
favor of RACS, inflating its apparent performance.
At this point, we paused with efforts using 1-2959-based RACS, and tried some experiments using
hypericin for comparison.
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4.03 Hypericin-based Sorting
Before drawing conclusions about RACS performance, we tried using a photodynamic therapy-inspired
(PDT) approach to RACS as discussed in §3.01. Specifically, we tried incubating cells in hypericin, a
natural photosensitizer, and subsequently exposing targeted cells to light for targeted killing. In a first
experiment, we plated GFP* HeLa cells at 1e5 cells/35-mm-diameter dish a day prior to the experiment.
The following day, we incubated the five dishes in full culture media supplemented with a range of
hypericin concentrations (25 pM to 0.16 pM in 3.5x dilutions) for 2 h (not documented, but confident of
this incubation time). We then replaced hypericin-containing media with fresh media and exposed the
dishes with the RACS exposure setup, but using OG 530 and KG5 filter glass in place of the UG1 glass to
excite hypericin at its absorbance maximum. We exposed the cells through a periodic mask of circular
features of 1-mm-diameter with a 4-mm center-center spacing for 30 min.
The 2 pM condition showed crisp viability patterning of the cells, but showed some evidence of cell
toxicity within masked regions, whereas the 0.58 pM condition showed no discernible patterning
immediately after exposure. The following day, cells exposed in 2 pM appeared to have all died,
whereas cells exposed in the 0.58 pM condition showed evidence of viability patterning. Concentrations
over 2 pM were clearly overly toxic, whereas concentrations under 0.58 pM were not sufficiently toxic.
We thus resolved to more carefully test the 0.58 pM - 2 pM range.
We separately plated HeLa cells and U251 cells at 1e5 cells/35-mm-diameter dish. A day after plating,
we performed incubations for 2 h with 0.60, 0.95, 1.3, 1.7, and 2.0 pM hypericin and performed masked
exposures for 30 min. Following exposure, we cultured cells overnight as before. Again, the 2 pM
concentration proved globally toxic for the HeLa cells. The 1.65 pM condition showed some viability
patterning in confluent areas of HeLa cells, and we observed seemingly random patches of cell death
with lower hypericin concentrations with HeLa cells.
On the other hand, results with U251 cells were more positive, and are shown in Figure 4-14. The 0.58
pM condition showed nice viability patterning, and masked cells demonstrated a healthy morphology.
The 2.0 pM and 0.16 pM conditions showed distinct patterning, but masked cells appeared unhealthy in
the 2.0 pM case, and exposed cells looked too healthy in the 0.16 pM case. Throughout all of these
experiments with hypericin, we noted that local cell confluence appeared very important in conferring
survival to exposed cells.
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Figure 4-14: U251 cells exposed through a mask following 2 h incubation with a range of hypericin concentrations. 2.0
pM was too toxic - masked cells, while morphologically distinct from exposed cells, appear unhealthy and acutely
necrotic. The 0.16 pM condition shows a distinct transition between the exposed region (roughly the right-hand half of
the image) versus the masked left semi-circular region, largely indicated by a difference in cell density. The 0.58 pM
condition offers healthier morphology in the masked region and widespread death and necrosis in the exposed region.
Scale bar is 500 pm.
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4.04 Discussion
RACS initially appeared to be an elegant solution for image-predicated cell sorting. It essentially
leveraged the commercial approach of Cyntellect - using light to mediate killing of cells, and allowing
untargeted cells to grow up, thereby effecting sorting. However, despite the extremely promising initial
results of Figure 4-1 and §4.01.A, protracted optimization efforts illustrated that the technique is highly
cell-line dependent and requires careful optimization of anticipated parameters, such as exposure
duration and photoinitiator concentration, as well as less expected parameters, such as pre-sort cell
culture duration.
This is not so say, however, that the door should be closed on RACS - far from it. Our final experiment
with a skewed co-culture of MCF7 cells illustrated that true sorting functionality is possible with RACS -
the two cell lines simply had different proliferation rates. It is quite possible that an optimal exposure
protocol exists for other cell types as well. Indeed, just as we finished the MCF7 sort, our collaborator
had finished preparing fluorescently distinguishable HeLa s3 cells, and using these cells might well have
demonstrated a much cleaner illustration of RACS performance.
However, as noted in §1.03, RACS and PACS were developed in parallel, to some extent as a way to
lessen the risk of going "all in" with a particular method. Our motivation for suspending our efforts with
RACS here was motivated by recent results illustrating that PACS showed more immediate promise of
functionality than RACS, not by a desire to abandon RACS altogether. Here we will provide a high-level
assessment of the inherent advantages and disadvantages of RACS, as well as logical next steps for its
improvement.
The two greatest advantages of RACS are substrate independence and simplicity of operation. To the
first point, any substrate optically transparent at the wavelength used to excite the light-sensitive
compound that does not significantly disrupt light patterning is acceptable. This is a marked advantage
over PACS, which presently requires cell culture on glass due to adhesion issues between the PEGDA
hydrogel and polystyrene. Therefore, RACS allows cells to be cultured on the optimal substrate for the
studied cell type. A case could even be made that cells cultured in three-dimensional scaffolds could be
sorted using RACS, as long as scaffold pore sizes do not inhibit transport of the light-sensitive molecule
to the cells.
To the second point, operation is simple and merely consists of pipetting steps, mask alignment,
exposure, and some incubations. Although PACS and RACS are in the same neighborhood of simplicity,
removing the hydrogel component and trypsinization steps does simplify operation and preparation of
fluids necessary for sorting. Operation requires less finesse - there is no hydrogel to accidentally tear,
or special technique to ensure that trypsin reaches wells.
These two primary advantages come at two fundamental, unavoidable disadvantages. First, live cells
must grow up following exposure to be "sorted." In applications such as cell line development, where
the proliferated cells are exactly what is desired, this is ideal and acceptable. On the other hand, in
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applications where sorted cells are needed immediately following sorting, such as RT-PCR, retrieving
pure mRNA from a dish of desired cells and an enormous background of necrotic or dead background
cells would likely be problematic - RACS offers viability patterning, not immediate isolation of cells and
their content.
The second disadvantage is the fact that desired, live cells must be cultured in the presence of a large
population of dead or dying cells. Anecdotally, this aspect has produced ubiquitous concern among
biologists and engineers alike. Nonetheless, we have demonstrated proliferation of sorted cells. The
relevance of this concern will likely hinge on the cell type used, the exact topic being studied while using
RACS, and the likelihood that this topic would be affected by culture in the presence of necrotic cells.
It is clear that radicalized processes produce long-lived toxic byproducts, and that at least some fraction
of these byproducts can be neutralized using catalase. In future experiments, catalase should be added
to exposure medium, and its concentration should be included as a dimension for optimization. In
addition, a more careful study of the spectrum of possible toxic byproducts should be performed, as
possibly this will lead to other additives that can neutralize them specifically. One potentially
informative experiment would be to place the pre-exposure media in a vacuum bell prior to exposure to
reduce the oxygen content of the media - if long-lived products require oxygen for production 8 , this
may reduce the amount of oxygen-dependent product.
Another aspect to study is the back-reflection of light. As discussed before, it is likely that a small
fraction, possibly as high as 4% of incident light power, might be back-reflected by the air-liquid and air-
dish lid interfaces. A simple experiment would be to remove the lid to remove the second interface, and
aspirate all but a thin film of exposure medium from the dish. A thin film would ensure that any light
back-reflected by the air-liquid interface would travel minimally in the lateral direction, enhancing the
masking effect of the system. In addition to these efforts, it would be insightful to simply flood-expose a
plated dish of cells with a neutral density filter transmitting 5% of light normally used for exposure to
assay whether this intensity of light is sufficient to harm cells in the presence of the RACS medium. This
should be performed with cells of low plating density to accurately simulate how a small masked region,
of cells would respond to this insult of light level.
Finally, investigating a wider range of light-sensitive molecules for RACS might be advantageous.
Intuitively, it seems that a PDT-like approach which produces toxic effects within cells might be
intrinsically advantageous to the 1-2959 approach, which produces radical products throughout the
entire bulk medium. The reason for cell death within masked regions in the hypericin experiments is
unclear, and likely either stems from back-reflection effects or release of the toxic products produced by
excited hypericin from dead cells. If these products could be determined and neutralized by a
compound added to the exposure buffer, these products could continue to be toxic while killing
targeted cells and be instantly neutralized when the cell membrane ruptures. A final possibility is that
room lighting excited the hypericin throughout the dish - extreme care might be necessary to ensure
that dishes are kept completely in the dark following hypericin incubation. We turned off room lights
during exposure, but dishes were transported through lighted rooms en route to the exposure setup.
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Finally, it is important to note the multiple iterations to improving the optimization method. Altogether
these efforts amounted to moving as close as possible to functional assays during optimization. In the
future, even more functional optimization is probably justifiable. An initial round of masked exposing of
plated cells through periodic mask features with one- to two-day follow-up is reasonable, but after such
an initial round, it would likely be best in the long-run to simply jump straight to sorts with skewed co-
cultures performed with a range of parameters. The additional time spent in these more protracted
experiments is rewarded by confidence that the chosen operating condition is indeed the optimum. As
a point of reference, we spent ~ three months trying the various optimization methods for 3T3 cells - in
hindsight, we would have been better off simply jumping straight to optimizing using functional sorts
after investing in ~ 2 weeks of initial coarse optimization.
4.05 Conclusion
RACS is operationally a simple, user-friendly, elegant technique for image-predicated cell sorting. We
demonstrated sorting functionality with the technique and illustrated the necessary process to optimize
a RACS sort for a particular sorting application. RACS offers some unique advantages with respect to
near total substrate independence as well as minimally complex operation.
It is also clear that additional work must be invested to understand the reasons for apparent toxicity to
masked cells. In order to be a widespread, practical technique for cell sorting, either a more generically
applicable set of operating conditions must be found, or a specific set of operating conditions for a range
of commonly used cell lines must be determined. Such improvements will likely stem from investigating
new photo-excitable molecules, or different approaches to transduction of the toxic effects, such as
those used in PDT applications. We have demonstrated the feasibility of RACS for image-predicated cell
sorting, and future progress will hinge on addressing the second-order issues that we have outlined
here.
4.06 Appendix
4.06.A Photoinitiator Solutions
Here we give the exact protocol used to mix a "1.0 % w/v" solution of 1-2959 for RACS exposure. 1-2959
has limited solubility in water, and excellent solubility in methanol. We first filtered 100% methanol
through a 0.2 pm syringe filter. Next, we added 250 mg PI per 1 mL methanol, vortexed the solution
until all particulate had dissolved, and filtered the solution with a 0.2 im syringe filter. We then added
40 pL of methanol/PI solution to 1 mL media (either serum-containing or simply base media; this is
clarified in individual experiments) to form a nominally "1.0 % w/v" PI solution, which is more technically
~ 0.96% w/v. We consistently mixed solutions in this manner for sake of simplicity, and there was little
discrepancy between actual and nominal photoinitiator solution concentration. Additionally, because
we always used methanol as a PI solvent, final solutions always contained a volume percentage of
methanol four-times the w/v % of PI - for instance, a nominally 1.0% w/v Pl solution would nominally
contain 4.0% v/v methanol. This was the case for all experiments, even if not explicitly noted.
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4.06.B Cell Lines
External or Unique Cell Types/Sources
HeLa s3 GFP-CenpA fusion reporter cells* MCF7 wildtype cells
U251 cells MCF7 mCherry*/Venus' cells**
MCF7 YFP* cells***
McKeon Lab Lahav Lab
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
Table 4-3: Cell lines for RACS experiments and sources.
*This reporter line was engineered by Nicholas Kuperwasser (McKeon Lab) and was virally
infected to expresses an eGFP-CenpA fusion protein
**This is the same cell line reported in §2.09.C.
***This cell line was engineered by Sara Thiebaud (Lahav Lab) and expresses a fusion of 53BP1-
YFP. It is G418-resistant.
Media Formulations
HeLa s3 cell media formulation MCF7 cell media formulation
McKeon Lab Lahav Lab
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
-DMEM See §2.09.C
-10% v/v FBS (SH30088.03, Hyclone) Use 400 pg/mL G418 for selection of YFP*
-1% v/v L-glutamine (25030, Gibco) clone
-1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin (15140, Gibco)
U251 cell media formulation 3T3 cell media formulation
McKeon Lab Voldman Lab
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA MIT
-DMEM -DMEM
-10% v/v BCS -10% BCS
-1% v/v L-glutamine (25030, Gibco) -2% v/v L-glutamine (25030, Gibco)
-1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin (15140, Gibco) -1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin (15140, Gibco)
Table 4-4: Cell culture protocols for RACS experiments.
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Chapter 5 Polymerization-activated Cell Sorting (PACS)
PACS appeared to offer a straightforward method to directly isolate particular adherent cells
immediately following imaging and selection. Here we first describe our preliminary experiments that
validated the core concept of PACS: the encapsulation of undesired cells while allowing un-encapsulated
cells to remain viable and accessible to trypsin-mediated release. We then discuss the unanticipated
challenges that we encountered and our measures to address them, which permitted us to develop
PACS into a reliable, user-friendly sorting technique. Finally, we present the characterization of PACS in
relevant application contexts, culminating in the sort of an image-predicated phenotype that cannot be
sorted with FACS.
5.01 Preliminary Experiments
5.01.A Proof of Concept
We first aimed to address two critical questions. First, would un-encapsulated, adherent cells be viable
following transient exposure to the prepolymer and the sorting process? Our literature search
summarized in §3.01 suggested so, but the specific prepolymers we might need for PACS might fall
outside of the reported parameter space. Second, would polymerized regions adhere to the substrate
sufficiently to anchor encapsulated cells while allowing release of desired cells? Our initial goals were to
encapsulate a few target cells in gel features and observe whether features remained attached to the
substrate and whether un-encapsulated cells proliferated and could be released.
We performed preliminary experiments both using a mask-based approach to photopatterning as well
as an adaptation of a technique developed by Dendukuri et al.8'. This latter method used an emulsion
mask placed in the field aperture plane of the microscope to pattern light in the specimen plane,
allowing high-resolution photopatterning of the prepolymer into a hydrogel, and is illustrated in Figure
5-1. Initially, we had not conceived of constructing an in-lab mask aligner, so this microscope-based
technique defined our initial approach to sorting. We term this operational mode, when applied to cell
sorting, "direct-write PACS."
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(a) (b)
~ * UV light
Crosslinked hydrogel
Figure 5-1: Direct-write PACS. (a) A typical mask placed in the field diaphragm location of the microscope that
patterns the shape of the beam in the specimen plane. An emulsion transparency mask can be used, or for circular
features, a standard variable iris can be used. (b) Direct-write operation. The stage is scanned to a target location
and UV light is shined onto a particular target region, crosslinking the prepolymer into a hydrogel. Following
exposure, the stage is scanned to another location to expose additional regions.
Methods
Direct-write Operation
For the direct-write assay, we first plated MCF7 cells in a coverslip-bottomed culture dish (the
mCherry*/Venus* line described in §2.09.C). We then pipetted a prepolymer onto the cells, targeted a
few cells within the field, and polymerized hydrogel features over them. We replaced prepolymer with
standard media, cultured cells for a week, and then released un-encapsulated cells with trypsin.
Parameters were prepolymer: 10% w/v PEGDA 3400 (Laysan Bio), 1% w/v Irgacure 2959 (1-2959)
photoinitiator (PI), culture media base; optics: 3-mm-diameter field stop aperture, 63x objective.
Mask-based Operation
We plated MCF7 cells in coverslip-bottomed dishes and cultured them for two days. We polymerized
wells around 20 cell-containing locations. After polymerization, we rinsed the gel twice with RPMI to
remove any residual prepolymer, added trypsin to the dish, and incubated the dish for 5 min. at 37 0C.
After incubation, we tapped the underside of the dish to dislodge cells and incubated the cells in trypsin
for an additional 5 min. After incubation, we triturated the trypsin vigorously to try to dislodge all cells
from their wells. We imaged wells before and after tryspinization to assess cell release efficiencies.
Parameters were prepolymer: 10% w/v PEGDA 3400, 0.1% PI, RPMI base; exposure: 3 min.; nominal
mask feature diameter: 750-pm.
Results
Direct-write Operation
Figure 5-2 illustrates the direct-write results. Polymerized posts withstood the multiple media rinses
required by PACS, cell feeding, and trypsinization. Un-encapsulated cells proliferated following
polymerization and could ultimately be released using trypsin.
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Mask-based Operation
We present representative images of wells that released and failed to release cells in Figure 5-3. 60% of
mask features successfully released cells. We also noticed what appeared to be a weakly-crosslinked
region within some wells, such as is seen in the upper-right panel of Figure 5-3. During trypsinization,
we also noticed that the hydrogel began to lift off at the edge of the dish.
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Post-trypsin
Figure 5-2: Direct-write PACS experiment. We illustrate polymerization of PEGDA hydrogel posts and
subsequent culture, proliferation, trypsinization, and release of un-encapsulated cells. Scale bar is 100 pm.
Before Trypsin
Unsuccessful
(40%)
Successful
(60%)
Figure 5-3: Mask-based PACS experiment. We demonstrate successful selective release
of cells from 60% of targeted wells. Scale bar is 100 pm.
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Discussion
The proliferation results of the direct-write assay suggested that transient exposure to the prepolymer,
10% PEGDA 3400, 1% PI for the ~ 45 min. that the process required was tolerable, and that the PACS
process itself was biocompatible. Cell release was possible in both approaches, though just less than
half of wells in the mask-based approach failed to release their cells, suggesting that the mask-based
approach was fundamentally sound, but had room for improvement. However, in both approaches, but
especially in the mask-based approach, releasing cells was challenging, and we needed to perform
pipetting steps more vigorously than we had expected to perform them, suggesting that we might need
to find more optimal conditions or develop optimized protocols. As mentioned in the results section, we
suspected that there might be a region of partially polymerized hydrogel within wells that might
confound release efforts - determining different operating parameters might be an opportunity to
eliminate this effect.
We then considered the throughput of the direct-write approach to PACS. In general, the shortest
exposure that ensures robust gel formation should be determined and used, as overexposure forms tall
posts that could easily topple. Exposure times could vary depending on the lens and light source used;
we used ~ 4 s exposures when using our 63x objective. We additionally reasoned that the process of
scanning to target locations would require ~ 2 s if automated, requiring a total investment of ~ 6 s per
encapsulated cell. Therefore, we could target and encapsulate 600 cells in an hour.
We concluded that direct-write PACS has three defining attributes. First, all undesired cells must be
precisely located for targeted encapsulation. Second, total throughput is low in applications where
undesired cells constitute the majority of the culture - given an hour to sort and a phenotype incidence
of 1%, only six target cells could be screened and retrieved. Third, in exchange for these two drawbacks,
direct-write PACS offers excellent alignment capabilities and the ability to create arbitrarily shaped
structures with good resolution. Polymerized spots can be targeted with micron-scale accuracy that is
currently unachievable with the mask-based approach of §3.02.D. Direct-write PACS is well-suited for
two contexts: elimination of rare contaminating cells from a culture and for supplementing mask-based
PACS with fine resolution in important regions. We present the development of direct-write PACS in the
latter context in §5.01.B.
These results validated both approaches to PACS. A mask-based approach was most appropriate for
contexts requiring high throughput, whereas the direct-write approach was best for situations requiring
accuracy or for possibly adding fine resolution to the mask-based approach. However, we still needed
to validate the biocompatibility of mask-based PACS and wanted to achieve smaller mask feature sizes
and increase ease of use. Our preliminary results justified such efforts, and we proceeded with further
development.
5.01.B Development of Direct-write PACS
We had concluded that direct-write PACS offered too low throughput to be useful for sorting rare cells
from a background of cells, but offered a high level of accuracy. Mask-based PACS offered throughput,
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but lacked such accuracy due to alignment limitations characterized in §3.02.D. We sought to reap the
advantages of both approaches by combining them.
Our intended application was the isolation of specific cells from mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)
colonies based on their morphology observed using phase microscopy. Since stem cell colonies were
typically ~100-200 pm in size, mask-based PACS would only be capable of retrieving an entire colony
reliably. To retrieve cells from a particular region of the colony, we needed hydrogel placement to be
accurate to within a few microns. We proposed that we could use direct-write PACS to encapsulate a
specific part of the colony, and mask-based PACS to encapsulate all regions devoid of targeted colonies,
making up for the low throughput of direct-write PACS.
Methods
We further developed direct-write PACS to this end through three experiments.
Polymerization of Linear Paths and Combination with Mask-based PACS
n.b.: This experiment was performed by Ylaine Gerardin, an undergraduate researcher under the
mentorship of Joseph Kovac.
We attempted to draw fine features into the hydrogel while scanning the stage continuously, which
might offer useful functionality for patterning shapes more complex than the previously demonstrated
isolated posts, such as traces around stem cell colonies to encapsulate cells on colony edges. We also
assessed our ability to perform a combined mask-based/direct-write procedure. We scanned paths
using two prepolymer conditions: 20% PEGDA 3400, 1% PI and 10% PEGDA 700, 1% Pl.
Partial Trypsinization of a Colony
We tested the feasibility of encapsulating part of a colony and selectively trypsinizing and releasing the
un-encapsulated fraction of the colony. We obtained plated stem cell colonies (likely from Katarina
Blagovic), encapsulated portions of seven colonies within the dish, and attempted to trypsinize away the
un-encapsulated region of the colonies. Parameters were prepolymer: 10% PEGDA 1000, 1% PI;
exposure: 4 s.
Combined Mask-based and Direct-write PACS with Cells
n.b.: This experiment was performed by Ylaine Gerardin.
We tested the ability to combine mask-based and direct-write techniques in a context with cells. We
plated mESCs and cultured them for three days prior to sorting. We located colonies in the dish and
encapsulated half of each colony using direct-write PACS. After encapsulating colony sections, we used
mask-based PACS to blanket all other undesired cells with same prepolymer used for direct-write PACS.
We then trypsinized cells and attempted to release colony sections. Parameters were prepolymer: 20%
w/v PEGDA 3400, 1% PI; exposure: 0.5 s (direct-write), 5 min. (mask-based); nominal mask feature
diameter: 750 pm; optics: 63x objective (direct-write).
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Results
Polymerization of Linear Paths and Combination with Mask-based PACS
We illustrate our ability to polymerize simple linear paths while continuously scanning the stage (Figure
5-4-A), as well as combine this functionality with mask-based PACS (Figure 5-4-B-C). Maximum scanning
speed depended on the prepolymer. We could polymerize paths using 20% PEGDA 3400, 1% PI at a
maximum speed of ~10 pm/s, while using 10% PEGDA 700 with 1% PI increased this limit to ~100 pm/s.
I (a) (b) (c) I
Figure 5-4: Direct-write PACS with continuous stage scanning. (a) Continuously-scanned paths produced a star-
shaped hydrogel. (b) A scanned region with blue lines indicating intended hydrogel paths for direct-write mode
and green circles indicating targeted well locations for mask-based mode. The butterfly shape was drawn onto the
underside of the dish to act as a reference mark for illustrative purposes. (c) The polymerized hydrogel following
combined direct-write and mask-based polymerization.
Unfortunately, the stage stepper motors for each axis would stall if driven under a minimum speed. A
ramification of this limitation was that for paths nearly collinear with a stage axis, the motion
component in the nearly-orthogonal axis would drop below this minimum speed, stalling motion along
the nearly-orthogonal axis. Consequentially, the higher scanning speed of 100 pm/s allowed scanning of
a wider range of path directions, while this limitation was problematic for the 10 pm/s maximum
scanning speed case.
Partial Trypsinization of a Colony
For two of the seven polymerized colonies, we succeeded in releasing a portion of the colony. We
illustrate one of the successes in Figure 5-5. Release generally required an aggressive level of trituration
to separate and release the un-polymerized region of the colony.
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Before Trypsinization After Trypsinization
Figure 5-5: Selective release of a fraction of a stem cell colony. The left panel illustrates a hydrogel feature
encapsulating the upper-left portion of the colony. After trypsinization and trituration of the bulk medium, the un-
encapsulated portion of the colony is released.
Combined Mask-based and Direct-write PACS with Cells
In some instances, we were able to release fractions of stem cell colonies. Additionally, combination of
the mask-based and direct-write approaches was successful. We illustrate an example of a successfully
fractionated colony along with the edge of the well fabricated with the mask-based technique in Figure
5-6. However, after release, recaptured cells were not viable.
wel edge
Figure 5-6: Combined direct-write and mask-based PACS. (A) We first used direct-write PACS to encapsulate a section
of an mESC colony. Next, we used mask-based PACS to encapsulate other undesired cells. (B) We then trypsinized
and released un-encapsulated cells from the colony, demonstrating the combination of direct-write and mask-based
PACS.
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Discussion
The successful polymerization of linear paths established the ability to polymerize complex patterns
using the direct-write approach which could be useful when tracing polymerized regions around
complex shapes. It is possible that discussion with the stage manufacturer could produce a fix to the
stalling issue, allowing polymerization along arbitrary path directions at low speed. We also validated
the feasibility of combining the direct-write and mask-based approaches.
We established that selective trypsinization of a fraction of a colony was possible and demonstrated
combined direct-write/mask-based functionality in a cell-based application. Unfortunately, in
subsequent sorting attempts, sorted cells also lacked viability. This might be due to the inherent
delicateness of stem cells, which might require more benign sorting conditions.
It is important to consider this combined direct-write and mask-based approach in other applications
that require regions of high accuracy as well as high throughput. However, we envisioned more
immediate applications stemming from the especially simple operation and higher throughput of purely
mask-based PACS, so we devoted our further efforts to that end.
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5.02 Development of Mask-based PACS
5.02.A Development and an Illustrative Sort
We aimed to demonstrate functional, viable sorting. We first sought to confirm our previously observed
release capabilities. We then attempted to perform the first functional sort with PACS. Subsequently,
we explored some variations to the prepolymer to try to mitigate the formation of partially polymerized
gel within the wells. The Doyle lab at MIT had suggested that increasing PI and PEGDA concentration
might quicken polymerization and feature formation, possibly sharpening well edges and reducing
partial polymerization within wells. Last, we performed additional imaging efforts to more definitively
test for the presence of such a partial gel.
Methods
Additional Release Characterization
We performed two additional experiments similar to the one detailed in §5.01.A. In the first
experiment, we seeded MCF7 cells in a 22-mm-diameter coverslip-bottomed dish and used 750-pm
spots to target 18 locations containing cells. In the second experiment, we plated cells in 40-mm-
diameter coverslip-bottomed dishes and used 500-pm spots to target 19 locations. After
polymerization, we trypsinized cells and attempted to release them. We imaged wells before and after
release to assess release efficiency. Conditions were prepolymer: 10% PEGDA 3400, 0.1% PI; exposure: 3
mm.
Functional Sort
We plated a 10:1 ratio of mCherry*/Venus*:YFP* MCF7 cells at a total seeding number of 5e3 cells. Six
days after plating, we sorted out YFP* cells and re-plated output cells onto 8-well chamber slides
following cell release. Two days following sorting, we stained the well with Hoechst 33258, imaged all
cells in the chamber, and assessed output purity and viability. Conditions were prepolymer: 10% PEGDA
3400, 0.1% PI; exposure: 7 min.; nominal mask feature diameter: 750-pm; dish: 40-mm-diameter,
coverslip-bottomed.
Alternative Prepolymer and Imaging of Partial Gelling
We plated MCF7 cells in dishes four days prior to sorting and attempted to release cells out of ten
regions containing cells in a manner similar to §5.01.A. Conditions were prepolymer: 20% PEGDA 3400,
1% PI; exposure: 7 min; nominal mask feature diameter: 700-pm; dish: 40-mm-diameter, coverslip-
bottomed.
To directly test for the presence of a partially crosslinked gel, we mixed fluorescent beads into a
prepolymer before gelling. We then exposed the bead-doped prepolymer (20% PEGDA 3400, 1% PI) in a
coverslip-bottomed dish through emulsion mask features of either 500-pm diameter or 700-pm
diameter for 7 min. or 42 s (7/10 min.). After exposure, we rinsed the gels and imaged a z-stack of
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fluorescence through the thickness of the gel. If beads were immobilized in the masked region, this
would indicate that they were encapsulated in a gel.
Results
Additional Release Characterization
We show our results in Figure 5-7. More than half of the wells in both experiments released more than
2/3 of their cells, and the 500-pm wells demonstrated greater release than 750 pm wells.
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Figure 5-7: Cell release efficiency from two different well diameters.
Functional Sort
We present representative images from various parts of the sorting process in Figure 5-8. Immediately
following sorting, we observed ~ 100-fold enrichment of YFP* cells. Two days after sorting, we observed
an essentially pure output of YFP* cells.
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Figure 5-8: First viable PACS sort enriching a minority population. We show a representative image of a separate control dish
plated at the same time as our experiment dish, showing the size of the cultured colonies. We also illustrate actual targeted
YFP+ colonies with surrounding contaminating mCherry* background cells. Two days following sorting, we see attached YFP*
cells and virtually no contaminating mCherry* cells.
Alternative Prepolymer and Imaging of Partial Gelling
With the new prepolymer, six wells released more than two thirds of their cells, three released one third
to two thirds, and one released less than a third. We did not see the appearance of partial gelling within
masked regions that we had seen before. However, when we initially trypsinized cells for 5 min.
following polymerization, we did not observe a morphological change suggesting detachment. Only
after removing this trypsin and triturating it over the gel a second time did we observe release.
Our imaging efforts provided a calculated side view of the polymerized microwells, as presented in
Figure 5-9. We see significant bead-derived (granular) fluorescence within the wells polymerized with
our standard protocol of 7 min. exposure for both 500 pm and 700 pm wells. We see slight evidence of
bead-derived fluorescence in the 42 s case, but to a lesser extent. We also see that the thickness of the
exposed region is substantially greater for the 7 min. exposure. The resulting gel in the 42 s case
buckled and delaminated from the dish within 3 min. of crosslinking.
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Figure 5-9: Top and calculated side view of polymerized wells following a rinse step after
polymerization. Horizontal bars in side views are drawn at the assumed interface of the
intentionally exposed gel and the medium. In side views, we interpret granular fluorescence as
regions with trapped beads, and diffuse fluorescence as out of focus light from z-stack acquisition.
Scale bar is 100 pm.
Discussion
The initial release experiments using the 10% PEGDA 3400 and 0.1% PI conditions validated previous
performance seen in our proof of concept experiments. However, following these validation
experiments, we attempted to perform some image-predicated sorts for a collaborator (Sara Thiebaud,
Lahav lab, HMS) engineering an MCF7 reporter line. Owing to inconsistencies with gel formation, we
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increased exposure time to 7 min. While attempting sorts with these cells, re-plated cells were capable
of growth, but release was inconsistent and challenging. Even with this inconsistency of release, we
were able to perform a functional, viable sort, as shown in Figure 5-8. The red/green sort of the MCF7
co-culture represented the first full-functional validation of PACS and clearly showed the capability of
the technique.
We had tried the 20% PEGDA, 1% PI, 7 min. condition to investigate whether increasing PEGDA and PI
content would lead to crisper patterning as suggested by the Doyle lab, which we supposed might lead
to more consistent release performance. Immediately after exposure, we could not see any partially
polymerized gel within wells, but the fact that the first round of trypsinization did not impact cell
morphology suggested that there might still be partially polymerized gel within the wells immediately
after polymerization. A few additional assays undocumented here confirmed repeatability of the
observed release efficiency with this new prepolymer, and performance was similar to that from the
described experiment while using 700-pm and 600-pm spots. However, we ultimately wanted to work
with smaller features to improve sorting performance, and we suspected that partial polymerization still
occurred within mask regions.
Imaging following exposure of the bead-doped prepolymer confirmed the presence of a partially gelled
region within wells by virtue of the granular fluorescence within the wells, which indicated that beads
had been immobilized within the well. We reasoned that this partial gellation within wells might hinder
cell release. We suspected that successful releases might occur due to repeated, pipetting across wells,
which sometimes dislodged the partially gelled fraction and allowed us to access cells. While the results
suggest that a shorter exposure time (42 s) was sufficient to largely mitigate this partial gellation
challenge, the fast delamination following exposures of this length precluded use for functional cell
sorting.
We concluded that mask-based PACS demonstrated true functionality for viable cell sorting. However,
we would need to eliminate partial gellation within microwells to increase repeatability, as we
suspected that this was a key factor adding to difficulty and variability of cell release. We decided to re-
examine a parameter left unchanged so far, the molecular weight of the macromer.
5.02.B Reconsidering and Redesigning the Prepolymer Solution
Our motivation in evaluating an alternative macromer stemmed from discussions with Daniel Pregibon
and Prof. Patrick Doyle. The Doyle lab had extensive experience with "continuous-flow" lithography, or
the use of microscope-based projection lithography to photopattern PEGDA-based prepolymers into
particles of a designed shape89. Anecdotally, Daniel mentioned that crosslinked particles tended to
become "fuzzy" (i.e. have regions of partial gellation next to crosslinked regions) when using
prepolymers of low PI concentration, higher molecular weight, or lower macromer concentration - all
conditions that required extension of the exposure time.
The Doyle lab suggested that we try using shorter macromers, as this might lower the necessary
exposure time and generally lead to less partial gellation around crosslinked particles. Specifically,
Panda et al. had demonstrated viable encapsulation of 3T3 cells in photopatterned hydrogel particles
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fabricated from PEGDA 700. However, a number of preliminary experiments that we had performed
with PEGDA 700 suggested that transient exposure to PEGDA 700 was acutely toxic to cells. The Doyle
Lab suggested that we use an inhibitor removal column to remove the MeHQ inhibitor from the
macromer that the manufacturer added to the macromer, as the MeHQ might be cytotoxic.
Given this advice, we performed a series of experiments to evaluate the both the gellation performance
and cyto-compatibility of prepolymers employing PEGDA 700 and PEGDA 1000 as the macromer. We
also decided to explore higher PI concentrations, hoping it might help with sharper feature formation.
Following these initial experiments, we picked the most promising candidate prepolymer and attempted
a functional sort, allowing us to assess viability and sorting performance.
Methods
n.b.: The following work was performed by Ylaine Gerardin, with the exception of the follow-up imaging
for the functional sort.
Gel Formation Assays
Here we aimed to determine which prepolymer solutions and exposure times would allow gellation. We
injected prepolymers into arrays of 110 ptL, 1mm-thick silicone perfusion chambers (EMS, #70326-42)
reversibly adhered to glass slides. We then exposed the prepolymers on the UV exposure setup and
opened the chambers following exposure, leaving the crosslinked hydrogels adhered to the glass slide.
We then qualitatively assessed gellation by pushing on the hydrogel with a micropipette tip and noting
how the gel responded. We performed three sets of assays on different days, which we summarize
below.
Set One: All combinations of 10, 20, 30% PEGDA 700 macromer; 1.0, 2.5, 5.0% Pl; 10, 30, 60 s exposure.
We used RPMI as the base media. We performed all exposures directly through the glass substrate.
Set Two: All combinations of 20, 30% PEGDA 700 macromer; 2.5, 5.0% PI; 45, 60 s exposure. We used
RPMI as the base media. We performed all exposures through a blank transparency to simulate
exposure through a photomask and account for its attenuation. The restricted parameter space reflects
the fact that we performed the first set of conditions prior to these.
Set Three: 90 s exposures, applied to two parameter sets: (10% PEGDA 1000 macromer; 0, 1, 2, 4% PI)
and (20% PEGDA 1000 macromer; 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5% PI). Base media was not recorded. Whether or
not the exposure was performed through a transparency was not recorded. We restricted our
optimization over this somewhat narrow range because of the expense and limited availability of PEGDA
1000.
Cell Health Assays
We used a few approaches to examine the toxicity of PEGDA 700- and PEGDA 1000-containing solutions.
In one set of experiments, we first plated MCF7 cells into a multiwell plate. The following day, we
exposed cells transiently to a range of test solutions for 10 min. After exposure, we rinsed each well
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once with PBS, subsequently added culture media, and cultured cells overnight. The following day, we
trypsinized cells from wells exposed to each condition and counted well populations using a Coulter
Counter, allowing us to determine fold-growth since exposure to a solution condition.
In one case, our transient exposure conditions included standard culture media, RPMI, a 20% v/v
solution of PEGDA 700 in RPMI with PEGDA 700 obtained from Sigma, and a 20% v/v solution of PEGDA
700 in RPMI with PEGDA 700 obtained from the Doyle lab. In the other case, our transient exposure
conditions included standard culture media, RPMI, a 20% v/v solution of PEGDA 575 in RPMI, and a 20%
v/v solution of PEGDA 700 in RPMI. Both of the PEGDA solutions in this second case were passed
through an MeHQ removal column twice prior to use.
In a separate experiment, we assayed the effect of transient exposure to a range of solutions that
allowed assessment of the toxicity of solutions containing PEGDA 700 or PEGDA 1000 along with a full
candidate prepolymer solution. We plated MCF7 cells in a 96-well plate at a density of 1.25e4 cells/well
and cultured cells for a day. We then treated wells in quadruplicate with eight different conditions: (A)
20% w/v PEGDA 1000 + 1.5% PI + 6.0% v/v MeOH in RPMI (B) 20% w/v PEGDA 1000 in RPMI (C) 1.5% PI +
6.0% v/v MeOH in RPMI (D) 20% v/v PEGDA 700 in RPMI (E) 6% v/v MeOH in RPMI (F) RPMI (G) full
serum-containing media (H) 70% MeOH. Following transient exposure to the solution, we rinsed cells
twice in PBS and replenished wells with standard growth medium. All solution exposures lasted 10 min.
except in the case of the dead control (70% MeOH), which lasted 20 min. We then added WST-1 to
wells, incubated cells for 2 h, and subsequently recorded well absorbance values using a plate reader.
The WST-1 assay reports cell metabolism and is a standard assay of cell health and proliferation.
Functional Sort
We plated a co-culture of YFP* and mCherry*/Venus* MCF7 cells at a 20:1 skew ratio at a total seeding
number of 2e4 cells. After two days of culture, we sorted out red-fluorescent cells and re-plated
collected cells into a single well of an 8-well chambered slide. 12 days after re-plating sorted cells, we
imaged the sorted output. Conditions were prepolymer: 20% w/v PEGDA 1000, 1.5% PI; exposure: 2
min.; nominal maskfeature diameter: 500-ptm; dish: 40-mm-diameter, coverslip-bottomed.
Results
Gel Formation Assays
We illustrate the results from condition sets one and two in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2, respectively, and
summarize the results from condition set three in text. For set one, 10 s exposures were unable to form
gels unless using 5.0% PI, while 60 s exposures were capable of forming gels across all conditions of PI
and PEGDA. Across all conditions, gels formed from 10% PEGDA were brittle. We searched for the least
aggressive conditions that yielded a gel that could be scratched but not break or was resilient to
scratching. For set two, the exposures conducted through the transparency, all conditions met the
mechanical robustness criteria except 45 s conditions using 2.5% PI. For set three, all 10% PEGDA 1000
conditions yielded gels that broke easily. For 20% PEGDA 1000 conditions, the PI concentrations of 1.5%
and greater yielded gels that satisfactorily withstood mechanical agitation.
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Photoinitiator concentration (w/v)
PEGDA
concentration (v/v) 1.0% 2.5% 5.0%
60 s exposure
10* <0.5 mm, -.25 mm, -0.5 mm,breaks breaks breaks
0.25-0.5 mm, -0.5 mm, >0.5 mm,
20% breaks scratches scratches
30% 0.5-1 mm, >0.5 mm, tough -1.0 mm,scratches tough
30 s exposure
10% -0.15 mm, -0.15 mm,breaks breaks
20% -0.25 mm, -0.25 mm,scratches scratches
30% -0.15 mm, soft >0.25 mm, >0.5 mm, hardtough
10 s exposure
10% <0.15 mm,breaks
20% <0.25 mm,scratches
30% - - <0.5 mm, hard
Table 5-1: Qualitative PEGDA 700 polymerization test results. We performed exposures directly through the glass substrate.
We indicate approximate gel thickness and whether the crosslinked gel was broken, scratched, or remained intact upon
pushing by a micropipette tip. Adapted from 9.
Photoinitiator concentration (w/v)
PEGDA
concentration (w/v) 2.5% 5.0%
60s exposure
20% -0.15 mm, -0.25 mm,scratches scratches
30% -0.25 mm, <0.5 mm,scratches hard
45s exposure
20% <0.15 mm, -0.25 mm,fragile scratches
30% -0.25 mm, <0.5 mm,breaks scratches
Table 5-2: Additional polymerization test results using PEGDA 700. Exposures were performed through a blank transparency
to simulate the attenuation of the photomasking process. Adapted from 9.
Cell Health Assays
Figure 5-10 illustrates the comparison between PEGDA 700 obtained from the Doyle lab and PEGDA 700
that we ordered from Sigma. Both the media and RPMI controls exhibited significant growth the day
after transient exposures. The population increase was close to zero-fold for the two PEGDA 700-
containing solutions.
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Toxicity of PEGDA 700 (20% v/v in RPMI)
25
2
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0 Media RPMI Panda PEGDA Our PEGDA
10 minute incubation medium
Figure 5-10: Fold growth following a transient exposure to 20% v/v PEGDA
700 solutions in RPI. "Panda PEGDA" indicates PEGDA obtained frorn
the Doyle lab.
Figure 5-11 illustrates the impact that filtering the prepolymer through the MeHQ column had on cell
proliferation. Both the media and RPMI controls demonstrated significant growth following the
transient exposures. PEGDA 575 and 700 solutions showed fold-increases in population close to zero,
although the PEGDA 575 condition demonstrated higher growth than the PEGDA 700 condition.
Figure 5-12 illustrates WST-1 levels following transient exposure to each solution relative to the serum-
containing media exposure condition. Both the 20% PEGDA 700 and 1.5% P1 conditions were essentially
as toxic as the 70% MeOH condition, whereas the full prepolymer, 20% PEGDA 1000, and 6% MeOH
conditions all demonstrated viability roughly comparable to or greater than the RPMI exposure
condition.
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Figure 5-12: Cell health effects of transient 10 min. exposure to 20% w/v PEGDA 1000 and 20% v/v
PEGDA 700 prepolymer solutions. WsT-1 levels are normalized to the serum-containing media
exposure condition.
Functional Sort
We observed simple, straightforward release from wells and a clear shift in morphology to a "balled up"
state following a single round of trypsinization. We show an image of the well containing sorted cells
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Figure 5-11: Fold growth following a transient exposure to 20% v/v PEGDA
solutions. Solutions used RPMI as a base and were passed through an MeHQ
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that was acquired 12 days after sorting in Figure 5-13. The sorted output shows evidence of both
proliferation and enrichment.
Discussion
We concluded that both PEGDA 1000- and PEGDA 700-containing solutions were capable of forming
hydrogels over potentially useful parameter ranges of PEGDA concentration, PI, and exposure lengths.
The 2.5 and 5.0% PI conditions used with PEGDA 700 were quite high in retrospect, and we perhaps
should have explored slightly longer exposure durations with lower PI concentrations.
The cell health studies presented a clear argument for PEGDA 1000 versus PEGDA 700. We suspect that
the reason for conditions exhibiting fold-growth close to zero in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 stemmed
from cells being killed by the transient exposure and subsequently being washed away by subsequent
wash steps prior to trypsinization the following day. We concluded from Figure 5-11 that PEGDA 700
and PEGDA 575 solutions, even when passed through an MeHQ removal column, were extremely
cytotoxic. PEGDA 700 also contains BHT as an inhibitor, and we were unable to find a removal column
for BHT. However, PEGDA 575 only contained MeHQ as an inhibitor, so the toxicity of column-filtered
PEGDA 575 serves as a control for BHT toxicity and suggests that the BHT is likely not responsible for
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Figure 5-13: Proliferation and enrichment of MCF7 cells in sorted output. Scale bar is 1 mm.
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PEGDA 700 toxicity. Additionally, Figure 5-10 confirmed that it was not specifically our bottle of PEGDA
700 that was toxic.
From Figure 5-12, we concluded that a full prepolymer solution capable of gellation (20% w/v PEGDA
1000, 1.5% PI, 6.0% v/v MeOH) impacted cell health negligibly compared with a transient exposure to
serum-containing media. Exposure to 6% v/v MeOH alone, the volume concentration of MeOH used as
a PI solvent in the full prepolymer, impacted cell health as much as a transient exposure to RPMI, which
addresses the common question of whether the methanol required for photopolymerization imparts
significant toxicity. Exposure to the PI/MeOH solution in RPMI was highly toxic in the absence of PEGDA,
possibly because the PEGDA might sink radicals produced by room lighting conditions. A solution with
PEGDA 700 was also extremely toxic, confirming our previous results using a Coulter counter for
readout.
A chemist at Laysan Bio, the producer of PEGDA 3400 that we used in earlier experiments, stated that in
synthesizing PEGDA with molecular weights (mw) under 1000, removal of all precursor compounds used
for PEGDA synthesis was particularly difficult, and that these precursors might be toxic. Laysan
indicated that PEGDA with mw low as 1000 could be synthesized to purity levels similar to PEGDA 3400,
which had been biocompatible. This insight offered confirmation for our observations.
In the functional sort, our observation of clear shift in morphology following a single round of
trypsinization and straightforward cell release even when using a 500-pm spot diameter suggested that
this new operating condition allowed trypsin to access cells easily. Furthermore, we observed
proliferation and enrichment of the target cell type, functionally validating the utility of the exposure
conditions for use in sorting. This functional result, along with our previous optimization and
comparative study of cell health led us to conclude that the 20% PEGDA 1000, 1.5% PI, 2 min. exposure
condition was a suitable operating condition for future work.
5.02.C Refinement of the PEGDA 1000-based Prepolymer
We had achieved what appeared to be a functional operating condition at the conclusion of §5.02.B.
However, subsequent experiments with this condition offered poor viability. We subsequently used this
previously optimal condition (20% PEGDA 1000, 1.5% PI, 2 min. exposure) as a starting point and tried to
find a less cytotoxic operating point that offered functional sorting capability.
This section details our first empirical optimization process exclusively using functional sorting assays
(i.e. red/green sorts with assessment of viability). This process might need to be repeated in the future
if a new cell type is used or a process parameter needs to be changed. Some parameters, such as the
type of output culture vessel, evolved through this process, as we were continually developing our
functional optimization process.
We present the relevant parameters used for each condition in as consistent of a fashion as possible in
the results section, as well as brief commentary about the outcome and how this outcome drove our
selection of the next parameter choice. We believe that this format gives more insight into the
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optimization process than strictly separating results from their interpretation. Afterwards, we
summarize a best practice optimization process based on our cumulative experience.
Methods
All experiments consisted of plating color-skewed cultures using mCherry*/Venus* (hereafter "red") or
YFP* (hereafter "green") MCF7 cells or mCherry' (hereafter "red") or GFP* (hereafter "green") HeLa s3
cells into 40-mm-diameter coverslip-bottomed dishes at a variable seeding number and skew ratio.
These HeLa cells were developed by a collaborator (Nick Kuperwasser, McKeon lab, described in
§5.06.D). After culturing cells for a variable period, we formed the sorting hydrogel using a prepolymer
of 20% w/v PEGDA 1000 and variable additional components (% PI, U/mL catalase) and used a variable
exposure length through a mask using a 500-pm-diameter spot size.
Following trypsinization and quenching, we collected released cells, centrifuged them for 5 min. @ 1000
rpm unless noted otherwise, re-suspended cells in fresh media, and plated them into a single well of a
48-well or 96-well plate. We performed follow-up assessment of re-plated cells as described in the
results for the particular condition. In most cases, we performed two conditions in parallel. Based on
the outcome of the experiment, we chose new conditions to address the failure mode of the experiment
and undertook a subsequent experiment. We initially used both HeLa s3 and MCF7 cells during
optimization, but eventually gravitated towards HeLa s3 cells because our collaborator had potential
sorting applications that would utilize HeLa s3 cells.
Results
Here we tabulate conditions used and outcome, describe our intentions in picking the parameter
conditions and describe our conclusion and how it determined our next-examined conditions. Values of
"-" in the table indicate that we did not document that parameter in the experiment.
PI 1.5% and 0.75%
Catalase None
Exposure 2 min. and 2 min.
Cell Type/Plating # MCF7/-
Skew 100:1 R:G
Pre-culture 4 d
Output vessel 96-well plate
Gel formation/cell Both conditions formed stiff gels, but the 0.75% condition was softer. Trypsinization in
release both conditions was straightforward, with a clear morphological change in cells after
trypsin exposure, and essentially all wells released their cells with ease.
Follow-up/health 1.5%: few viable-looking cells. 0.75%: a few attached colonies.
In this experiment, we included the optimal condition from our previous study and one with less PI in an
attempt to lower the prepolymer toxicity. Altogether, neither condition appeared to yield particularly
healthy cells. In the next experiment, we aimed to decrease the toxicity of the prepolymer by reducing
the PI content, which might require a longer exposure.
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PI 0.75% and 0.375%
Catalase None
Exposure 2 min. and 4 min.
Cell Type/Plating # HeLa s3/5e3
Skew 100:1 R:G
Pre-culture -
Output vessel 96-well plate
Gel formation/cell release Acceptable in both cases
Follow-up/health Cells did not grow up in 0.75% condition. In the 0.375% well, there was a large
amount of debris to the extent that imaging was impossible.
We increased exposure time in the 0.375% case to compensate for the lower PI concentration. We
carried forward one condition previously explored to test whether HeLa s3 cells might tolerate it. We
determined that the large amount of debris in the 96-well plate well was due to a significant non-soluble
fraction of the PEGDA that was concentrated during centrifugation steps prior to re-plating cells into
output wells. From this point forward, we centrifuged all prepolymer solutions at 4000 rpm for 5 min.
and used the supernatant for polymerization steps.
Because we were unable to assay the viability results with the 0.375% P1 condition, we included it in
subsequent assays. Having determined that 0.75% P1 was too toxic, we sought to lower PI conditions in
the next iteration.
PI 0.375% and 0.188%
Catalase None
Exposure 4 min. and 8 min.
Cell Type/Plating # MCF7/5e3
Skew 100:1 R:G
Pre-culture 6 d
Output vessel Likely 96-well
Gel formation/cell release For 0.375%, 4 min, a robust gel formed, whereas for 0.188%, 8 min., the gel only
formed in the center of the dish, but cells were still easily released from wells that
did form.
Follow-up/health Cells from both conditions demonstrated growth a few days after sorting
We waited six days prior to sorting to increase starting colony size, hoping to increase the number of
retrieved cells and viability. We increased exposure time when decreasing PI concentration. It was
encouraging that cells still were still easily released from wells patterned in the 0.188%, 8 min.
condition, suggesting that longer exposures with PEGDA 1000 still permitted formation of wells that
offered straightforward cell release. We decided to try an experiment using the lower 0.188% PI
concentration with a longer exposure time to try to achieve more robust gelling.
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PI 0.188%
Catalase None
Exposure 10 min.
Cell Type/Plating # HeLa s3/-
Skew 20:1 R:G
Pre-culture -
Output vessel Likely 96-well
Gel formation/cell release Well-formed, straightforward release
Follow-up/health Est. 15-20% of cells attached. Incubator went dry unexpectedly, drying out the
output well, and long term observation of cells sorted by this condition was not
completed.
Here we extended the exposure time to fully form the gel across the dish and examined whether the
conditions similar to those that had led to viable MCF7 cells would yield viable HeLa s3 cells. Despite the
inability to evaluate long-term health, this condition appeared promising. Surprisingly, a subsequent
experiment (not documented here) using this same polymerization condition failed to fully form a gel
across the dish, suggesting that the condition was at the margin of adequacy to form a gel, and day to
day fluctuations in the light source or pipetting inconsistencies might be capable of causing failure. For
our next experiment, we slightly increased PI concentration to a more mathematically round 0.2% and
increased exposure time.
P1 0.2%
Catalase None
Exposure 12 min.
Cell Type/Plating # HeLa s3/1e5
Skew 1000:1 G:R
Pre-culture 2 d
Output vessel 48-well plate
Gel formation/cell release Thin and quickly wrinkled
Follow-up/health Roughly 70% of sorted cells attached and displayed healthy morphology 24 h after
sorting, cells appeared to be proliferating two days later, and cells grew to
confluence nine days later.
In this experiment, we plated a high density of cells hoping that the increased number of sorted cells
would increase viability. We increased the PI concentration and exposure time from the previous
experiment, aiming to form a more robust gel. Possibly importantly, we rinsed sorted cells in media an
additional time prior to re-plating, and continued this practice in future experiments. We reasoned that
the additional rinse step might remove any trace amounts of prepolymer. We used the 48-well plate to
facilitate imaging with phase microscopy. From this experiment onwards, we always included an extra
rinse step prior to re-plating sorted cells. These results were promising, but we needed to increase gel
robustness further, so we subsequently increased PI concentration in the next experiment.
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P1 0.4%
Catalase 11,000 U/mL
Exposure 12 min.
Cell Type/Plating # HeLa s3/1e5
Skew 1000:1 R:G
Pre-culture 4
Output vessel 48-well plate
Gel formation/cell release Rigid gel formation, presumed good release
Follow-up/health A week after sorting, cells were clearly proliferating to confluence.
We doubled the PI concentration versus the previous condition to increase gel robustness. We
supplemented the prepolymer with 11,000 U/mL catalase, reasoning that if any hydrogen peroxide were
generated by the photoinitiation process, catalase could help neutralize it, based on our results
observed in §4.02.A. Our results here were particularly promising, so we used this concentration of
catalase from here forward. We then proceeded to repeat experiments using this condition to validate
performance.
PI 0.4%
Catalase 11,000 U/mL
Exposure 12 min.
Cell Type/Plating # HeLa s3/1e5
Skew - 500:1 R:G and 1:500 R:G
Pre-culture 1 d
Output vessel 48-well plate
Gel formation/cell release Not noted, assume as before
Follow-up/health 500:1 R:G ratio enriched to 10:1 (50x enrichment); 1:500 R:G enriched to 1:20 R:G
(25x enrichment). Follow-up imaging 12 days later confirmed that both cells of both
colors in both dishes continued to proliferate to hyperconfluence, although green
cells divided particularly fast and outcompeted red cells in the output intended to
enrich for red cells
Impressed by the previous result, we further validated the previous operating condition by plating skew
ratios in "both directions" to validate that observed sorting was not simply due to biased toxicity of the
cell sorting process towards a particular cell line. It was clear that green cells grew faster after sorting in
the long term, but most importantly, both lines survived and could proliferate. We then sought to
perform a final validation using cells plated at a lower seeding number grown for multiple days into
colonies and aiming for higher output purity, another context in which we wanted to offer performance.
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PI 0.4%
Catalase 11,000 U/mL
Exposure 12 min.
Cell Type/Plating # HeLa s3/1e4
Skew 100:1 R:G and 1:100 R:G
Pre-culture 6 d
Output vessel 48-well plate
Gel formation/cell release Not noted, assume as before
Follow-up/health We imaged both outputs two days after sorting. We found a 1:1.5 R:G ratio in the
output from the 100:1 R:G plating (150x enrichment), and an ~1:1 R:G ratio from
the 1:100 plating (100x enrichment). Cells of both colors in both outputs
demonstrated strong proliferation over the following two weeks, although the
green cells again appeared to proliferate noticeably faster than the red cells.
We then validated sorting capability of these parameters using a dish plated at a lower seeding number
but grown up for multiple days prior to sorting, yielding colonies prior to sorting. Additionally, to try to
achieve higher output purity, we only attempted to retrieve cells that we predicted we could retrieve
with at least one desired cell per contaminating background cell. Proliferation and enrichment were
both impressive, and we then felt very confident with this operating condition.
As a final note, we performed one additional sort, using 10% PEGDA 1000, 0.8%PI, and 11,000 U/mL
catalase with a 12 min. exposure to see similarly promising performance. However, we concluded that
all else being equal, we would prefer to use a condition with a lower PI concentration. It is important to
note, however, that this was a valid operating point if PEGDA concentration should need to be lowered
in the future, although this condition was not as thoroughly validated as the 20% PEGDA 1000, 0.4% PI,
11,000 U/mL catalase condition using a 12 min. exposure.
Discussion
The results section detailed the process we took to arrive at an operating condition that was thoroughly
validated with functional sorting assays. We strongly believe that it was this commitment to full
functional assays that enabled us to achieve a robust operating condition with reliable, robust gel
formation, straightforward release, viable cell output, and repeatable enrichment performance. Based
on our collective insight from this optimization process, as well as the optimization processes that
preceded it, we have written a recommended overall optimization technique should optimization ever
need to be re-started from the most basic point of determining parameters for gellation, all the way
through validation with functional assays. This might prove useful if a particular cell type requires
drastically different gellation conditions, or a different type of macromer is used. This process is found
in §5.06.C.
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5.03 Characterization and Application of Mask-based PACS
Our results from the 20% PEGDA 1000, 0.4% PI, 11,000 U/mL catalase condition using a 12 min.
exposure indicated that we had achieved reliable and repeatable conditions for sorting. At this point,
we felt confident to perform an extended characterization of PACS using this condition. We aimed to
determine the impact of well size on performance, characterize sorting performance in a few contexts
pertinent to anticipated applications, and ultimately demonstrate an enabling, image-predicated sort
that could not be performed using FACS.
5.03.A Spot Size and Release Characterization
We first determined how performance varied with spot size. We tried sorting cells with 250-pm-, 375-
pm-, and 500-pm-designed diameter mask features to assess whether cells could be viably released
from spots of these sizes and the comparative enrichment performance they offered. We established in
Figure 3-10 that ~ 65% of the time, alignment error would be 125 pm or less, so with a small amount of
luck, we anticipated that we could successfully target cells using all three of these well sizes.
We plated three 1000:1 red:green co-cultures of HeLa s3 cells at a total seeding number of 1.5e5
cells/dish. ~A day after plating, we performed PACS sorts with 250-pm-, 375-pm-, and 500-pm-designed
diameter mask features and re-plated outputs into separate wells of a 48-well plate. For each intended
well diameter, we also imaged two or three wells and measured their actual diameters using phase
microscopy. Approximately a day after sorting, we replaced culture medium with PBS containing
calcium and magnesium (PBSca), and we recorded images of entire output wells and manually counted
the number of red- and green-fluorescent cells. We cultured cells for an additional day following
imaging to confirm proliferation.
We quantify the results of sorting in Table 5-3. As expected, we observed increased enrichment and
purity as spot size decreased (also confirming that acceptable mask alignment occurred). Conversely,
we observed lower transfer efficiencies as spot diameter decreased. We calculated transfer efficiency
as the number of counted minority cells imaged a day after sorting divided by the number of targeted
cells x 100%. Transfer efficiency is therefore a slight overestimate of the number of cells transferred, as
cells could divide between the time of sorting and the time of imaging.
Spot Size [pm] Output Ratio Enrichment Output transfer
(1000:1 Initial) Purity Efficiency
500 67:1 15x 1.5% 83%
375 24:1 42x 4.1% 75%
250 17:1 60x 5.7% 51%
Table 5-3: Quantified performance data from spot size comparison sorts.
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Transfer efficiencies dropped with decreasing spot size, though it is difficult to know precisely from this
assay to what extent this was because targeted cells were not released efficiently from smaller wells
versus the smaller wells affecting released cells' viability. We imaged all wells after trypsinization and
cell collection for each spot diameter condition and noticed that there was an unambiguous decrease in
extent of cell release as spot diameter dropped. However, we were forced to only record phase images
in the interest of imaging all spots before major wrinkling of the hydrogel might occur. Because we did
not record fluorescence images, we could not do a cell-level accounting of what fraction of targeted
cells were successfully released. We strongly believe, however, that the primary reason that recovery
efficiency dropped with decreasing spot diameter was because release efficiencies from the smaller
wells were lower. We were not particularly aggressive in pipetting vigorously to remove cells from the
wells, as we wanted to maintain the same level of release effort on the part of the user across all
conditions - we had tested the easy-to-release 500 pm wells first.
We found that patterned spot sizes were ~ 100 pm larger in diameter than the intended mask design
size; we show images of three specific wells in Figure 5-14. Based on the results of §3.02.C, we can likely
attribute ~ 10 pm of this enlargement to the mask features being larger than intended when printed,
and the remainder to the physical process of pattern transfer to the hydrogel. With respect to
proliferation, we found that between one and two days following sorting, a significant number of cells
were lost (Figure 5-16), possibly due to cells remaining in PBSca for too long (~30-40 min.) during imaging
and/or the wash steps involved in removing media for imaging and replacing media following imaging.
However, cells of both colors that remained proliferated, regardless of well diameter. We show an
example from the 375-pm case in Figure 5-15.
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500 pm (design) 375 pm 250 pm
Figure 5-14: Intended well diameters (based on drawn mask feature size) and actual well diameters. Scale bar is
100 pm.
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These results demonstrated that viable cell release was possible with spot diameters as small as 250 pm.
Additionally, we feel that we likely could have been more aggressive with trituration during release,
possibly increasing release efficiencies using the smaller well sizes. Furthermore, these data suggest
that even smaller spot sizes might permit release - such smaller spots would be useful if mask alignment
were improved.
Although these data made a tempting case to use 250-pm spots for performance characterization
studies to maximize enrichment and purity claims, our characterization of the accuracy of the mask-
based alignment system suggested that we were lucky with alignment in these experiments.
Additionally, we believed that cell release from smaller wells might be less consistent. We therefore
used a nominal 500-pm spot size for characterization experiments to ensure more consistent
performance and diminish the impact of slight misalignments, allowing easier comparison between
characterization experiments.
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Figure 5-15: Proliferation of remaining cells after sorting with
a 375-pm-diameter spot.
+ 1 day + 2 days
Days after sorting
+l1day + 2days
Spot
diameter
used
500 pm
375 pm
250 pm
Figure 5-16: Whole-well scans of wells containing cells sorted by various spot sizes. After two
days, some cells have detached and are lost, but cells that remained proliferated, as shown in
Figure 5-15.
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5.03.B Enrichment of Rare Phenotypes
We next carefully quantified sorting performance for the case of enriching a "rare" cell population from
a background population, where all cells of the target phenotype are targeted for retrieval, regardless of
local contaminating cell concentration. We plated 1000:1 red:green and green:red HeLa s3 co-cultures
at a total seeding number of 1.5e5 cells/dish. A day after plating, we used PACS with a 500-pm spot size
to enrich for the minority population, sorting output cells into single wells of a 48-well plate.
Approximately one day after sorting, we imaged output cells (in PBSca) in their respective wells and
counted the total number of red and green cells in each well. Three days after sorting, we imaged the
wells again, then trypsinized and re-plated the sorted cells onto new coverslip-bottomed dishes for a
second round of sorting. Three days after re-plating these cells, we again sorted to enrich the minority
cell population and re-plated output cells into single wells of a 48-well plate. We imaged cells in the
output wells one, two, five, and eight days after the second round of sorting, allowing us to assess the
initial enrichment of the sorting operation as well as the proliferation of twice-sorted cells. In both
sorting stages, we attempted to retrieve all minority cells, regardless of the local density of background
contaminating cells. We present our quantified performance data in Table 5-4.
Plating Ratio Output Enrichment Output Transfer
R:G Ratio Efficiency
R:G Purity
1000:1 Round 1 55.6:1 18x 2% 82%
1000:1 Round 2 1.7:1 33x 37% 89%
(588x total)
1:1000 Round 1 1:7.9 126x 11% 141%
1:1000 Round 2 1.3:1 lox 56% 56%
(1265x total)
Table 5-4: Quantified performance data from HeLa s3 sorts plated at
1000:1 plating ratios at 1.5e5 cells/dish.
This experiment definitively showed that cells could survive and proliferate following iterative sorting
with PACS: both cell lines, when acting as the "rare" population, demonstrated an ability to be enriched
and subsequently proliferate after sorting, as illustrated in Figure 5-17. This ability validates the
potential to enrich very rare cells from background populations using an iterative sorting technique.
Furthermore, transfer efficiency of cells is consistently greater than 50%. However, the data also
present aspects that are difficult to reconcile without additional control experiments.
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Dav 1A
Figure 5-17: Scans of output wells at various times after the initial sorting of the 1000:1 plating ratio sorts. The
first sorting round occurred ~24 h before "Day 1," while the second round occurred ~ 24 h before "Day 7."
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First, enrichment was 18-fold in the first round with red cells as majority cells, and 126-fold in the first
round with green cells as majority cells. Output red/green ratios were imaged and therefore empirically
determined, whereas input ratios were assumed to be the seeding ratio. Anecdotally, we noticed that
the red cells tended to grow faster in normal culture conditions on polystyrene. If this translated to
culture on glass, it might be possible that the background population of red cells had grown significantly
more than a green background population in the day between seeding and sorting, adding more
contaminating output cells. This idea is supported by the fact that prior to sorting there seemed to be
more contaminating red background cells surrounding target green cells than there were contaminating
green cells surrounding target red cells. However, it is equally possible that local cell plating non-
uniformities were responsible for raising local cell density around target cells, and that we were simply
unlucky when sorting out green-minority cells.
The other curious point here is the high transfer efficiency of red cells following the first round of
sorting. Approximately a day elapsed between sorting and imaging of the output, giving cells a chance
to divide over this time period. Because we calculated transfer efficiency as the number of minority
cells in the output divided by the number of targeted minority cells at sort time, efficiencies higher than
100% are possible if cells divide before they are counted. On polystyrene, the doubling time of these
cells was ~ 24 h. However, recovery efficiency reports the combined effects of cell release efficiency,
viability after sorting, re-plating efficiency, and growth over the course of a day. Specific determination
of the cause of this anomaly would require careful monitoring and elaborate controls, and our focus
here was to perform a first-order characterization of the technique.
A final point to note is that following sorting, although both cell colors do proliferate, green cells
proliferate noticeably faster. In both sorts, after round two, red cells were most abundant. However, at
the end of the observation period, green cells had noticeably out-proliferated red cells. It is difficult to
know without additional controls whether this clone-specific difference in proliferation was due to the
PACS process itself or some other factor, such as transient plating on glass, or culture at the very low
seeding density following the second round of sorting. In normal culture conditions on polystyrene, the
red cells grew faster than green cells, suggesting that the PACS process might have affected proliferation
in a clone-dependent manner. Nonetheless, the most relevant point is that both cell lines could
proliferate, and that our quantified sorting results were not simply a result of the PACS process acutely
killing off one population.
5.03.C Purification of Higher-incidence Phenotypes
We next validated performance in the case where target phenotype incidence is higher, but absolute
output purity carries higher importance. We plated 9:1 red:green and green:red ratios of HeLa s3 cells
at a seeding number of 6.4e3 cells/dish. We cultured cells for four days prior to sorting to allow the
sparse cells to grow into small colonies. We used a 500-tm spot size to retrieve minority cells, but only
targeted cells that we predicted we could retrieve with fewer than one contaminating cell per target
cell, and re-plated output cells into single wells of a 48-well plate. We then imaged the cells one, two,
three, four, and eleven days after sorting to quantify performance the day after sorting as well as assess
proliferation of sorted cells. We quantify our results in Table 5-5.
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As in both cases we only selected colonies with > 50% predicted retrieval purity, this successfully led to
output purities in excess of 50%, and in one case nearly 80%. We could have selected purer samples by
using a more stringent selection criteria at the cost of decreasing the total number of retrieved cells.
Transfer efficiencies again exceeded 50%. Cells from both lines proliferated after sorting, though again
the green line proliferated significantly faster following sorting, as it did in the previous experiment in
§5.03.B; we omit the extended well culture images for the sake of avoiding redundancy.
Plating Ratio Output Enrichment Output Transfer
R:G Ratio Efficiency
R:G Purity
9:1 1:3.7 34x 79% 52%
1:9 1.8:1 16x 64% 69%
Table 5-5: Sorting performance with HeLa s3 cells seeded @ 9:1 plating
ratios @ 6.4e3 cells/dish.
We then validated functionality using MCF7 cells. In this experiment, we plated 20:1 red:green and
green:red co-cultures at a seeding number of 1e4 cells per dish and cultured cells for three days prior to
sorting. We sorted MCF7 cells using a 500-pm spot and re-plated sorted cells into single wells of a 48-
well plate. We then imaged output cells one, seven, thirteen, and twenty-two days after sorting to
quantify sorting performance and assess proliferation. We present our results in Table 5-6.
Proliferation results were similar to those shown for HeLa s3s - we observed that a smaller fraction of
cells than were originally collected following sorting successfully grew to confluence in both sorts for
both cell colors.
Plating Ratio Output Enrichment Output Transfer
R:G Ratio Efficiency
R:G Purity
20:1 1:1.2 24x 55% 79%
1:20 1:1.8 11x 36% 62%
Table 5-6: Sorting performance with MCF7 cells seeded @ 20:1 plating
ratio @ 1e4 cells/dish.
Our primary goal here was to simply show functionality with a second cell type. We achieved
enrichment and transfer efficiencies along the lines of those observed using HeLa s3 cells. Both cell lines
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ultimately proliferated following sorting in both experiments. Satisfied with our results, we then
focused on demonstrating an application-specific example sort.
5.03.D Sorting a Fluorescence Localization-based Phenotype
We next sorted a phenotype that cannot be sorted with FACS. As described in §4.02.B, we had obtained
a HeLa s3 reporter line virally infected to express a GFP-CenpA fusion protein. CenpA is a centromere
protein, and properly localized GFP-CenpA would result in a phenotype demonstrating granular, nuclear-
localized GFP fluorescence. Unfortunately, following infection, cells expressed a wide range of mis-
localizations of the fluorescent protein. We first examined the limitations of FACS for such a sort. We
generated a histogram of GFP fluorescence of GFP* cells and divided the histogram into four narrow
regions (Figure 5-18-A). We then sorted cells from these bands into four separate outputs, expanded
the cells, and subsequently imaged them. We observed that there was still heterogeneity of localization
in each band; we show three distinct localization phenotypes from band "R3" in Figure 5-18-B.
a GFP* Fluorescence b Post-FAGS
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Figure 5-18: The limitations of FACS sorting in the context of localization-based phenotypes. (a) The GFP histogram gated
on GFP* cells illustrating the four bands of fluorescence that we used to gate four separate output streams. (b) Population
heterogeneity of cells from output "R3" and illustration of phenotypes "A," "B," and "C."
We attempted to use PACS to sort cells from region "R3" into three separate output bins, aiming to
retrieve separate populations of phenotypes "A," "B," and "C" as defined in Figure 5-18-B. Although
phenotype "C" was the correct localization, here we aimed to emphasize the flexibility to select any
arbitrary phenotype. We seeded cells sorted into the "R3" bin into three separate dishes at 6.4e3
cells/dish and cultured them for four days prior to sorting. We used a 375-pm spot size and restricted
selection to target cells that we could retrieve with at least a 2:1 target cell:undesired cell ratio to
increase purity. We sorted cells of each of the three phenotypes into three separate wells of 48-well
plates. Eleven days later, we re-plated cells onto coverslip-bottomed dishes to facilitate high-resolution
imaging and imaged cells from the three outputs. We observed that cells in the output bin for
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phenotype "C" were dividing vigorously, while cells of the phenotype "B" bin were essentially not
dividing and appeared to have senesced. Cells of phenotype "A" output had initially attached, but
subsequently died. We illustrate our successful sorting of phenotypes "B" and "C" in Figure 5-19.
Despite the fact that all three phenotypes did not grow up to divide vigorously as phenotype "C" had,
we had demonstrated clear sorting of a localization-based phenotype. We suspected, however, that
phenotype "A" and "B" might simply be unable to proliferate when isolated - possibly cells of
phenotype "C" secreted a factor important for their growth. Motivated by this reasoning, we repeated
this sort again, with all parameters kept the same as before, but this time culturing cells for five days
prior to sorting.
After re-plating cells into 48-well plates following sorting, we cultured cells in media conditioned by the
separate cells of the initial "R3" population. Specifically, we harvested media used to culture the pre-
sort population after two to four days of media conditioning. We dialyzed the collected media,
retrieved the media components > 3 kDa, and re-suspended these components in a volume of fresh
media equal to the volume of the collected media. We found that by culturing the cells in this
conditioned media, all three phenotypes were able to proliferate to populations large enough to
maintain in standard 10-cm culture dishes. After proliferation to this culture vessel size, we found that
we no longer needed to use conditioned media to propagate cells of any phenotype. We show
representative images of the three separate cultures in Figure 5-20.
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The images of Figure 5-20 conclusively demonstrate the image-predicated sorting of a phenotype that
cannot be sorted using FACS, and each output demonstrated high purity. Furthermore, this specific
example is highly relevant in the context of sorting out appealing clones following the transformation of
a cell line. We believe that this result conclusively shows the maturity of PACS as a reliable technique
for viable, image-predicated cell sorting.
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5.04 Discussion
PACS ultimately proved to be the practical method for image-predicated sorting of adherent cells that
we had envisioned it being. Operation stayed true to its conceived simple operation of identifying
target cell locations, using software to print a mask image with an inexpensive printer, employing
straightforward mask alignment, and requiring routine wet lab pipetting steps. Even with these strong
constraints on low cost, simplicity, and easy dissemination, performance was impressive and PACS is
immediately useful for sorting.
We routinely achieved cell recovery efficiencies in excess of 50% and a minimum enrichment figure of
ten-fold across all characterization experiments. In the best cases, we reported single-step sorting
enrichment as high as 126-fold, and output purities as high as 79% when starting from a 10% initial
purity. Additionally, we established the ability to perform iterative sorts with a population of cells,
theoretically allowing the recursive amplification of extremely rare cells into pure populations.
These performance capabilities permit immediate, useful sorting using PACS in a variety of application
contexts. We directly showed the adequacy of PACS to facilitate the preparation of a reporter cell line
based on fluorescence localization, and this success came as no surprise given our characterization of
the 9:1 plating incidence sorts. While we did not carefully quantify sorted output purity in the case of
the GFP-CenpA reporter sort, qualitatively it appeared close to 100% in the cases of the "A" and "C"
phenotypes, emphasizing the ability of PACS to deliver arbitrarily high output purities given an increase
in selection criteria stringency. An ability to set arbitrarily high purity standards opens the door to other
methods that require highly pure input samples, such as RT-PCR. Finally, the consistently high
enrichment performance that we reported is immediately useful in the context of pooled, barcoded
genetic screens. Tenfold enrichment of a target phenotype is considered more than adequate for
detection in this context, and PACS routinely achieves this enrichment with a 500-pm spot size with cells
plated at near-confluence when the target cell incidence is 0.1%.
Our work also hints at the future capabilities of PACS, specifically with regards to reduced spot size and
higher resolution. We achieved > 50% retrieval efficiency of viable cells from 250-pm wells without
being particularly aggressive during release steps, suggesting that even smaller spot sizes might be
useable as alignment techniques are improved. Importantly, this suggests that gel feature formation, at
least currently, does not impose the performance-limiting factor - mask printing and alignment are the
limiting factors, and at least in concept, these seem like straightforward aspects to improve. Our
modeling suggested that wells smaller than 250-pm offer incredible performance opportunities, so the
performance that we presented here, while useful, will likely be improved significantly in future
generations.
Sorted HeLa s3 and MCF7 cells are clearly viable. However, one cannot ignore that green HeLa s3 cells
consistently out-proliferated red HeLa s3 cells following PACS sorts, even when the initial population of
red cells was larger than the starting green population. As mentioned earlier, red HeLa s3 cells grow
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faster than green HeLa s3 cells in normal culture conditions, so it appears likely that PACS affected cell
growth, caused a cell cycle lag, and/or impacted long-term viability in a clone-specific manner.
Tracking proliferation of sorted cells over longer periods of time suggested that many initially "viable"
cells died, and that a smaller number of cells ultimately were responsible for total proliferation. In some
contexts, attaining pure, long-term viable sorted cell populations in this manner may be acceptable, but
this is not the case in other applications, where clonal diversity of the output phenotype might be
necessary to maintain. Future work must address this issue if this concern is relevant to the application.
A solution may be as simple as initially culturing sorted cells in conditioned media as we did in our last
sort to boost growth factors, which, in our sort, appeared to make a fundamental difference. It is also
possible that the additional stress that we imposed on cells a day after sorting by imaging cells in PBSca
was partially or fully responsible for lowering long-term viability.
Most importantly, however, long-term viability with completely preserved clonal diversity is a somewhat
narrowly-defined figure of merit. While it is true that some applications may require it, many detection
contexts require lysis of intact, healthy cells immediately after sorting to analyze expression levels, or
simply require that any cells of the desired phenotype eventually proliferate into purified samples. PACS
offers immediate, enabling functionality in these application areas.
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5.05 Conclusion
PACS is a canonic example of a user-friendly, simple technology that was not simple to develop. Our
steadfast commitment to true user friendliness, repeatability, and feasible dissemination required us to
make a protracted investment in development using extensive empirical testing. Our initial proof of
concept experiments from our first three months of effort were likely adequately functional to present
as an enabling technology for image-predicated cell sorting. However, we emphasized the importance
of providing a simple experience to the end user to facilitate wide-spread adoption by the average
biologist.
PACS, as it stands now, is a powerful, enabling technique for image-predicated cell sorting with a wide
application space. Additionally, our studies suggest that its performance is not currently limited by the
physics of gel formation, and that additional performance increases might be attained. Our efforts have
resulted in a technology that can realistically be handed off to a biologist without an engineering
background, and, within a few days of learning the technique, allow him or her to perform image-
predicated isolations for a fraction of the cost that existing technologies require.
5.06 Appendix
5.06.A Protocol for Mixing Prepolymer Solutions
The following is a stepwise protocol for mixing an ~ 2.5 mL prepolymer solution for PACS sorting for the
"20% w/v PEGDA 1000, 0.4% w/v 1-2959, 11,000 U/mL catalase" prepolymer condition. Note that the
actual percentages are slightly different from the nominal percentages due the method of
measurements we used.
1 - Dissolve catalase (C-40, Sigma) into full culture media to produce 8 mL of solution at a concentration
of 11,000 U (by solid)/mL.
2 - Vortex catalase solution until dissolved.
3 - Filter catalase solution through a 5 pm nylon syringe filter.
4 - Filter catalase solution through a 0.2 pm syringe filter.
5 - Reconstitute 600 mg PEGDA 1000 (Laysan Bio) into 3 mL catalase solution.
6 - Vortex PEGDA solution until dissolved. Solution will remain cloudy, but be certain that all particles
are dissolved.
7 - Filter PEGDA/catalase solution through a 1 pm nylon syringe filter. After pushing plunger down all
the way, make an effort to air purge the filter, pushing the liquid dead volume of the filter into the
filtered output. Do not apply negative pressure to the filter, as it will delaminate, compromising the
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filter. To pull the plunger back for an air purge of the filter, unscrew the syringe from the filter, pull the
barrel back, reattach the syringe, and perform the air purge. *Note: it may be possible to use a 0.2 pm
filter size here instead, ensuring a sterile solution.
8 - Centrifuge the filtered PEGDA/catalase solution at 4000 rpm for 5 min. Retrieve the supernatant,
and transfer it into two new collection tubes. Ensure that there is at least 1.1 mL of supernatant
transferred to each tube. Protect tubes from light.
9 - Syringe filter 3 mL 100% methanol through a 0.2 pm filter.
10 - Add 250 mg 1-2959 to 1 mL filtered methanol; vortex.
11 - Syringe filter 1-2959/methanol solution through a 0.2 im filter. Protect solution from light.
12 - Immediately prior to sorting, add 1-2959/methanol to PEGDA/catalase solution at a ratio of 16 pL I-
2959/methanol solution per 1 mL PEGDA/catalase solution. This is the final prepolymer.
13 - Vortex the solution and protect from light.
14 - Do not be tempted to mix any of the individual solutions significantly ahead of time (i.e. night
before experiment). Mixing solutions up to ~ 3 h before sorts has seemed to be fine, but we usually mix
solutions just before sorting.
5.06.B Protocol for PACS
1 - When seeding cells in a 40-mm-diameter coverslip-bottomed dish, DO NOT allow media to wet onto
the plastic outside of the well. 1 mL total dish media works well to accomplish this. If the plastic surface
outside of the well wets during culture, make absolutely sure that the plastic border parallel to the glass
surface is completely dry before proceeding with the steps below. If prepolymer wets onto the plastic
because the plastic was damp, the gel will not form correctly, and the sort will almost certainly fail.
2 - Ensure that the mask is taped down to the holder and that the UV beam completely fills the clear
aperture and is centered properly.
3 - Ensure that trypsin and media is warm. Use new or relatively new trypsin.
4 - Aspirate growth media from the dish with a Pasteur pipette, ensuring removal of all media by tilting
the dish.
5 - Add exactly 1 mL prepolymer to the dish with a micropipette.
6 - Align dish to alignment marks.
7 - Expose dish.
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8 - After exposure, tilt dish and use a 1 mL micropipette to gently aspirate all excess prepolymer. Allow
prepolymer to wet the plastic ring surface.
9 - Add 2 mL PBS (Ca- and Mg-free) to the dish with a 1 mL micropipette. Triturate PBS over dish a
couple of times, making an effort to squirt PBS into wells.
10 - Gently aspirate PBS with a 1 mL micropipette tip.
11 - Add 2 mL warm trypsin to the dish with a 1 mL micropipette. Triturate trypsin over dish a couple of
times, making an effort to squirt trypsin into wells.
12 - Place trypsinizing dish into incubator for 5 min. @ 370C.
13 - Evaluate cells on microscope. If cells have not morphologically responded to trypsin, triturate
trypsin over wells again and incubate for additional 5 min. @ 37*C. If cells have responded, triturate
typsin over wells to wash them into the bulk fluid and transfer the 2 mL trypsin to a tube with 6 mL
serum-containing media to quench. Use 1 mL micropipette tip for all fluid handling.
14 - Spin cells down for 5 min @ 1000 rpm.
15 - Aspirate supernatant with Pasteur pipette.
16 - Add 10 mL fresh media to cells to wash; triturate.
17 - Spin cells down for 5 min @ 1000 rpm.
18 - Aspirate supernatant
19 - Add culture media and re-plate sorted cells into single well of 48-well plate. Other output formats
may be appropriate.
5.06.C Recommended Condition Optimization for PACS
Phase 1 - Starting from little knowledge of which conditions will yield acceptable gellation, cover a wide
parameter space by mixing prepolymers of a range of macromer concentrations and PI concentrations.
See §5.06.A for details regarding mixing of prepolymer solutions and follow them exactly. Inject test
volumes of each of these prepolymers into gasket chambers as described in §5.02.B and expose test
solutions over a wide range of exposures. After exposure, open the chambers and qualitatively assess
hydrogel rigidity by poking on the gels with a micropipette tip. If the gel scratches but does not break
apart or delaminate from the glass, the condition likely has enough mechanical rigidity to stand up to
typical PACS pipetting operations. Rule out all conditions that do not pass this test. Select the condition
with the supposed most benign parameters (i.e. combination of lowest PI, PEGDA concentration,
exposure time). Suggested parameter absolute maxima are 30 min. exposure, 1.0% w/v PI, and 30% w/v
PEGDA.
Phase 2 - After selecting a candidate condition, hydrogel rigidity in the context of sorting, ease of
release of cells from wells, and cell viability must be assessed. Plate a skewed ratio of 1000:1 red:green
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or green:red cells of the testing population cell type at a density of 1.5e5 cells/dish in a 40-mm-diameter
coverslip-bottomed dish. Using this relatively high plating density will ensure that a significant number
of cells are released for re-plating, helping to increase post-sort plating density and possibly post-sort
viability. The following day, use 500 im spots (or smaller if desired) to sort out the minority cell type,
re-plating output cells from each condition into separate 48-well plate wells. Follow the PACS protocol
exactly as described in §5.06.B. During sorting, note ease of cell release from wells. The next day,
assess whether cells have attached and note their morphology. If cells look well-attached, image the
cells to count the number of cells of each type 24-48 h following sorting. We found that imaging cells in
PBS containing calcium and magnesium lowered media autofluorescence levels, but we also believe that
allowing cells to reside in this buffer for the ~ 30 min. necessary to image cells might be detrimental -
other buffer options should be examined.
If sorting performance is acceptable, one can carry this condition forward to phase 3. If gellation did not
occur completely throughout the dish, PI, PEGDA concentration, or exposure time must be increased.
However, from a viability standpoint, it is still useful to assess whether cells released following
polymerization continue to grow. If gellation did occur, but cells could not be released from wells, it is
likely that PEGDA concentration or PI concentration must be increased to allow for faster
polymerization. If cells do not attach or look morphologically unhealthy after sorting, PI concentration
and/or PEGDA concentration must be reduced. Exposure time reduction may help as well, but PI and/or
PEGDA reduction should be tried first. Also, consider increasing catalase concentration or adding other
scavengers for other ROS. If the gel wrinkles to an unacceptable extent before cell release, PI and/or
PEGDA concentration and/or polymerization time must be extended. Also, possibly consider increasing
prepolymer volume slightly above that recommended in §5.06.B.
Intelligently explore the parameter space in phase 2, using the collective knowledge from all previous
failed experiments. We found it useful to explore two conditions per day, as the overhead investment
(reagent filtering and preparation, cell imaging/selection, mask generation, etc.) in undertaking a PACS
sort from beginning to end is high. Performing three experiments in a day is ambitious but possible;
more is likely prohibitive.
Phase 3 - Carry one or two conditions forward from phase 2 and attempt two types of sorts: a repeat of
the phase 2 sort, and a sort closest to the type of sort intended to be used for the ultimate goal of the
sorting assay. Sort the cells, collect the output, and quantify enrichment and purity as in phase 2.
Additionally, in phase 3, feed each output well every day and continue to monitor the cells over the
course of two weeks or the maximum relevant assay time. We have observed some instances of cells
appearing relatively healthy one to two days after sorting, and then becoming senescent or apoptotic in
later days. It is important to assess long-term viability and proliferation of the cell type if important for
the ultimate sorting application and not assume that health 24 h after sorting will extrapolate further. If
performance is satisfactory in phase 3, proceed to actual sorting assays. If viability is unacceptable,
return to phase 2 and attempt to reach a condition that lowers PI and/or PEGDA concentration.
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5.06.D Cell Lines
HeLa s3 GFP-CenpA fusion reporter cells MCF7 mCherry*/Venus* cells (§2.09.C)
(§4.06.B) MCF7 Venus+ cells(§4.06.B)
HeLa s3 GFP reporter cells*
HeLa s3 NFAT3 reporter cells**
McKeon Lab Lahav Lab
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
*This reporter line was engineered by Nicholas Kuperwasser (McKeon Lab) and expresses GFP.
** This reporter line was engineered by Nicholas Kuperwasser (McKeon Lab) and expresses an
NFAT3-mCherry fusion protein.
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Chapter 6 Contributions, Perspectives, and Future
Directions
In this chapter we distill the major results from this thesis to an outlined form of specific contributions
to the scientific community. We then offer perspectives on high-level considerations that we have come
to appreciate in our time developing these technologies. We conclude with a few ideas for future work
that will either extend the capabilities of technologies developed here or leverage architectures that
were built for this thesis work in other ways.
6.01 Thesis Contributions
A functional, characterized, inexpensive platform for image-predicated sorting of non-anchorage-
dependent cells
Optoflucs was a substantial step forward for the engineering field by offering a platform whose
complexity was essentially independent of array size and simultaneously offering a low level of absolute
complexity. Because of this reduction in complexity, the biological field can now conduct image-
predicated sorts on thousands of non-anchorage-dependent cells in single assays, and larger array sizes
are straightforward to fabricate. We achieved this simplicity while delivering meaningful, enabling
performance, demonstrating up to 150-fold enrichment and 89% purity of viable target cell populations.
Additionally, we stayed true to delivering a low-cost (under ~ 5000 USD) system that is compatible with
a wide range of microscopes.
A functional, characterized, inexpensive method for image-predicated sorting of anchorage-
dependent cells
PACS offers a simple, user-friendly, easily adoptable technique for viable image-predicated sorting of
cells cultured on monolithic substrates that is orders of magnitude less expensive than current
commercially viable options. Our routine achievement of enrichment factors of ~10- to 100-fold and
post-sort purities of up to ~ 80% after a single round of sorting is immediately useful for biological
applications, as we demonstrated in our ability to isolate highly pure populations of reporter cell lines
predicated on fluorescence localization. Our successful studies of cell release from intended spot sizes
as small as 250 pm suggest that even better performance will be possible with refined masking
techniques, and that performance is not currently limited by a fundamental aspect of hydrogel
formation.
Advanced development of a method for image-predicated cell sorting mediated by radical toxicity
RACS offers a methodology for image-predicated cell sorting even simpler and less expensive than PACS.
We clearly demonstrated the feasibility of sorting cells in this manner by demonstrating viable,
functional enrichment in an image-predicated sort using RACS. Furthermore, we concretely identified
the optimization protocol necessary to adapt RACS to new cell types and sorting scenarios. This work
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will serve as a strong foundation for future development of sorting technologies leveraging radical-
mediated phototoxicity.
Development of a modeling approach for prediction of performance of mask-based approaches to cell
sorting
We developed a probabilistic model to understand the performance capabilities and system parameter
sensitivities of our mask-based approaches to cell sorting. These modeling techniques allowed us to
quickly appreciate that PACS and RACS, if implemented correctly, would be worthwhile technologies to
develop. Our modeling allows the identification of the most impactful directions in which to improve
aspects of PACS and RACS and provides guidance when conducting experiments and considering
whether a particular application is feasible given a current or future state of performance.
Implementation and characterization of an in-lab photolithography system transferrable to
widespread laboratories
The mask printing, exposure, and alignment technique provide a system for aligned in-lab
photolithography that is transferrable to any laboratory with a standard fluorescence microscopy light
source. Our characterization revealed a surprisingly high level of alignment tolerances and masking
capabilities, especially in light of its simplicity and low cost. While developed for the implementation of
PACS and RACS, this system can be used for any processes requiring fast, in-lab, accurate, masked
exposures, and might be useful for a range of unanticipated uses.
Demonstration of in-lab, image-predicated cell sorting of phenotypes not recognizable by FACS
In the cases of optoflucs and PACS, we demonstrated in-lab sorting of phenotypes not distinguishable
using FACS. This demonstration was concrete confirmation of the novel capabilities afforded by our
techniques, and will serve as an example to the community of what is possible to achieve within one's
own lab without the use of a well-funded core facility and its typical equipment. These sorts will serve
as an additional incentive to reconsider the assumptions regarding the kinds of phenotypes possible to
sort.
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6.02 Perspectives
In developing optoflucs, RACS, and PACS, we developed two overarching perspectives that should be
especially useful as future work is conducted to apply or improve these technologies. We discuss these
below.
The bottleneck of imaging and the temptation to up-scale
There is a large temptation to look at a technique like optoflucs and immediately imagine an array ten or
one hundred times larger, as the array size scales so effortlessly. It is critical, however, to carefully
consider the nature of the imaging required for the assay prior to narrowly focusing on further up-
scaling as a figure of merit. If, for instance, a 63x objective is necessary to visualize the phenotype, how
many cells is it practical to image? Given enough time, the answer may be an infinite number of cells,
but oftentimes, the screened phenotype might not be stable for longer than a few minutes or an hour.
Given this finite time, can enough cells be screened to reach a conclusion about the phenotype? Will
enough cells of the positive phenotype be recoverable to permit adequate detection by whatever
technique is used following sorting? The other angle to consider is the volume of data flow and the
speed of any algorithms needed to process the data to make a sorting decision. While not an issue in
any of the experiments conducted here, this will likely be a point of consideration for future work as the
complexity of phenotype analysis increases. It is critical to consider these questions carefully before
undertaking a sort or further device development.
Our opportunity to improve this imaging-limited throughput is through increasing the information
content in each acquired image. This means increasing the number of cells in each image - denser
arrays in optoflucs, and smaller, more accurately aligned spot sizes in PACS enabling higher plating
densities. These figures of merit in each of these techniques therefore serve not only to influence
enrichment and purity performance, but also the limits of imaging throughput as it pertains to the
phenotype screened.
The importance of optimizing towards application-specific figures of merit in second generation
designs
Our primary goal in this thesis was to develop techniques with reliable performance, ease of use, and
viable cell output. Viability was an important point for widespread appeal, so we invested considerable
effort in achieving viable cell output. However, as additional work is undertaken to refine or apply these
techniques, we emphasize the importance of carefully considering the sorting performance figures of
merit important for a particular application. For instance, for the sort of a pooled, barcoded library,
viability of the sorted population is not necessary - DNA barcodes and cell membranes must simply
remain intact. To this end, a PACS operating condition lacking viable cell output might yield sharper well
formation and better performance in this application than the conditions that assure viable cell output.
From another perspective, potential PACS collaborators have tended to overly assume that cell-sized
wells would be necessary to achieve any meaningful performance. While true in some cases, oftentimes
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this is simply not necessary. With a 500-prm spot, our reported enrichments are far more than adequate
to conducted pooled, barcoded screens, as well as enrich cells for a particular phenotype prior to
dilution cloning. There will always be room to improve the technology, but this should not be overly
emphasized at the expense of missing meaningful applications along the way.
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6.03 Future Work
Here we propose two ideas for future technology development that either directly extend the
capabilities of the technologies developed in this thesis or utilize the overhead developed in this thesis
in new ways.
An Ink Objective for High-resolution, Accurate Mask Printing
While PACS performance is immediately useful in a number of applications as demonstrated in Chapter
5 and discussed just above, modeling in §3.03 clearly showed considerable increases in performance as
spot sizes approached 100-pm-diameter which might be useful in some applications. For such a spot
size to be useful, however, we would need to achieve alignment capabilities considerably smaller than
the spot size. Currently, alignment is better than 150 pm ~ 75% of the time. Here we propose a
radically different approach to mask printing that could drastically reduce alignment error as well as
spot size.
The need for alignment stems from the fact that the dish is removed from the stage prior to mask
alignment. While the dish remains on the stage, stage locations can be returned to with sub-micron
repeatability. We reasoned that if we could directly print masking features to the dish underside before
the dish is removed from the stage, we could utilize this impressive repeatability.
The Hewlett-Packard TIPS system was a product of an academic collaboration program by HP. The
system, illustrated in Figure 6-1-A, consists of a controller with a straightforward user interface that
connects with a gravity-fed thermal inkjet printhead. An arbitrary ink can be introduced into the ink
reservoir, and the controller allows the user to fire the inkjet printhead with the ink with a range of
parameter values. This platform thus enables straightforward printing of arbitrary liquids onto arbitrary
surfaces.
a b C
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Figure 6-1: The TIPS system and the inkjet. (a) The TIPS system in normal configuration. (b) Detail of the ink objective. (c)
The full ink objective system with electrical and pressure extensions.
. ......... - ----- - .... .........   .. 
We tested whether TIPS could print in an inverted configuration. We filled a #7 inkjet printhead (100 pL,
single nozzle selected) with the same pigment-based ink used for transparency mask printing and
printed droplets in an inverted fashion while holding the printhead ~ 2 mm from a glass slide. We
printed 20 spots; we show representative images in Figure 6-2-A.
Having established functionality in an inverted mode, we designed a device to hold the TIPS printhead in
a nosepiece position on our Nikon inverted microscope. The printhead is held on a post-like structure
that extends electrical and pressure connections to the controller. This "ink objective" design would be
straightforward to implement on any microscopy system, upright or inverted, allowing straightforward
image-guided printing of liquids onto arbitrary substrates using existing microscopes. We show the ink
objective in Figure 6-1-B and the electrical and pressure extensions in Figure 6-1-C.
Figure 6-2: Ink spots printed from an inverted orientation. (a) Spots printed onto a glass slide from a TIPS printhead
directly connected to the controller. (b) Spot printed using the ink objective mounted into microscope with electrical
and pressure extensions installed. We targeted the location in the center of the crosshairs in the left picture. The right
picture shows the location of the printed spot; the intended target is again the center of the blue crosshairs. The central
circle in both images has a 200 pm diameter.
We then performed a preliminary test of how accurately an ink spot could be printed over an intended
target. We first printed a test spot to determine the offset between the imaged printed spot center and
the center of an imaged field. Using this offset, we then targeted a particular location on the substrate
and attempted to print an ink droplet over it. We show the result in Figure 6-2-B.
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Based on this printing attempt, we achieved ~ 10 pm accuracy and a spot diameter of ~ 90 pm. We did
not have time to perform additional characterization, but the overall technique appears highly
encouraging. As the TIPS controller can be controlled through a TTL input, it should be straightforward
to automatically print a pattern of points to the underside of the dish. If successful, this new approach
to mask printing will radically increase the performance of PACS and RACS. Furthermore, the technique
will be even easier for the user, as the steps of printing, drying, and aligning the mask to the dish will be
removed.
As a final note, alternatives to the TIPS system exist in piezo-based printheads. Such piezo-based
printheads are available commercially and might be a good alternative to TIPS, as the continuation of
the TIPS program and the availability of the TIPS printheads relies on the long-term commitment of HP
to a collaboration. Commercial availability of a piezo-based approach would also facilitate
dissemination.
Microfluidics-free Non-anchorage-dependent Cell Sorting
A positive feature of optoflucs is its ability to serially release target cells from wells. This release mode
would permit a valve scheme on the sorted cell output to segregate each released cell if clonal output
populations are necessary. In cases where this is unnecessary, a hybrid of PACS and optoflucs could be
used, dramatically simplifying operation.
Rosenthal et al. implemented a "bio-flip chip" that consisted of a microwell array of cell-sized wells
patterned into PDMS92. Cell suspensions could be pipetted over the array, and gravity caused single
cells, on average, to settle into wells. The chip could then be inverted over a substrate. Gravity would
cause the cells to fall out of their respective wells and onto the substrate for further culture, allowing
spatial patterning of cells onto an arbitrary substrate. We illustrate this technique in Figure 6-3.
cooFi cnot on-o t~i cee V1e
Figure 6-3: Operation of the bio-f lip chip. From left to right: cells are pipetted onto chip, some cells settle into wells;
un-trapped cells are washed away; chip is inverted over substrate; cells fall out of array and attach to substrate; cells
proliferate. From 91.
We envision a similar technique, but with the ability to image and selectively trap undesired cells within
the array before inverting the chip. To accomplish this, we propose the process presented in Figure 6-4.
In this process, we fabricate a PEGDA-based microwell array in the lab onto a coverslip substrate (Figure
6-4-A-C). We would use a spacer gasket to define the well depth and our mask printing and alignment
setup described in §3.02 for photopatterning. We could likely use a low-mw, high-PEGDA-content
prepolymer for fabrication, as cells will not be exposed to the prepolymer. Such techniques have been
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used before to create microwell arrays 93. In addition, we could treat the bottom glass substrate with a
methacrylate prior to crosslinking to covalently bond polymerized PEGDA to the glass as is commonly
done in such contexts".
a e
c =M______ g U Prepolymer U Media
E Spacer * Desired cell
d h _ Hydrogel * Undesired cell
E UV
Figure 6-4: Proposed technique for simplified sorting of non-anchorage-dependent cells, as described in text.
After forming a PEGDA microwell array, we could seed cells into the array and perform our image-based
assay (Figure 6-4-D). After determining locations of cells of interest, we would replace the assay
medium with a PEGDA prepolymer, mask cells of interest, and crosslink undesired cells into the hydrogel
(Figure 6-4-E-H). After this step, we could invert the chip over a culture dish for cell collection (Figure
6-4-1-J).
The primary motivation in using a PEGDA-based microwell array is the problem of oxygen inhibition
when performing photopolymerization. Oxygen quenches the reaction, so polymerization stops short of
touching surfaces that permit oxygen diffusion from the ambient environment, such as PDMS74. For this
reason, as well as the non-ideality of imaging through a non-coverslip substrate, simply using a PDMS
bio-flip chip for cell capture would likely be sub-optimal or not functional. It might be possible to
fabricate the array using a photopatternable silicone94 , which, as with fabricating the array from PEGDA,
would allow imaging through a coverslip substrate and allow polymerization all the way up to the glass
substrate. This might work, unless polymerization reaction quenching at the sidewall interface was
significant enough to cause polymerized pellets within the wells to fall out of the microwells upon
inversion. However, the simplicity of in-lab photopolymerization of the microwell array might be more
appealing than the cleanroom-based photopatternable silicone process.
Minimum well spacing, and thus throughput, would be dictated again by mask alignment tolerances and
minimum spot sizes. If we assumed the current mask-based alignment tolerance of ~+/- 150 im and a
well radius of 15 pm, this necessitates a 330 pm-diameter spot and center-center well spacing, allowing
~ 1000 wells/cm2. If we developed the ink objective and could achieve a 10-im error radius and used an
identical well size, we would need a 50-pm-diameter spot and center-center spacing (optoflucs used a
65 pm center-center spacing), which would permit 40,000 wells/cm 2.
Thus, in a square array with a centimeter edge length, ~ four times more cells could be screened than
with our current optoflucs chip, with none of the complexities of microfluidics or laser incorporation.
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This is a significant advantage that could be exploited when clonality of released cells is not needed.
Furthermore, we anticipate that the technical basis of this approach is especially sound, as each
component of the process has been validated in other studies.
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